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Abstract
Most of the current building simulation tools are the results of funded projects
for particular research purposes. Normally, these tools are developed in one re-
search organization and utilized by the organization's own staﬀ rather than by
external personnel. Financially and intellectually, it is deﬁnitely a huge waste
that designers and engineers rarely use those tools while they have to deal with
increasingly complex issues and surely need the assistance of building simulation
tools in building practice. Therefore, this thesis is dedicated to bringing build-
ing simulation closer to practice. The general goal is to promote the usage of
simulation tools not only by simulation experts for research purposes but also by
designers and engineers in practical work.
Since the well-adopted tool could only be established based on appropriate re-
quirements analysis, attention is ﬁrstly devoted to perceiving engineer or prac-
tice demands in building design and operation activities. Building multi-criteria
analysis, whole life cycle integration, interdisciplinary interaction, control-wise in-
tegration/optimization together with the inﬂuence of Industry 4.0 in building
discipline are discussed in sequence. This is not only an enumeration of emerging
scenarios, but also an exploration to ﬁgure out that integrated requirement is of
growing signiﬁcance as buildings are becoming increasingly advanced and complex.
Multi-criteria simulation analysis indicates that designers and engineers need to
consider, at least, energy eﬃciency and initial cost simultaneously; human comfort,
environmental impact, life cycle cost are also involved; however, current workﬂow
and cooperation mechanism among diﬀerent simulation tools could not suﬃciently
fulﬁll multi-criteria analysis demand in building design and operation activities.
Other detailed discussions on energy and cost integrated simulation, energy and
human comfort integrated simulation, control related simulations all indicate one
conclusion that building practice is increasingly integrated but simulation ability
is still insuﬃcient and isolated. Therefore, related tools must be coordinated
and connected from the socio-technical point of view to support building practice
eventually.
Recent development in multi-domain modeling language Modelica and Functional
Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard has provided an eﬃcient solution for both inte-
gration and practical utilization. The ideology of the transfer layer is introduced;
open-to-public and free usable framework and associated collaborative mechanisms
are proposed. Individual models and tools could be integrated together through
co-simulation or model exchange under FMI standard; along with complete and ac-
curate database, the integrated tools could be validated and documented together,
then transferred to commercial partners for further improvement, marketing and
sale. In such way, a collaborative framework to transfer knowledge from research
to practice could be formed in order to suﬃciently process integrated require-
ment issues; the usage of research-oriented tools could be intensiﬁed in building
industrial practice.
Connection, interoperability, technical standard, and workﬂow protocol, those gen-
eral terms for cooperative simulation development are further discussed. Cooper-
ative Modelica library development is taken as an example to illustrate associated
problems and their solutions from both detailed technical and generalized socio-
technical perspectives.
Individual model quality is a fundamental guarantee for successful cooperative
simulation system. Therefore a model comparison project is carried out for qual-
ity assurance purpose. First, a series of comparison validation tests are established
with a stepwise increased level of complexity. Then, multiple participants with a
diversity of simulation tools contribute simulation models and results for listed val-
idation scenarios. During the result comparison process, the deviation is detected,
the bug is ﬁxed, the model is improved; cooperative relationship and workﬂow
standard are formed.
In the last, a multi-criteria and interdisciplinary simulation case is conducted as
a demonstrated example of actual integrated requirement along with integration
and practical utilization eﬀort of simulation. This case aims to select an appro-
priate energy solution for a building from four alternatives. Traditional HVAC
equipment, renewable energy devices, storage facilities are applied and arranged
in groups under Demand Side Management strategy and dynamic control. Fi-
nancial and environmental impacts are also calculated along with the traditional
result of annual energy consumption. Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
method is applied to analyze the four alternative energy solutions with an over-
all consideration of energy consumption, energy production, initial cost, life-cycle
cost, and CO2 emission.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter is the introductory part of this thesis.
The ﬁrst section of this chapter introduces what is building simulation and why
simulation codes and tools are needed in building industry.
Then, the second section reveals the fact that simulation is not widely utilized in
building practice despite of pressing and evident requirements.
In order to promote simulation utilization in building practice, certain eﬀorts
have been made in the past; a summary is given in the third section to review and
analysis these activities.
Finally, in last section, it is pointed out that much more work has to be done to
modify building simulation and intensify its application in building practice, and
this thesis is intended to contribute in this ﬁeld. General issues such as research
methodology and thesis structure are also presented in this section.
1.1 Introduction of building simulation
1.1.1 Building simulation demands
Energy mandate in building
Current trends in energy supply and use are patently unsustainable economically,
environmentally and socially. Without decisive action, global energy related green-
house gas (GHG) emissions will be more than double by 2050 and increased oil
demand will heighten concerns over the security of supplies[32].This situation must
be changed revolutionarily. Ensuring a reliable, economically aﬀordable and envi-
ronmentally friendly energy supply and use system is one of the biggest challenges
of the 21st century.
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Building sector uses up roughly one third of total energy consumption1. The
urgency and importance of building energy revolution is axiomatic.
Nowadays, energy-eﬃciency, renewable energy and low/zero carbon energy tech-
nologies are all well-accepted concepts in building industry already; lots of in-
novative technologies have been implemented and many pilot projects have been
conducted as demonstration around the world.
In Germany, certain eﬀorts also had been made under the German Federal Ministry
of Economics and Technology sponsored projects  EnOB[4] (energy-optimized
construction) and EnEﬀ:Stadt und EnEﬀ:Wärme [21](energy eﬃcient cities and
energy eﬃcient heating and cooling networks); and now have been clustered in
Energie in Gebäuden und Quartieren[5] (Energy in buildings and quarters) pro-
gram.
Human comfort in building
Building is a shelter for human beings. An appropriate indoor environment for
human is the most crucial criterion for a qualiﬁed shelter. Modern people spend
plenty of time in buildings. The indoor environment comfort is strongly related
to the occupants' satisfaction and productivity in case of work place.
In other words, human comfort is the most critical aspect and should be the most
priority factor to be considered in building discipline.
Conﬂict and integrated demands
Clearly, energy consumption saving and indoor environmental comfort somehow
are in conﬂict with one another. Take air conditioning system in a hot summer
as example. Every declined degree of temperature struggles with dramatically
increased energy consumption and accordingly huge electric bill. The above men-
tioned mistake that jeopardized indoor air quality and human health to save en-
ergy is one typical example that this troublesome situation is not appropriately
managed.
Furthermore, besides the competition between energy saving and indoor human
comfort, three sub factors of indoor human comfort: thermal comfort, visual com-
fort, and indoor air quality (IAQ) may also be in conﬂict and compete with each
other as it is showed in Figure 1.1. E.g., adjusting the window blind inﬂuences
both thermal and visual indoor environment.
1Exact ratio numbers vary in diﬀerent countries and conditions.
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Figure 1.1: Conﬂict demands
And the relationship between building and its ambient environment also needs to
be handled carefully. Passive principles such as considerations on sun and wind
orientation and envelope properties, are highly related with building performance
and were considered carefully in past thousands years. Unfortunately, after the in-
vention and largely adoption of modern Heating, Ventilation and Air conditioning
(HVAC) system, some designers began to ignore all passive principles and simply
use powerful HVAC equipment to maintain desired indoor environment. Typical
example is glass facade building in Middle East. Of course this inadaptability of
building with environment deﬁnitely causes huge energy waste.
Since current building becomes increasingly complex and integrated, conﬂict and
integrated demands are involved during building design and operation practice.
Established building standards listed in Table 1.1 are vivid explanations of these
complexity and integration: besides energy consumption regulation, thermal com-
fort, health related issue, acoustics and visual comfort are all entirely or partly
included in those building standards to regulate, instructing building design, con-
struction and operation activities.
Code and full name
LEED-Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
EPBD-Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
BREEAM-Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology
JGJ/T288-Standard for building energy performance certiﬁcation
CASBEE-Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Eﬃciency
Table 1.1: Building standards
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The design and optimization of increasingly complex and ﬂexible buildings, specif-
ically dealing with integrated or even conﬂict demands must be handled properly.
Suitable design and operation methods, data and tools are deﬁnitely required
during those building practice.
1.1.2 A brief history of building simulation
In the old days, the appropriate knowledge and solutions could only be obtained
by experience and lessons learned from mistakes. Nowadays, with the develop-
ment of information and computation technologies, this situation has dramatically
changed.
People could acquire knowledge and detailed information on one building by sim-
ulation before the building is actually built. The ability to simulate the future
performance of a building, or speciﬁc components, provides the designers and
engineers the possibility to review a range of options, to balance competing re-
quirements and to avoid potential problems.
Actually it is the symbol of modern science and technology to rely on the analytical
calculation, experiment and simulation rather than experience to develop and
accumulate knowledge.
Half century long development of computer-aided building simulation has resulted
in a wide range of currently available products. There is an online tool directory[17]
as it is shown in Figure 1.2. This building energy simulation tool web directory
formerly was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, and now is taken over
by IBPSA-USA2. This directory provides information of more than 450 building
software tools for evaluating energy eﬃciency, renewable energy usage, and sustain-
ability in buildings. The building simulation tools listed in this directory include
databases, spreadsheets, component and systems analyses, and whole building
energy performance simulation programs.
The early building simulation tool development mainly focuses on building thermal
performance analysis. During HVAC design process, engineers need to calculate
peak load to determine the type and capacity of HVAC equipment. Before the
introduction of building simulation, peak load calculation was done by HVAC
engineers in the way of hand calculation. Then with the development of com-
puter technology in building industry, computer-aided tools can calculate energy
load in a more eﬃcient and more convenient way compared with traditional hand
calculation.
2The United States regional aﬃliate of the International Building Performance Simulation
Association
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Figure 1.2: Building energy software directory
With the ability to foresee the performance of non-existing building, researcher
and developer soon are not satisﬁed with the simple replacement of hand calcula-
tion in the engineering design process. Building simulation tool provides accurate
knowledge of building and/or equipment and helps engineers and designers increase
understanding, and with that come also better possibilities to increase quality and
economy of building and equipment. Therefore, more and more building simula-
tion tools are developed. While the number of tools is increasing, the scope, or
the study object is also signiﬁcantly expanded in the past decades.
Nowadays, besides estimation of peak hourly loads or annual energy consumption,
many other building characteristics such as HVAC and its control system, coupled
heat and mass transfer, air ﬂow, indoor air quality, visual performance, acoustic
performance, energy economics and renewable energy are also covered by variety
of specialized or generalized simulation tools.
1.2 Application situation of building simulation
Tremendous intelligence and ﬁnance resources have been invested on building sim-
ulation codes and tools. Great amount of accomplishments have been achieved.
Numerous planning, modeling and simulation have been conducted through vari-
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ety of building simulation tools, having covered all building related disciplines and
ﬁelds.
However, compared with simulation tools in other industrial disciplines such as me-
chanical engineering, building simulation tool has its unique characteristic: most
of building simulation tools is regarded as so called in house software. The
phrase in house implies that the software is developed in one organization and
utilized by the organization's own staﬀ rather than by external personnel. It is
probably same group of people who develop and use certain in house software
for one particular project or series projects. In other words in house software is
employed by researchers as research tool rather than engineering tool utilized by
designers and engineers in practice.
Clearly, building practice require simulation tools to assist. But, most of existing
building simulation tools somehow stay at research level or in house level and
have not been widely adopted in building practice.
Below, this research and application gap is discussed from both design and op-
eration perspectives to ﬁgure out this disparity in detail.
1.2.1 Design and simulation
It could be never too overstated on the signiﬁcance of design. Energy eﬃcient
building, or any other good quality building, starts with an appropriate design.
The most ideal procedure is involving building simulation tool to assist the design
process from its ﬁrst beginning, because the earlier optimization with building
simulation tools involved the better design scheme and thus the better building
energy eﬃciency achieved.
However, as it is showed in Figure 1.3, building simulation is somehow separated
with designers' working process. In current building practice, designers are nor-
mally not the users of building simulation tools, simulation experts who may come
from diﬀerent working group or even diﬀerent company have to be employed to
perform simulation and suggest optimized scheme. For example in the HVAC
design process, HVAC engineers have to provide design information like the type
and properties of equipment ﬁrst, then HVAC simulation experts would carry out
modeling and simulation work, and HVAC engineers then would optimize their
scheme based on according simulation results. Since other group besides designers
has to be involved during this process, extra coordination and accordingly extra
time and cost are inevitable.
Besides the problem of working group separation, there is also data transformation
trouble for simulation group: simulation experts often have to build models from
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scratch. This means simulation models, especially HVAC equipment models, are
not generated based on designer's commonly used computer-aided design (CAD)
ﬁle automatically and simulation experts have to manually input all the design
data.
	
 	
 

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Figure 1.3: Current workﬂow of building design
To sum up, the building design process is still not fully supported by simulation
tools; most building simulation tools are still concentrated on research usage and
have not been widely accepted in practice. In real building practice, rare simula-
tion cases are spotted except few demonstrated cases.
Someone may argue that why bother to worry about the separation between design
and simulation because the utilization situation of building simulation tools always
maintains this way in building industry. But, if we compare it with application
of simulation tool in other disciplines such as mechanical engineering or electric
engineering, it is clear that building simulation tool is an exceptional laggard.
According to McKinsey's report, the digitalization of the building industry is only
higher than agriculture, ranking second to last among all statistical industries[71].
Table 1.2 is generated based on personal working experience of author, which is one
perfect example to demonstrate this lagged situation by the comparison between
the design process of HVAC system and the design process of control system for
HVAC equipment.
Design objective Industry ﬁeld Method description
HVAC equipment Building
HVAC designer cooperates with simulation expert
HVAC designer alone without simulation
HVAC control Control Control designer alone with simulation
Table 1.2: Building and control industries simulation application comparison
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As we mentioned before, HVAC system design can deﬁnitely beneﬁt from detailed
HVAC system simulation. HVAC designers could work together with simulation
experts to improve their design. But most of them still work alone with an old-
fashioned method implemented decades ago: only calculating peak value to de-
termine equipment capacity. Even if the HVAC designers are willing to cooperate
with simulation experts, it is still a tedious process anyway.
At the same time, it is the same people/group to design and simulate the behavior
of control system using simulation software such as MATLAB. Optimization with
simulation is inevitable process in control system design. Simulation assisted tools
are already widely implemented within control industry practice.
1.2.2 Operation and simulation
Building operation is the practice that keeps building, especially HVAC system
working at peak performance through appropriate control.
Building system design could only be as good as its execution. Neglecting the
importance of operation, inappropriate control scheme can undo all the beneﬁts
or improvements of excellent building system design. On the contrast, good quality
operations can signiﬁcantly improve energy performance and occupant comfort at
the same time.
When it comes to building operation, building energy management system (BEMS)
has to be mentioned. BEMS is a computer-based system that helps to manage,
monitor and control building technical services (HVAC, lighting etc.) and the
energy consumption of building. It provides the information and the tool to help
building managers control building improving building energy performance.
Control companies provide variety of BEMS solutions and latest improvements of
control algorithms or hardware could be immediately implemented and integrated
into their own BEMS to achieve better operational eﬀort.
For some BEMS solution, simulation block is embedded to provide reference data
for system commissioning, Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) or simulation as-
sisted control. To achieve these functionalities, it is essential to utilize high quality
simulation of HVAC equipment and system. Unfortunately, traditional HVAC or
building simulation does not play important role in it. Current equipment models
in BEMS are mainly developed by control industry alone. Control engineers just
use quite simpliﬁed HVAC model, or even black box model combined with system
identiﬁcation technology3 to describe the behavior of HVAC equipment.
3System identiﬁcation is a statistical method to build mathematical models of dynamical
systems from measured data.
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HVAC engineers and HVAC simulation experts are willing to contribute and have
made eﬀorts to cooperate with control industry. As it is shown in Table 1.3, several
International Energy Agency (IEA) Annex programs were carried out focusing on
the HVAC simulation usage during operation and control[26, 27, 29, 31].
Project Name
Annex 17 Building Energy Management Systems - Evaluation and Emulation Techniques
Annex 25 Real Time HVAC Simulation
Annex 34 Computer Aided Evaluation of HVAC System Performance
Annex 40 Commissioning of Building HVAC Systems for Improved Energy Performance
Annex 60 Activity2.3 Model use during operation
Table 1.3: List of Annex programs for HVAC&Control simulation
However, in real practice, the frustrating reality is that detailed HVAC simulation
models are still rarely spotted assisting the operation of building energy manage-
ment system (BEMS); rare direct connection between detailed HVAC simulation
models and real system operation/control exists.
This is a huge waste of great accomplishments in HVAC and building simulation
ﬁeld, because at the same time, due to lack of accurate physical models, the ad-
vantages of simulation assisted control and Fault Detection and Diagnostics(FDD)
technologies are restricted now in control industry[27, 33].
1.3 Literature review: practice orientation of build-
ing simulation
Huge gap always exists between building simulation research and practice. More
speciﬁcally, the powerful capability of building simulation is limited within uni-
versities, institutes or government facilities for research or demonstrated purposes;
architects, engineers rarely use simulation tools and therefore simulation is not
widely utilized in real building design and operation practice. It has been a long
standing phenomenon and also great waste of building simulation. Eﬀorts have
been invested to change this situation.
Firstly, one intuitional solution is tool development directly for designers and
engineers[13, 18]. Since most simulation tools are too complicated and time con-
suming for designer especially for early stage design, keep it simple and fast
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becomes the general development principle of these tools.
Some typical building design scenarios are pre-deﬁned in those software and thus
typical construction and equipment simulation scenarios work pretty well while
designers or engineers run simulation during optimization process. However, non-
typical or non-pre-deﬁned building or equipment, which accounts majority of the
overall building design tasks, becomes insurmountable diﬃculties for those tools.
In order to simulate non-typical scenarios which are out of pre-deﬁned cases in
those tools, certain programming skill, and even computational mathematical
ability are required inevitably. However, designers and engineers normally lack
of these skills. To further modify and develop those building simulation tools,
FORTRAN and C/C++ programming languages are normally selected by devel-
oper and simulation expert in the past decades, and they are still most commonly
applied languages now. These languages require long learning duration and thus
have greatly reduced designers and engineers' intention to master them.
Secondly, since it is well known that a proper requirement analysis is the very ﬁrst
step and foundation of software development either from whole software indus-
try point of view or from speciﬁc building perspective; and unfortunately, most
simulation tools are results of sponsored project for research reason instead of
achievements based on appropriate requirement analysis. This deﬁnitely causes
application gap. Therefore, work process, especially design process analysis and
associated requirement analysis are carried out as fundamental basis to guide sim-
ulation tool development and improvement in order to assist designer and engineer
more eﬀectively[30, 38]. In IEA Annex 30 program, building whole life cycle is
divided as several stages: conceptual design, preliminary design, detailed design,
tender evaluation, construction and commissioning, operation and maintenance,
renovation; according to this division deﬁnition, general objective and typical sim-
ulation scenarios for each stages are discussed then presented.
However, proper requirement analysis alone could not eﬃciently solve applica-
tion problem of building simulation. As it is mentioned in last section, in current
building practice, simulation is still separated with designers or engineers' working
process; simulation experts are normally involved and accordingly extra coordina-
tion work, extra time consumption and extra ﬁnical cost are inevitable, blocking
simulation' widely application in building practice.
Thirdly, working group separation and extra coordination work also lead to opti-
mization demand focused on data transformation process. Building Information
Modeling (BIM) is one typical technology developed to deliver data more eﬃciently
and to utilize data more comprehensively[76, 96].
But, HVAC equipment and system simulation, which is the kernel component of
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building simulation, are still not covered by current commercialized BIM technolo-
gies. Fortunately, certain research activities are already observed exploring proper
solution to integrate HVAC data and model into overall BIM society[37, 70].
To sum up, simulation is still not widely accepted in building practice despite
constant eﬀort in the past decades and explorations in diversity pathways. Ac-
cording to anecdotal evidence[39] collected in the June 15, 2015 BEM Workshop
(East Coast), only 20% U.S. commercial building designs use building simulation;
furthermore, 80% of simulations are simply used to demonstrate code compliance
or to obtain green building certiﬁcation, and they are carried out at the end of the
design phase, which is too late to inﬂuence the designer's and owner's decision-
making and to truly take advantage of simulation beneﬁts.
To actually bring simulation into building practice, it is still a long way to go and
so much work has to be done in the future.
1.4 Objective of the dissertation
1.4.1 General objective
Although buildings in both research and market are all decorated with fancy ideas
such as green or intelligent, the proportion of buildings adopting innovation
technologies is still low when it comes to the huge overall amount of existing
buildings. Energy eﬃciency and low carbon technologies are mostly implemented
in demonstration project.
There is a growing awareness of the urgency to truly turn propaganda statements
into concrete action. The action demand poses great challenges for the building
sector to really achieve the goal of being economic and environment friendly in
building industry.
As it is mentioned in previous sections, there are obvious beneﬁts and demands to
use simulation during building design and operation processes. And it is deﬁnitely
a huge waste to keep numerous numbers of in house tools isolated from practical
utilization.
Therefore, this dissertation focuses on integrating and improving current building
simulation tools, especially in house tools, as well as promoting and intensifying
utilization of simulation in the building practice. In other words, the general and
ultimate objective of this dissertation is to transfer simulation knowledge from
research level to practice level, for the purpose that simulation could be used by
engineers for assisting design and operation in a convenient way. Simulation tools
shouldn't be restricted within research ﬁelds; practice oriented tools should be
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easily and conveniently used by average engineers instead of requiring profound
programming and algorithmic knowledge or even a PhD to use them well.
1.4.2 Detailed objective and research methodology
The ﬁnal accomplishment of practice oriented knowledge transfer has to be a long
term and widespread collaboration process. There is no doubt that this grand
objective is far beyond what one PhD dissertation could ever achieve. Although
with great eﬀorts, this dissertation could only contribute a tiny part of overall work
that makes it happen. Thus, besides theoretical work such as general discussions
and foundation establishment of practice oriented knowledge transfer ideology,
certain particular tasks have to be determined to focus on.
A bunch of detailed objective are studied in this dissertation as it is shown in
Figure 1.4, associated integral research methodologies are utilized accordingly.
Both theoretical study and empirical study methods are applied to help author,
from overall strategy to detailed technology levels, to analysis application problem
and to explore solution.
Figure 1.4: Integral research methodologies
Literature review, questionnaire and comparative study are all employed, form-
ing a compound systemic solution, to ﬁgure out the reason why current building
simulation application situation is unsatisﬁed.
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As it is mention before, in order to develop appropriate simulation tools for prac-
tice, we must gain a clear idea what kind of problems exist and what kind of
simulation scenarios are needed to be modeled in building practice. Only based
on appropriate practice simulation scenarios analysis, the associated developed
tools could be suitable for practical application.
Being diﬀerent with previous requirement analysis work or similar kind job, the
requirement analysis carried out in this dissertation is dedicated to contribute
from more generally socio-technical point of view; not only detailed process and
technology aspects but also social inﬂuential factors such as tradition issue, priority
issue, cost issue, time issue, etc., are all considered simultaneously.
And for application scenario aspect, the requirement analysis here focuses on im-
pact of emerging building simulation such as: merging energy consumption, pro-
duction and storage due to renewable energy application, coupling management
of building thermal and electrical grids, Demand Side Management, integrated
planning of building envelope, HVAC system and control strategy, interaction
among components, buildings and district energy, inﬂuence of cyber-physical
system and Internet of Things.
Please note that above mentioned detailed study objective are not chosen ran-
domly; interdisciplinary and life cycle simulation cases with Multiple Criteria De-
cision Analysis, for an early HVAC and its control system design, are particularly
chosen for empirical study since they act as not only just demonstrating exam-
ple but also the kernel solution to integrate and promote this practice oriented
knowledge transfer process.
Since this thesis focuses on the development and integration of building simulation
tools, obviously multi-disciplines are involved4.
Considering the background of integration multitude of diﬀerent simulation pro-
grams for highly heterogeneous and diverse ﬁelds, the central question arises about
quality assurance. How to support better comparability, traceability, transparency
and standardization simulation in equipment, building and district ﬁelds, is an ur-
gent need and is expected to be answered in this thesis.
1.4.3 Chapter arrangement
First chapter presents the background and motivation for practice oriented im-
provement and transfer of building simulation tools. Research or in house tools
are needed to be utilized in practice.
4This dissertation belongs somewhere in the intersection of building science, energy science,
mechanical engineering, information and communications technology (ICT), control technology
and of course software engineering.
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The last chapter summarizes whole dissertation, ultimate integration forecast is
also presented.
In between, the main body of thesis could be roughly divided into three parts:
The ﬁrst part (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) is dedicated to ﬁguring out the reason
why current simulation tool is not widely adopted in building practice from socio
technical point of view. Practice simulation scenarios analysis is given ﬁrst, and
associated tool development requests are summarized.
With regard to the research-practice gap, the second part (Chapter 4 and Chapter
5) provides a general solution. A roadmap is formulated that in house simulation
tools could be reformed. A cooperation platform and its associated mechanisms
are proposed for the knowledge transfer from research to practice. Obstacles that
block the practical usage of current simulation tools are analyzed and certain
improvement suggestions are proposed.
Concrete work is presented in the third part. Model comparison task is intro-
duced in Chapter 6, to improve accuracy and consistency of simulation software;
an interdisciplinary design case is also described in Appendix, to demonstrate inte-
grated building practice requirements and associated simulation solution discussed
in previous chapters.
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Chapter 2
Integrated requirements in building
practice
From this chapter on, investigation on actual simulation requirements of building
practice is processed ﬁrst. Only based on appropriate practice requirements analy-
sis, the associated developed tools would be suitable for real practical application.
Workﬂow and cooperation during building design and operation activities are dis-
cussed here, whole building life cycle processes are surveyed, emerging demands
and future requirements are specially focused on from socio-technical perspective.
Those activities are dedicated to ﬁgure out what kinds of functionalities are de-
manded, by designers and engineers, to support actual decision making actions.
2.1 Multi criteria analysis of building
Building must satisfy increasingly abundant requirements.
Building must be functional, convenient and economical in everyday use while
they must allow ﬂexibility to the wishes of individual users, particularly in com-
mercial buildings which need to be easily adapted to meet any change in use.
Building indoor atmosphere must merge quality with energy eﬃciency, and people
and assets must be adequately protected against hazards and damage. Building
should be green and intelligent. We could keep listing those building design
and operation principles on and on.
Theoretically speaking, those requirements make the building design process be-
come a process to balance countless complex or even conﬂicting demands.
In building practice, those subjective requirement descriptions are converted to
certain quantiﬁed objects that characterize to what extent the building design
fulﬁll our pursuing and imagination. Some widely used quantiﬁed indexes such as
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energy consumption, cost, PMV1 are showed in Table 2.1.
Name Unit Represented objects
Annual energy consumption W=a m2 Energy eﬃciency
Initial cost Euro Economical factor
Annual operational cost Euro=a m2 Economical factor
CO2 emission kg=a Environmental impact
PMV value / Human comfort
Figure 2.1: Quantiﬁed design objects
Those kinds of quantization activities make building design or operation process
a procedure to balance relevant evaluation indexes to achieve optimization.
Actually, calculating relevant evaluation indexes, optimizing and balancing multi
criteria such as annual energy consumption, initial cost, annual operational cost,
CO2 emission, etc., are the essential aspects of building design and operation
activities.
Obviously, those works are combination of diﬀerent disciplines and cooperation
among lots of professions: architect, structural engineer, cost estimator, HVAC
engineers, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing services (MEP) engineers, contrac-
tor, and supervisors all play important role in this building design and operation
process.
Well coordination and communication are with great importance when it comes
to the combination and cooperation system with such complexity and integration.
However, current coordination mechanism in building industry is far away from
satisfying.
Generally speaking, architects and structural engineers dominate the design and
construction process. Works implemented by HVAC engineers and electrical engi-
neers are somehow separated and treated as auxiliary tasks. It seems ridiculous to
ask architects to amend their design scheme or work process to facilitate work car-
ried out by HVAC engineers. There is just one-way demand instead of two-way
cooperation coordination mechanism in current building practice.
1The Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) stands among the most recognized thermal comfort meth-
ods to quantify subjective judgment of human comfort into certain values. Seven point scale
from cold (-3) to hot (+3) is employed to quantify the thermal comfort level. A particular com-
bination of air temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, air speed, metabolic
rate, and clothing insulation are included in the PMV method[15].
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Taking HVAC system design and operation as an example, in ideality, energy
consumption, cost, CO2 emission, and thermal comfort are all essential aspects
and need to be dealt with simultaneously. However, in reality, HVAC engineers just
estimate rough energy consumption numbers, then select equipment and design
detailed system according to experiences and conventions. Even for some minority
cases that optimized simulations and multi criteria analysis are obliged due to
mandatory requirement of energy performance evaluating and reward granting,
smooth coordination and overall optimization among diﬀerent domain groups,
such as HVAC engineers, simulation experts, cost estimation staﬀ and people
who work in environmental impact assessment division, are still rare to observe.
Inextricably linked tasks are still isolated with each other and treated unequally
on purpose.
It seems still a favorable intention, which is far away from reality, that imple-
menting multi criteria analysis which includes so many domains and professions
in building design and operation activities. Good and equal coordination among
architects, structural engineers, and HVAC engineers are even more diﬃcult to
achieve.
But current situation does not mean there is no internal demand for smooth co-
operation and multi criteria analysis in building industry. As building becomes
increasingly complex and integrated, more and more complicated and even conﬂict
requirements must be fulﬁlled. It is time to apply concrete actions to truly break
current inopportune isolation and non-cooperation tradition.
And in reality, despite unsatisﬁed cooperation situation, designers and engineers
always need to consider, at least, energy eﬃciency and initial cost simultaneously,
make compromises and amend design schemes iteratively to achieve ﬁnal optimum
balance, as it is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Multi criteria optimum balance
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Two example of multi criteria simulation are illustrated in next chapter. One
case demonstrates how energy simulation tool and cost estimation tool could work
together to help make decision and optimize operation. The other example shows
human comfort indication index are calculated along with energy consumption
value.
2.2 Building life cycle integration
The concept of whole life cycle is widely accepted nowadays. IEA report[30]suggests
that an idealized process model of building includes not only design and construc-
tion but also commissioning, operation, renovation. The design would subdivided
into conceptual design, preliminary design and detailed design.
This division does not mean diﬀerent life cycle stages should be isolated with each
other. In contrast, it is of great importance that eﬃcient networked collaboration
exists among diﬀerent life cycle stages.
Taking monitoring or data collecting for instance, some of monitoring data is just
saved then abandoned after monitoring project is ﬁnished. Those data is great
treasure and data mining work should be carefully done.
Direct operation data such as temperature, relative humidity, CO2 concentration
and energy consumption could be used in detailed model providing accurate perfor-
mance parameter; indirect operation data like eﬀective thermal insulation levels,
building leakage, ventilation ﬂow rates, heating and cooling plant eﬃciency could
be calculated based on monitoring data in order to help the creation of reduced
model. Either way would help model improvement.
Model beneﬁtted from monitoring or data collecting stage could provide better
simulation, optimization result in design stage, or more accurate Fault Detection
and Diagnosis (FDD) and simulation assisted control eﬀect in operation phase.
Life cycle data utilization is deﬁnitely not only example. Similarly, net energy de-
mand calculation in ideal HVAC model could pass to ﬁnal complex HVAC system
design stage; planning data could be re-used for later optimization task. Actu-
ally, modern building design is an iterative and integrated process: in the early
design or planning stage, many parameters are not yet known and it must pre-set
their default values based on accumulated data; going along with the process, an
increasing proportion of predeﬁned default values are determined and replaced
correspondingly. Therefore, databases need to be eﬃciently integrated across life-
cycle.
However, as it is shown in Figure 2.3, traditionally in one building life cycle, de-
sign, simulation, commissioning, operation and data collecting work are relatively
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isolated with each other, several group of people are involved, models and data
are not compatible, time consuming, redundant data entry is common.
Figure 2.3: Traditional mode and actual practice requirement
Clearly, life cycle consistent information ﬂow is required in building practice. But
there is no existing model chain through building whole life cycle to support this
consistent information ﬂow and collaboration demand.
Actually, the idea of life cycle consistent information ﬂow is quite similar to build-
ing information modeling (BIM), but current BIM seldom covers HVAC aspect.
Here, HVAC&Control system is the main study object. There is an increasingly
urgent call for the proper organization of numerous but fragmental tools to sup-
port building practice from the whole life cycle perspective, and more importantly,
to promote group cooperation behind.
2.3 Interdisciplinary interaction with building
The term interdisciplinary refers to interaction and integration of several tradi-
tional independent and separated disciplines. Similar expressions are multi do-
mains and multi disciplines.
Speciﬁcally, in this section, energy supply planning and building energy demand
analysis are considered together; the boundary between renewable energy device
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and traditional HVAC equipment is blurring; heat and electricity grid are discussed
together as one coupled system; user behavior study is closely connected with
HVAC&Control system management.
2.3.1 Energy production in building
Since its birth, building always functions as an energy consumer because it re-
quires certain energy to keep appropriate indoor environment or to make use of
application equipment inside. This consumer character has become even more
prominent after the appearance and stable supply of public utilities such as heat,
electricity and gas grid.
Nowadays, energy policies increasingly promote low emission technology and re-
newable energy resources. Distributed energy generation and the use of renew-
able energy have become increasingly important over the last decades. Fossil-fuel
energy are exiting, the share of renewable energy increases. For instance, in Ger-
many, after the 2013 elections, the CDU/CSU and SPD coalition government sets
its ambitious renewable energy application target: renewable energy shall account
for 40 to 45% of the share in the gross electricity consumption by 2025 and 80%
by 2050. And solar thermal, Photovoltaic (PV), wind turbine and heat pump are
commercially available equipment today[7].
Therefore, local electric production devices such as Photovoltaic (PV) and wind
turbine grant the building designer another choice besides utilizing electricity from
public utility grids. Furthermore, renewable device could be designed as part of
building. Integrated PV or integrated wind turbine buildings have appeared as it
is shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Integrated PV/wind turbine building
Building-integrated photovoltaic are photovoltaic materials that are used to re-
place conventional building materials in parts of the building envelope such as
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the roof, skylights, or facades. The advantage of integrated photovoltaic over non-
integrated systems is cost eﬃciency. The cost can be oﬀset by reducing the amount
spent on building materials that would be replaced eventually and associated extra
labor involved[46].
Similarly, besides central heat grid supply and traditional fossil fuel boiler, heat
could also be produced by renewable local heat production devices such as solar
thermal devices, ground or water source heat pump.
Traditionally, HVAC engineers focus on the energy consumption to maintain de-
sired indoor environment, and how to provide those demanded energy is out scope
of their traditional responsibility. Correspondingly, electricity supply is provided
by utility electricity company, taking care of by electricity engineers.
Similarly, building's required heat is supplied by utility heat company. Heat gen-
eration is also not HVAC engineers' concern.
However, combining with distributed energy equipment such as PV, wind turbine,
heat pump, etc., the traditional sole consumer status of building is dramatically
changed. Buildings are transferring from simply energy consumers to also green
power providers. There is a rising demand that building and community must be
considered in conjunction with the energy infrastructure together when they are
designed and constructed.
How to cope with this revolutionary change is something building simulation tools
have to deal with.
2.3.2 Heat-electricity coupling in building
Electricity or heat generated from renewable (solar, wind) sources are mostly in-
termittent in nature and diﬃcult to predict. This intermittent generation charac-
teristic challenges the safety and eﬃciency of grid operation. Obviously, electricity
storage technologies can decrease problems caused by distributed generation and
increase the value of intermittent energy.
However, unlike other common energy forms, for example, hot water or chemical
fuels such as coal, gasoline and natural gas, electricity must be used as it is being
generated, or converted immediately into another form of energy. This makes elec-
tricity storage the most challenging storage demand: to store the one which could
not be stored. Current electricity storage methods all have their own shortcomings
as it is shown in Table 2.1.
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Name Storage theory Shortcoming
Battery Electro-chemical Small capacity, costly, contamination
Pumped storage Hydro-electricity High initial invest
Super capacitor Electro-magnetic Under development, classiﬁed
Table 2.1: Shortcomings of current electricity storage methods
On the one hand, electricity storage especially vast capacity electricity storage is
not a well solved problem yet in electricity industry, electricity storage could only
be achieved through energy form conversion.
On the other hand, massive electricity is consumed by energy usage equipment
such as HVAC system every day. HVAC system is a natural link between elec-
tricity and thermal energy in building. Electric heater, chiller, and heat pumps
consume electricity to generate heat/cold to maintain desirable indoor environ-
ment. Therefore, HVAC system is the bridge to connect both electricity and heat
sides and the key in charge of converting electric energy to thermal energy as it is
shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Coupling of thermal and electrical energy
Since great amount of electricity is consumed in building for heat or cold genera-
tion, and heat/cold storage methods are much mature: thermal energy storage can
often be realized more easily and cheaply than current electrical energy storage.
Therefore, why not use thermal storage technologies to solve electricity storage
problem? This ideology is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Renewable energy further linked with thermal storage
Furthermore, building and its associated HVAC system do possess vast heat ca-
pacity and they acquire huge thermal storage potential accordingly. Building
envelope, indoor air, furniture and goods inside of room, etc., all contribute part
of the overall heat capacity of building. The combined heat capacity is deﬁnitely
huge. Jumbo amount energy variation happens when even one Celsius degree
changes in building.
Traditionally, this huge thermal capacity of building could only be seen as energy
supply requirement passively, rather than one active storage utility. Storage device
should be able to store and release energy according to command appropriately
and current building could not act in such way.
Of course, it is not a false and contradictory imagination to make building act as
storage. Actually, this revolutionary change of building and ﬁnal establishment of
storage functionality could be achieved if the HVAC system and building would
be appropriately controlled.
If HVAC equipment such as chiller, boiler, heat pump, combined heat and power
(CHP) are controlled in an adaptive and dynamic way actively, the substantial
storage value can be realized by eﬃciently combining thermal storage and elec-
tricity consumption. In this way, transformation process of electricity to thermal
energy can be controlled to support electricity grid management while the heat
can be stored for later use. Not only the heating/cooling demand in building, but
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also the electricity grid adjusting requirement should be fulﬁlled by appropriate
HVAC operation and control.
Obviously, appropriate control of HVAC equipment is vital and it is an extremely
challenge. In order to be capable of this coupling situation, new challenges are
proposed to building simulation tools: models for dynamic and advanced control.
HVAC operation, building thermal response and electricity smart grid all have to
be integrated and modeled together.
2.3.3 Summary: building multi-domain integration
Above mentioned building energy system is typical example of interdisciplinary
situation. Energy system in building or community is no longer just pure con-
sumer anymore, the future energy system will be essential energy producer too.
Consequently, building storage is introduced to deal with intermittent problem
of renewable energy. Thus, building and community energy system would be
redeﬁned as an expanded combination system that includes generation, storage,
consumption and their associated distribution as it is shown in Figure 2.7.
Another example is Passive house, when it comes to the well-known concept Pas-
sive house, we actually deal with a multiple-domain or interdisciplinary problem.
To reach the energy consumption standards of Passive house, a whole technique
package will be applied which is a combination of passive solar design and land-
scape, super-insulation, advanced window technology, air-tightness, ventilation,
space heating as well as lighting and electrical appliances. It requires the integra-
tion of multiple domains and uses a variety of tools that represent building across
largely varying time scales from seconds to years and length scales from building
components to urban districts. Architect, HVAC engineers, energy consultant,
controls engineer and electrical engineer all have to participate in it.
It has to be pointed out that interdisciplinary case is not piling up concepts on pur-
pose or simple accumulation of diﬀerent systems. These expansion and integration
indicate the unity and interaction of disciplines in building and community. The
truth is that reality has always been inextricably linked and only due to limited
comprehension and handling capacity in the past, complex and integrated realities
have to be divided into diﬀerent disciplines and studied separately.
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Figure 2.7: Interdisciplinary building energy system
The discussion on coupling of thermal and electrical energy deepens our under-
standing on the intrinsic connection of building energy system. Combining HVAC
control and operation with distributed renewable energy generation together, can
decrease or even completely solve the intermittent impact to the electricity grid.
Building HVAC operation and electricity grid management, these two traditional
separated disciplines, have been gradually integrated and transferred into a new
subject: heat storage management for smart grids operation.
Active and dynamic control plays an important role in this integration process.
Without appropriate equipment and system control, this integration could only
accumulate even more problems. Contrarily, with right control, merits, instead
of chaos, could be ampliﬁed. By the way, building control will be thoroughly
discussed in later sections.
Currently, there are clear cooperation and integration demands among diﬀerent
domains. It certainly requires the ability that not only handling energy consump-
tion calculation, focusing on renewable energy devices and dealing with HVAC
operation individually, but also integrating building energy system together along
with arbitrary control algorithm in a dynamic way.
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2.4 Integrated building control and operation
2.4.1 Building control expansion
Due to the increasing demands for more energy eﬃciency, comfort and convenience,
the scope and level of building control have risen steadily over the past decades.
Therefore the term building control here is a dynamic developing and expanding
deﬁnition.
In the beginning, building control originates from central plant control. Chiller
and boiler are the original objectives that control technology mainly focuses on.
Subsequently, after the invention of controlled fans or valves for Variable Air Vol-
ume (VAV) system, control of air handing units and terminals are also included
to more eﬃciently cope with plant control to provide proper indoor environment;
the control targets expand to whole HVAC system.
Besides HVAC system, building envelope also becomes control target. Typical
example is the recent development of active enclosure such as climate facades[79,
41, 61], highly integrated facades that involve heating/cooling function and control.
Those facades themself are combination of envelope, HVAC equipment and control.
There is no need to mention controlled shading device[101]. The shading action is
operated based on dynamic situation of solar radiation, HVAC system and building
response. Actually, there is an increasing intention to co-design and co-operating
of building envelope, HVAC system and other associated aspects.
In traditional building design practice, average and approximation weather infor-
mation companying with constant facade properties are used to predict the en-
ergy consumption. Then HVAC engineers starts the HVAC system design based
on these energy consumption data. The natural and dynamic connection among
climate, building envelope, HVAC system, control strategy and building load are
cut oﬀ and divided into diﬀerent parts deliberately.
Before, this separation is necessary due to computing limits and the responsibility
partition of diﬀerent disciplines. But, now, the relationship of climate, building
envelope, HVAC and their building response should be considered and controlled
more carefully and in a dynamic way.
Climate compensation control strategy is an example of inseparable relation of
climate and HVAC system operation and control. Instead of using average and
approximation weather condition, dynamic and accurate weather information is
employed as fundamental base of climate compensation control. Accordingly, the
dynamic ability of modeling HVAC & Control system is required. Climate com-
pensation control is not a special case. The integrated planning and control of
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building envelope, renewable energy devices, HVAC system and zone psychromet-
ric situation should be done at the same time.
To sum up, the scope of building control has greatly expanded in building energy
related ﬁeld.
Actually, even more encouraging view could be obtained from control engineers'
perspective: modern building is a combination system integrating HVAC, renew-
able energy devices, access and security, lighting and shading, transportation (el-
evators/escalators), ﬁre, utility services, etc. In control industry, it reﬂects this
integrating trend that the term building energy management system (BEMS) has
already gradually upgraded to building management system (BMS).
It has already been a time that building control is everywhere.
2.4.2 Control simulation in operation
Until now, various integration requirements have been proposed for building simu-
lation development. Here, in this section, building simulation itself becomes inte-
gration target since building system operation could be beneﬁted by cooperating
with simulation technology.
There are diverse ways that simulation could help building system commissioning,
operation and even control system software and hardware development process as
it is shown in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Simulation application methods
For better presenting and understanding the relation between simulation and op-
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eration, I would like to roughly categorize those application methods into three
subclasses ﬁrst, as it is shown in Figure 2.9, and then introduce them in detail.
Figure 2.9: Three application relations of simulation and operation
Evaluator
In the pathway of evaluator, both building equipment and controller are presence
in the form of codes.
Simulation programs can be used by control engineers to test and modify control
strategies designed. Various control strategies could be evaluated in advance with
relatively low cost. Actually this so called evaluator is conventional simulation
exactly, and HVAC engineers become more familiar with when detailed model of
the building/HVAC system are involved and focused on.
Emulator
Emulator means building system and building structure are virtual and simulated
with programs. Controller, on the other hand, is real.
Typical example of emulator is hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) technology[66, 80, 60].
HiL provides an eﬀective platform by programming codes instead of creating real
building system to test functionalities of controller. Simulation codes replace real
building and its HVAC systems to simulate their response to the control commands
of controller or building energy management system (BEMS).
Besides control product development, Emulators can also be used for training of
BEMS operators. Plenty of operation scenarios could be generated and BEMS
operators could collect experience in a practical way.
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Reality
After building and its HVAC system have been constructed and exist in reality,
simulation still could contribute to the system commissioning[54, 50] and opera-
tion. The basic idea is providing a reference value by simulation for turning con-
troller parameters in commissioning process, or assisting control decision making
during operation in the form of model predictive control[36, 69, 98] and simulation
assisted control[89].
Another example is fault detection and diagnosis (FDD)[43, 28], a technique which
aims to detect and locate faults or predict the presence of faults in system. FDD
uses the correctly operating system model to supplement the conventional feedback
loop, with the model acting as correct behavior reference for controlled system.
Figure 2.10: Simulation development and its application in operation
For decades, to support simulation utilization in operation, plenty of technologies
have been developed and a serial of Annex project haven been conducted under
IEA EBC2 framework, as it is shown in Figure 2.10.
The idea of using simulation in operation will acquire even more attention in the
future especially when the age of Industry 4.0 has come.
2.5 Industry 4.0 and its inﬂuence in building in-
dustry
Industry 4.0, Industrie 4.0 in German, originally is the name for current trend
of automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies.
2International Energy Agency Energy in Buildings and Communities Programme
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As the development of Industry 4.0, its connotation and denotation are gradually
expanding, building industry has already under its inﬂuence now. Typical example
is that smartphone could control and monitor building system operation. Of
course, it is not just a transition from thermostat on the wall to app in the phone.
Cyber-physical system behind this phenomenon must be mentioned.
Cyber-physical system is kernel foundation or even synonyms of Industry 4.0.
A cyber-physical system (CPS)[91, 48] is a system of collaborating computational
elements controlling physical entities. The precursor generation of cyber-physical
systems is often referred to as embedded systems[56]. In embedded systems, the
emphasis tends to be more on the computational elements, and cyber-physical
system emphasis more on intense link between the computational and physical
elements. A full-ﬂedged CPS is typically designed as a network of interacting
elements with physical input and output instead of as standalone devices.
The idea of cyber physic has drawn great attention. Massive explorations have
already been made and yet great implementations have been accomplished espe-
cially in the ﬁeld of power and automobile industries. Smart Grid and self-driven
cars[9] developed by emerging or traditional companies are representative cases of
cyber-physical system. Besides Industrie 4.0 in Germany, national plans such as
Internet Plus and Made in China 2025 are also strategies that cyber-physical
system are deeply engaged or based on with.
In building control industry, automated pump or fan, damper, etc., which could
be called as actuators, are widely employed in HVAC&Control system. These ac-
tuators receive control signal from controller, then follow order and execute action.
Before the appearance of cyber-physical system, traditional communications only
exist between speciﬁc actuator and its controller, and this communication is only
one way from controller to actuator. There is no way for an equipment to directly
communicate with the other equipment. For example, one chiller passing sensor
signal or control command directly to the other chiller is impossible in traditional
system but it could be achieved in a cyber-physical system.
Within cyber-physical systems, all equipment could be recognized as communica-
tion connection point. Former control calculation is no longer the most dominating
function for a CPS controller, because this control calculation function could be
done by other part of HVAC system, or even out of its system using cloud calcu-
lation technology. The most signiﬁcant or even the only responsibility for a CPS
controller is communication.
Any human or any user of building who possesses a smartphone, a tablet or any
wearable devices3 could be considered as a communication connection point of
3Wearable devices are clothing and accessories incorporating computer and advanced elec-
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a building cyber-physical system. User could directly connect and control the
local VAV air terminal unit, radiator, shutter, or even central plants to make
a truly desirable environment according to their individual demands. Human
comfort, which is always regarded the most critical aspect in building, could truly
acquire its priority position by endowing the user the direct power to communicate
and control. This user centered control makes sure the actual accomplishment of
human comfort. In this way, human, replacing of controller, directly control and
monitor the operation of building system.
2.6 Summary of building integrated demand
In this chapter, multi criteria analysis issue, whole life cycle issue, interdisciplinary
issue, building control and Industry 4.0 are discussed; they all share one thing
in common: integration requirement.
Building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV), integrated wind turbine, small or micro
combined heat and power (CHP), solar thermal system, heat pump, electrical chiller,
absorption chiller, and other and power to heat applications, etc.
Traditional HVAC system and other working and domestic equipment, etc.
Hot water storage tank, ice storage tank, phase change materials (PCMs) in the
envelope, seasonal thermal energy storage (STES), electricity storage, E-mobility,
HVAC&Control system and their building response, etc.
Coupling the electricity and heat, electricity to heat,
heat to cold, solar radiation to electricity, solar radiation to heat, etc.
Predictive control strategies, model based assistance control,
Smart grid, demand side management and user behavior modiﬁcation, fault detection
and diagnosis (FDD), hardware-in-the-loop (HiL), building energy management system
(BEMS), Cyber-physical systems (CPS), user centered control, etc.
Table 2.2: Enumeration of items discussed in this chapter
Table 2.2 and Figure 2.11 list part of mentioned items in this chapter. All
those enumerations give us an intuitive impression that building society has truly
tronic technologies. Activity trackers are a good example of wearable device embedded with
electronics, software, sensors and connectivity to enable objects to exchange data with a manu-
facturer, operator and/or other connected devices.
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changed and the possibilities to cooperate with other technologies have dramati-
cally increased. Those items originate from various disciplines such as: building
design, building system operation, district energy supply, renewable energy, en-
ergy storage, electricity grid management, monitoring and control, etc., and now
they are integrated and discussed together.
Figure 2.11: Enumeration of items discussed in this chapter
Based on previous discussion, we know that building energy system has been
profoundly transformed:
 from pure consideration of HVAC system eﬃciency to multi criteria analysis
including every building related aspects;
 from HVAC engineer working alone to eﬀective cooperation among HVAC
engineers, control engineers, architects, civil engineers and people who deals
with ﬁnance and environment protection;
 from only containing design to involving whole life cycle of design, construc-
tion, commissioning, operation and renovation.
Not only building, but also whole technical systems are becoming increasingly
complex mainly for two reasons: integration and heterogeneity.
Integration of systems introduces tight couplings where previously parts could be
designed and operated independently.
Heterogeneity in systems forces a mixture of several engineering disciplines to be
considered simultaneously. Heterogeneity is naturally a consequence of integration,
adding complexity and additional diﬃculties.
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And control and its associated cyber-physical systems play even more important
roles in those complex systems with integration and heterogeneity.
All those revolutionary change must be properly handled with simulation.
Whether current simulation tool could fulﬁll those demands is the main research
target in next chapter. It is probably not a good idea to judge too soon, but there
is something for sure now: building simulation will be continually strengthen, and
building simulation has to play more essential role to act like a bridge between
building and people, for controlling, monitoring, communicating; as it shown in
Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Building, information and people
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Chapter 3
Isolated and insuﬃcient building
simulation tools
Since building practice demand integrated solution to solve increasingly complex
and competing issues, here in this chapter, eﬀort is focused on discussion of sev-
eral detailed simulation scenarios, which are perfectly representation of integrated
requirement.
Through those simulation cases analyses, the gap between integrated requirement
and current isolated and insuﬃcient simulation capabilities are clearly exposed
here. This contradiction issue and its potential solution are also preliminarily
discussed from detailed technology level in this chapter.
3.1 Life cycle cost estimation
Building design, especially the building system design, is an iterative consider-
ation process balancing all kinds of inﬂuential factors simultaneously; designers
and engineers always need to consider, at least, energy eﬃciency and initial cost
together, make compromises and amend design schemes iteratively to achieve ﬁnal
optimum balance.
Life cycle cost simulation: the connecting point between energy simulation and
cost evaluation is discussed here.
3.1.1 Whole life cycle cost
Whole life cycle cost[35] is one cost related concept with great inﬂuences on build-
ing design and operation processes, especially in the building energy contract
management ﬁeld.
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Whole life cycle cost, also commonly known as whole life cost or life cycle cost,
refers to the total cost of ownership over the whole life of an asset. Whole life
cycle cost includes cost of planning, design, construction, acquisition, operation,
maintenance, rehabilitation, replacement and disposal.
Figure 3.1: Whole life cycle costs
As it is shown in Figure 3.1, building related whole life cycle cost would be roughly
divided into three categories:
 Initial costs : purchase, acquisition, construction costs
 Operation, maintenance, and repair costs : energy costs, water costs, labor
costs
 Residual values : resale or salvage values and disposal costs
The concept of whole life cycle cost is especially useful when project alternatives
that fulﬁll the same performance requirements, but diﬀer with respect to initial
costs and operating costs, have to be compared in order to select the one that
maximizes net savings and beneﬁts.
For example, whole life cycle cost will help determine whether the incorporation
of a high performance HVAC or glazing system, which may increase initial cost
but result in drastically reduced operating and maintenance costs, is cost-eﬀective
or not.
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Since whole life cycle analysis is getting more popular in recent years, cost en-
gineers, quantity surveyors, building economists, certiﬁed specialists, operation
researchers, HVAC engineers and architects employ the idea of life cycle cost
somehow to assist their respective tasks, whole life cycle cost estimation is with
increasingly signiﬁcance in the ﬁeld of building industry nowadays.
3.1.2 Cost estimating software
Cost estimation[77, 99] is an indispensable part of present building practice, which
is quite diﬀerent from building simulation, indoor comfort or environmental im-
pact evaluation. Construction cost estimating software has already been widely
implemented in building practice.
Construction cost estimating software is computer software designed to estimate
construction costs for a speciﬁc project. Construction cost estimating software
is typically used by building estimator. Building estimator is an individual that
quantiﬁes the materials, equipment and labor needed to complete a construction
project and their associated costs.
Construction contractors usually prepare bids or tenders to compete a project
contract. To prepare the bid, cost estimation must be prepared ﬁrst to determine
the costs and then establish the price. This process involves reviewing the project's
plans and speciﬁcations to produce quantity survey, which is a listing of all the
materials and items required for a building construction project by construction
documents. Together with prices for these components, the measured quantities
are the basis for calculation of the direct cost. Indirect costs and proﬁt are added
to constitute ﬁnal total amount. This estimated price will ultimately become part
of construction contract.
Despite diverse forms, from residential buildings, commercial properties, civil
works, until city scale activity, all construction are connected with cost estimat-
ing. Some architects, engineers, construction managers, and others may also use
construction cost estimating software to assist their works for purposes other than
bidding.
3.1.3 Combining energy simulation with cost estimation
The calculation of life cycle cost relies on tools cooperation in two ﬁelds: building
simulation and cost estimation as it is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Cooperation for life cycle cost analysis
Operation cost estimation is an essential part of life cycle cost estimation. Building
simulation could be a favorable resource to provide energy consumption data as a
fundamental basis to estimate operating cost.
Integrated with building simulation, ﬂexible and accurate life cycle cost analy-
sis functionality could be achieved while cost estimation works are carried out.
Furthermore, dynamic simulation is the only approach to calculate energy con-
sumption cost when advanced control such as Demand Side Management (DSM)
strategy or local energy generation devices are implemented.
From industry perspective, building simulation originally serves for building de-
sign and belongs to upgrade package for optimization, not inevitable composition
of design process. Cost estimation, on the contrary, is the foundation and an
indispensable part that never could be neglected.
Since construction cost estimating software have been extensively adopted and
become indispensable tools in building practice1, life cycle cost estimation func-
tionality attached with construction cost estimating software is now under rapid
development accordingly.
As a matter of fact, maximum incorporation with indispensable activity such as
cost estimation is an ingenious strategy to promote building simulation applica-
tion.
Combining with cost estimation tool, involving multi criteria analysis, considering
initial cost, energy consumption and life cycle cost together could remarkably
promote the practical utilization of building simulation tools.
1Please ﬁnd more information on adoption life cycle of technology in Appendix A.3.
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3.2 User behavior, comfort evaluation and energy
simulation
In this section, attention is mainly focused on the user of building: people.
3.2.1 User behavior and energy simulation
When it comes to the relationship between human and building, there is no doubt
that the purpose of building existence and building system operation is to provide
an appropriate living and working indoor environment for human beings.
However, human, the master of building is somehow an accessory in current build-
ing performance simulation. In annual energy consumption calculation, human
actions like turning oﬀ air conditioning or changing set point temperature nor-
mally does not be modeled. In other words, control signal given by users and their
control consequences do not be simulated.
Instead, user behavior model, which is highly simpliﬁed hypothesis values, is used
to describe the inﬂuence of human activities; for example, certain value is added as
an internal load. Even stochastic data is rarely observed in user behavior models.
User behavior is absolutely one of the most important aspects of energetic con-
siderations in buildings. Building and technology contained therein can achieve
ambitious energy goals only if they could be understood and properly used by
building users.
Obviously, lack of importance is not the reason that user behavior model is not
treated decently now. The truth is that modeling of every actual user behavior is
extremely hard to achieve in the past.
In early air conditioning system, constant volume air terminal unit gives human no
choice, human has to adapt the indoor environment created by air conditioning
system. Later, Variable Air Volume (VAV) gives the local user the possibility
to control local system according to their personal need. People could control
system through thermostat which is embedded in the wall in the past decades.
However, those control actions are hard to trace and therefore diﬃcult to simulate.
Therefore, hypothesis value or stochastic data are employed.
Nowadays, diversity mobile app in smartphone that could send control signal
and monitor the system running situation. This gives human more freedom and
power to modify the building system operation conveniently and appropriately.
Currently, traditional user behavior model could not reﬂect these revolutionarily
transform. Future building simulation should possess the ability to model cyber-
physical system in building. Every control action given by user must be modeled
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and simulated.
3.2.2 Human comfort evaluation
The importance of human comfort has been emphasized repeatedly in this dis-
sertation. Of course, author is not the only one who recognizes the signiﬁcance
of human comfort, but technology obstacles truly exist during comfort simulation
process, which block human comfort study signiﬁcantly.
Comfort judgment criteria such as Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) value requires
three dimension (3D) results like air velocity ﬁeld and temperature ﬁeld that could
be provided by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools.
However, CFD tool alone could not fulﬁll the requirement of human comfort anal-
ysis. Three dimension air velocity and temperature ﬁelds are under immediate
inﬂuence of combination eﬀect of multiple aspects: ambient environment, HVAC
system operation situation, physics propriety of building, etc. All those aspects
have to be taken care by energy simulation tool.
Therefore, energy simulation tool and CFD tool need to be integrated somehow
to fulﬁll human comfort analysis demand.
Then it comes to combination of energy simulation tool and CFD tool, dimension
diﬀerence issue, in other word, 3D and lower dimensions model connection issue
has to be handled properly.
Energy simulation tool normally provides zero dimension results using one single
average value to represent whole room or entire duct, meanwhile CFD tool provides
3D ﬁelds results.
More impotently, CFD tool calculation and 3D ﬁeld results process are really
time-consuming, and energy simulation tool runs much faster compared with 3D-
CFD tool. Roughly speaking, running on the same computer, calculation time
of energy simulation usually lasts for several seconds, while CFD tool consumes
hours or even days to ﬁnish.
This time disparity is truly a tricky issue when two kinds of tools are employed
together. Certain interfaces and methods need to be established to connect and
coordinate between tools.
3.2.3 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition method
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) method, in my opinion, is one potential
solution to this dimension/time disparity issue.
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POD is a post-processing technique, harvesting from detailed CFD simulation
and generating reduced order models (ROMs) as shown in Figure 3.3. The de-
tailed discussion on POD is out of the scope of this thesis. Generally speaking,
three-dimension simulation results are transformed following PODmethod (certain
mathematical algorithms) into low dimensional models with much faster simula-
tion speed. The generation process of reduced order models (ROMs) is a process
sacriﬁcing certain accuracy for faster calculation speed as it shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.3: Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Figure 3.4: Balance between speed and accuracy
With the help of POD method, energy simulation tool and CFD tool could be inte-
grated together in a more convenient way. Besides human comfort study, combined
energy and CFD simulation tool could be employed in plenty of other simulation
scenarios such as design and operation of data center and detailed HVAC system
design. 3D and lower dimensions model could be connected together, forming one
powerful and ﬂexible integrated tool system eventually.
3.3 Building Demand Side Management simula-
tion
3.3.1 Smart Grid and Demand Side Management
Demand Side Management (DSM)[44, 88, 57] is the modiﬁcation strategy to user's
energy consumption behavior through various methods such as ﬁnancial incentives
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and education. The goal of DSM is to encourage the consumer to use less energy
during peak demand hours, and to move those energy consumption actions to oﬀ-
peak times such as night or weekends. Figure 3.5[3] gives intuitive explanation of
DSM.
Figure 3.5: Demand Side Management
The development of DSM begins with the oil crisis in 1970s. Without safe and
reliable energy supply, the reduction and management on demand side or usage is
the natural and logical solution.
DSM does not necessarily decrease total energy consumption, but it could be
expected to reduce the need for investments in power plants and networks for
meeting peak demands. Increased number of power plants means more expense
and more greenhouse gas emission.
Over decades, the electric industry and control industry are the main implementers
for DSM strategy. Nowadays, integrated with information and communication
technologies and power plant system, DSM strategy is merging into a fashion
term in electric industry: Smart Grid.
Smart Grid[63] is a modernized electrical grid conditioning and controlling the
production and distribution of electricity uses information and communication
technologies in an automated fashion to improve the eﬃciency, reliability, eco-
nomics, and sustainability. Compared with DSM, Smart Grid is a broader term
including whole package of usage, generation and distribution, which emphasizes
on gathering and acting on information.
DSM, in the ﬁeld of electric power industry, which possesses nearly 40 years devel-
oping history, has already been commercialized. Energy supplier such as EDF2,
2Électricité de France, Electricity of France
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PG&E3, and tycoons in the ﬁeld of control technology such as Siemens, Honeywell
and Johnson Controls all provide certain electric DSM functions along with their
Smart Grid solution.
Building and its HVAC system are huge consumers of electricity, and DSM strategy
inevitably aﬀects energy consumption of building. The implementation of DSM
in building simulation is deﬁnitely with great importance. However, DSM is still
a relative new concept in both building industry and building simulation.
Working group Motivation
People working in building industry Energy eﬃciency in building
People focuses on renewable energy Intermittent energy and storage issues
People from electricity company Intelligence grid, ﬂexibility, stability
Control giant employees Demand side management control
Table 3.1: Diﬀerent working groups and diﬀerent interests
In this highly integrated world of DSM in building, diﬀerent groups of people with
diversity of interests are involved as it is shown in Table 3.1. Among them, the
dominating position of control must be emphasized. How to eﬃciently use energy
is not the only concern of control strategy since how to cope with electricity
grid to achieve better grid stability and eﬃciency is also building control would
greatly contribute to. Building control may also bring considerable proﬁt for
the building owner/user. Proper balance and control among renewable energy
generation, storage, building consumption and DSM response are essential. In
addition, it is clear that human, building, equipment and public utilities such as
electricity grid are all increasingly connected and integrated together along with
communication and information technologies.
3.3.2 Building Demand Side Management simulation
The modeling and simulation of DSM strategy is well developed, having been
commercialized in electric engineering. But, from building industry perspective,
only building total electric consumption is involved, DSM is an unfamiliar idea.
Electricity industry dominates current DSM simulation ﬁelds.
To meet DSM target, the operation of HVAC or other systems in building are
needed to be altered, or even completely shut down. For example, actions like
3The Paciﬁc Gas and Electric Company
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temperature reset or turning oﬀ chiller and pump for half an hour help electrical
supply company reduce electricity consumption during peak hour. But, the corre-
sponding consequences, such as indoor temperature variation and human comfort
inﬂuence, are not calculated, and they are not the concern of electric power indus-
try. Indoor environment change caused by DSM strategy has to be taken care of
by people working in the building discipline.
It should be noted that expense saving is the obvious gain due to DSM ﬁnancial
incentive measures. But, Demand Side Management does not equal to, or should
not be, sacriﬁce of indoor environment for money.
Central electricity grid is no longer the only energy source for building anymore
and oﬀ grid or local electric production devices such as Photovoltaic (PV) and
small or micro combined heat and power (CHP) could compensate DSM eﬀect
and provide the electricity that building needs.
In addition, energy storage units can store energy during oﬀ-peak hours and dis-
charge them during peak hours.
There is a clear demand to cope with DSM action and building together. The
eﬀect of DSM should be evaluated ﬁrst and certain compensation methods should
be proposed instead of shutting down equipment passively. The combination sim-
ulation of HVAC operation, DSM and oﬀ grid production and storage devices are
deﬁnitely needed.
However, rare connection between DSM and building simulation has been estab-
lished. There is still no mature solution to regulate HVAC system under DSM
mechanism. DSM has not fully developed in building simulation world. How to
deal with DSM from building perspective, rather than electricity grid point of
view, is an interesting challenge with great value and prospects.
3.4 Control simulation division
It is obvious that building control is developing in an expanding and integrating
trend according to previous discussion. However, there is huge division between
control and its control targets in building, which is the most notable issue in
current building control modeling and simulation ﬁeld.
HVAC system and its control system should be discussed together because they
always work together to fulﬁll their functionalities in modern buildings. However,
despite the unity in reality, the simulation of HVAC&Control system actually
contains two relatively independent ﬁelds now: HVAC simulation and control
simulation. An intuitive impression on this issue is presented in Figure 3.6 and
Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.6: Workﬂow of HVAC&Control system design and operation
Perspectives HVAC part Control part
HVAC simulation Detailed equipment Simpliﬁed and limited control
Control simulation Black box or simpliﬁed equipment Detailed control
Integrated practice Detailed equipment Detailed control
Perspectives Application
HVAC simulation HVAC system optimization and modiﬁcation
Control simulation Simulation assisted control, FDD
Integrated practice Characteristic of real building control; rarely observed in practice
Table 3.2: Enumeration of HVAC&Control model combination
HVAC simulation developed by HVAC engineer employs detailed equipment model
and simpliﬁed and limited control algorithms. Conversely, control engineers com-
bine detailed control model and black box or simpliﬁed equipment model to sim-
ulate the behavior of controller and HVAC equipment.
It is easier and more convenient to form an appropriate understanding through
comparison between control simulation tool MATLAB and building simulation
tool TRNSYS.
On the one hand, MATLAB, as a widely accepted tool in control industry, is capa-
ble of modeling and simulating complex control algorithm and its reality control
process but with extremely limited and simple equipment description ability.
On the other hand, TRNSYS, which has strong ability to model complex HVAC
system and conﬁned control modeling ability. For a long period of time, the ca-
pabilities to model multi-zone building with Type56 model and to model most
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fundamental control functions and even part of advanced control algorithm have
made TRNSYS a well-known and well applied tool in building discipline. However,
there is no way to conveniently model advanced and complex control algorithm
such as neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm which are already imple-
mented in building practice.
Generally speaking, control engineers and HVAC engineers have developed and
expanded building control terminology in two diﬀerent pathways. Control engi-
neers are mainly interest in whether the controlled target is obedient to the control
algorithm. HVAC engineers' interest is on whether the HVAC equipment provides
heating/cooling functionalities. Detailed control methodologies are not HVAC en-
gineers' priority concerns. Although, there are certain collaborations between two
groups, it is only small scale team work instead of comprehensive cooperation of
two disciplines. Their individual development eﬀorts in their own disciplines result
in this division situation for building control simulation.
In reality, numerous buildings are still being poorly controlled due to wrong set
points, incorrect PID settings, no coordination of individual loops, and other prac-
tical problems. Optimization with simulation can surely help. However, no matter
tools originated from control ﬁeld or tools coming from building ﬁeld, could not
fully represent reality and fulﬁll the current practice request.
Obviously, combination of detailed HVAC and detailed control is deﬁnitely re-
quired. While more and more integrating question appears, the integration and
overall simulation should response much faster.
According to discussions above and in previous chapter, some building control
modeling and simulation tool development trends and associated development
requests can be summarized:
 Tools need to adapt the control target expansion from pure HVAC system
to multi disciplines and integrated whole building
 Tools need to cope with demand to bring simulation into operation, to assist
real time building control
 Tools need to adjust to the system structure shifting from set point centered
to user centered architecture, to simulate communication and commands
among individual equipment in a cyber-physical systems
 Tools need to be able to model integrated building system where detailed
equipment and detailed control models are employed
 Tools need to adapt the control algorithm transformation from limited func-
tion oriented algorithm to extensive optimization oriented algorithm utilizing
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advanced and overall control
Control engineers, HVAC engineers and simulation tool producers all have made
great contributions in building control simulation ﬁeld, but building practice is
not fully satisfying yet. Future control simulation plays an increasingly important
role both within and outside of building simulation ﬁeld. Since control is the most
essential aspect in a coordinated large system, small shortage of control simulation
may cause tremendous problems, and they have to be properly handled.
3.5 Conclusion
As building is become increasingly complex and integrated, building practice def-
initely requires integration, as is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Building practice requirement
Although discipline separations have already been fundamentally changed, how-
ever, simulation tool isolation changes rather slowly. Current building simulation
tools mainly focus on energy consumption calculation while other inﬂuential fac-
tors representing economic aspect and environment impact are not widely covered.
It is true that plenty of software have been developed to facilitate building design,
operation and other related works. But all of them focus on one or two speciﬁc
domains or particular stages from whole life cycle perspective. This situation
is absolutely natural and there is no reason to criticize. The real trouble is that
there is hardly any interﬂow or connection exists among individual tools. Isolation
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among those tools and more importantly communication barriers among diﬀerent
domain users, make building integration demand a real challenging task.
Accordingly, models and data from diﬀerent domains and stages are normally not
compatible. It is deﬁnitely common for data re-entry activities which are time
consuming and redundant. Although building information modeling (BIM) is a
widely accepted concept nowadays, current BIM mainly focus on construction data
management, whole life cycle integration of HVAC&Control system just starts,
current HVAC associated workﬂow coordination is far from satisfying.
There is an increasingly urgent call for proper organization of this abundant but
fragmented world of building software. New age proposes new requirement as is
shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Industrie 4.0 inﬂuence
Many of the building simulation tools on the market were born decades ago and
tried to address past requirements with the help of past knowledge and informa-
tion technologies. Normally, object-oriented modeling technology is not used and
physics modeling and numerical solution algorithms implementation are mixed to-
gether. In this way, it is diﬃcult to represent large complex building energy system
in a structured way. High costs must be paid, ﬁnancially and intellectually, for
extending existing code to implement new physical phenomena. Therefore, tradi-
tional building simulation software alone is not capable to adjust to the increasing
complicated and integrated building simulation.
Building simulation tools have to change to embrace revolutionary integration
transformation. Future building simulation tools should become more and more
heterogeneous with components from many engineering domains. Any innovative
elements (alternative plant system, new structure, new material, new features,
etc.) could be conveniently solved. In other words, it is required that control
strategy, equipment (traditional HVAC, renewable energy equipment, other related
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devices) and building (envelope, psychrometric zone) are integrated and simulated
together in a dynamic way.
Future building simulation tools should support all these interdisciplinary scenar-
ios, no matter in simulation, in reality (real time simulation related control and
FDD) or in between (HiL).
Confronting this revolutionarily change, simulation tool must process evolution
accordingly. Tools should promote the cooperation among diﬀerent building do-
main expert groups instead of becoming an obstacle. Building software should be
integrated and modiﬁed to better fulﬁll the practical needs for multi criteria anal-
ysis, life cycle analysis and other integration requirements. People (professional
experts, engineers and users), models and databases should be properly organized
somehow to facility their smooth cooperation as it is shown in Figure 3.9. How to
achieve this goal is main research target discussed in next chapter.
Figure 3.9: Integrated simulation framework to support building practice cooper-
ation
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Chapter 4
Practice oriented tool integration
and improvement
Scientiﬁc research and technological development carried out in universities and
institutes need follow-up test, development and deployment until the ﬁnal forma-
tion of new products, new processes and new industrial activities. This follow-up
process is called transformation/industrialization of scientiﬁc and technological
achievements, or knowledge transfer.
Building simulation tool is not widely accepted in building design and operation
practice. Most existing building simulation tools stay at research level or in house
level. There is huge gap between the capabilities of research tools and achieved
functionalities in practice. To cross this research-practice gap, knowledge transfer
activities certainly need to be highly valued and actively intensiﬁed.
Based on practice requirements analysis carried out in previous chapters, certain
application enhancement methods for building simulation are put forward in this
chapter.
4.1 Building simulation integration
Three integration methodologies are listed here in this section, building simulation
could be integrated through these three road paths accordingly.
4.1.1 Modelica and integration
What is Modelica please refer to Appendix A.1.
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Interdisciplinary simulation with Modelica
Multi-domain modeling nature of Modelica makes it an ideal tool to bring sepa-
rated disciplines together as integrated one to simulate, as it is shown in Figure
4.1.
Figure 4.1: Multi domains scenarios and Modelica
The detailed vehicle model is a convincing example of such interdisciplinary capa-
bility as it is shown in Figure 4.2[78].
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Figure 4.2: Modelica multi-domain modeling
The basic idea behind Modelica was to create a modeling language that could
express the behavior of models from a wide range of engineering domains without
limiting those models to any particular software. In other words, Modelica is
both a modeling language and a model exchange speciﬁcation. To accomplish
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this goal, the developers of previous object-oriented modeling language like Allan,
Dymola, NMF, ObjectMath, Omola, SIDOPS+ and Smile were brought together
with experts from many engineering domains to create the speciﬁcation for the
Modelica language based on their wide range of experiences[92].
Other Modelica characteristics like non-causal, object-oriented modeling and graph-
ical editing capabilities help users to focus more on the physical behavioral descrip-
tion and less on mathematical solution methods as it is shown in Figure 4.3. This
makes Modelica easier to be adopted by HVAC engineers who normally are lack
of profound programming and mathematic knowledge compared with simulation
experts.
Figure 4.3: Comparison of programming and simulation languages
Advanced and dynamic control with Modelica
Modelica is able to model integrated building system with detailed equipment
and detailed control models. Modelica models could fulﬁll expectations from both
HVAC engineers and control engineers' perspectives.
For example, detailed dynamic behavior of large thermo-ﬂuid system could be
modeled by HVAC engineers while control engineers could go in depth, adjusting
parameters in a PID controller as it is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Modelica PID controller
Optimization orientated overall and advanced control algorithm could also be con-
veniently simulated. With the help of Modelica, one degree indoor temperature
decreasing in summer could not be only propaganda anymore; this scenario could
be converted to actually system operation and directly link to the management
of electricity grid. Dynamic quantity of electricity reduction could be calculated
along with coordination in reality.
It needs to be pointed out that Modelica acquires hybrid modeling capability, in
other words, the ability modeling both continuous and discrete behavior at the
same time. This feature is convenient or even necessary to simulate digital signals
and their equipment response of HVAC system.
Modelica is already a widely accepted standard language for the modeling and
simulation of cyber-physical systems, especially in the ﬁeld of automobile and
electricity industry. In the future human centered building cyber-physical systems,
commands and communications among individual objects could be conveniently
simulated with Modelica. Bringing simulation into operation, assisting real time
building control such as hardware in the loop (HiL) is features that Modelica is
originally designed for.
Modelica simulation practice
An interdisciplinary simulation case with advanced and dynamic control is pre-
sented by employing Modelica in Appendix B. In this demonstrated case, tradi-
tional HVAC system, together with renewable energy and energy storage devices
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are simulated; dynamic control and Demand Side Management strategy such as
peak valley electricity price are implemented. Five criteria including energy con-
sumption, energy production, total energy, economic cost and CO2 emission are
calculated at the same time. This multi-domain scenario is a typical example
that requires interdisciplinary simulation and multi criteria analysis that has been
discussed in previous chapters.
4.1.2 Integration through Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI)
standard
Connection, interoperability and standard
Connection is the foundation and ﬁrst step to achieve integration among tools.
Building simulations should be connected somehow then workﬂow cooperation
and application promotion could be further processed.
Building simulation tool covers extremely wide scope. Flexible developing tech-
nologies and languages are employed by diﬀerent universities or institutes. It
results in abundance and diversity of resources for Integration and further trans-
formation as it is shown in Table 4.1.
Classiﬁcation Content
Scale Component, building, settlement, network
Domain Architecture, thermal, thermo ﬂuid, hydraulic,
mechanical, control, electrical
Complexity Zonal room model, 3D-CFD model
Programming language C, Fortran, C++, Modelica, MATLAB
Operating system Windows, Linux, IOS, embedded system
Table 4.1: Diverse source of research models
There are several methods to implement simulation connection.
Until now, the majority connection method is one to one connection created
individually and privately. For instance, Simulink models are connected with
Modelica models using Simelica and the AdvancedBlocks library[42]; the coupling
between CFD and thermal energy is introduced using discrete-velocity Boltzmann
equation[40]; advanced control model from Matlab is combined with Modelica
models then simulated with the solver HQP[81]; etc.
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Then, model/tool coupling functionality could also be implemented through mid-
dleware that is supplied by third party. TISC[64, 65], COSimA+[95], Building
Controls Virtual Test Bed (BCVTB)[53, 100] connect models and tools originated
from diﬀerent source, demonstrating one competitive optional pathway for inte-
gration.
Third, since models from so many diﬀerent resources are involved, appropriate
standards and protocols must be developed to ensure interoperability during tool
integrating process. Therefore Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard is
created to connect models or tools in a standardized pattern. More information
on FMI please refer to Appendix A.2.
Although it is actively proposed to imply Modelica and FMI integrating building
simulation in this dissertation since they are suﬃcient tools to fulﬁll integrated
requirement in building practice, but the reality must be diversity connection
pathways will coexist in the building simulation world for really a long time. FMI
standard will be regarded as restriction rather than convenience in some companies
or organizations that multi-party cooperation is not applied. Private one to one
connection will continually be their priority choice until coordinated networking
development becomes irresistible mainstream.
In a coordinated network environment, interoperability is paramount issue must
be carefully handled. Interoperability is a characteristic of a model or tool, whose
interfaces are completely understood during simulation with other models or tools
without any restrictions.
Obviously, international provision and widely accepted standard such as FMI are
natural insurance for interoperability. Once interoperability is guaranteed, in other
words, model or tool is created according to same protocol, and then those models
and tools could be conveniently integrated and transferred to building design and
operation practices.
FMI integration in IBK
Institute of Building Climatology (IBK), TU Dresden, possessing a long history
and accumulation in the ﬁeld of building physics, has developed many building
simulation tools on heat, air and moisture (HAM) modeling. For instance:
COND hygrothermal construction software for moisture calculation, detection
and optimization of multi-layered exterior structures, especially for
capillary materials.
DELPHIN component simulation program for the coupled heat, moisture, and
matter transport in porous building materials.
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THERAKLES rapid single zone thermal simulation software.
HAJAWEE geometric single zone simulation software.
Recently, IBK has planned to connect its own existing heat, air and moisture
(HAM) software with outsidesource models/tools through FMI standard in or-
der to dynamically simulate HVAC, control and their building response together,
which is shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: IBK integration framework
The ﬁnal target is simulation of large and complex building models, involving hun-
dreds of thermal zones and advanced heating and cooling systems, which are actual
requirement of building practice and beyond capability of traditional simulation
programs.
Model exchange and co-simulation allow the coupling of models from diﬀerent
domains: each domains or subsystems could be modeled and simulated in the most
appropriate program, and then be integrated together through runtime coupling
according to FMI standard as it is shown in Figure 4.6[52].
Figure 4.6: IBK MasterSIM
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For instance, a building can be modeled in EnergyPlus, taking advantage of the
latest developments on the building side. HVAC system can be modeled in one
of Modelica drag and drop environments, exploiting the application of advanced
controllers and other innovative components and systems that are diﬃcult or not
feasible to be modeled in EnergyPlus.
This kind of combination makes the overall modeling process easier and faster
and allows simulation of building combinations with any detail levels or forms,
which are technically extremely diﬃcult in single simulation. Simpliﬁed ideal
system models can for instance be integrated into the planning tools. Dynamic
and complex models, which have been used almost exclusively in the research
world, would be coupled to utilize in the ﬁeld of energy optimization design and
operation.
Diﬀerent solvers, which originated from diﬀerent simulators, running simultane-
ously and exchanging relevant coupling data at the synchronization time points,
solve equations of coupled system together. An eﬃcient co-simulation environ-
ment or a co-simulation master is critical and must be established. Therefore,
MasterSim is developed in IBK for co-simulation among tools.
MasterSim[75, 33] is an open-source co-simulation master implementation that
supports FMI 1.0 and 2.0. The master employs several algorithms for obtaining
stable, eﬃcient and error controlled solutions. It contains:
 diﬀerent master algorithms/iteration methods, such as non-iterative Gauss-
Jacobi, and iterative Gauss-Seidel and Newton methods,
 variable communication step sizes with local error control,
 serialization/deserialization for stop-and-restart of the master.
MasterSim is developed in C++ and runs onWindows, Mac OS X and Linux. Also,
the master supports a feature that disables automatic unzipping of FMU archives,
which allows for using persistent DLL/shared library ﬁles, which is important for
FMU developers. MasterSim is available from http://mastersim.sourceforge.net
under a GPL v3.0 license.
Furthermore, Waveform Relaxation Method is also employed as a simple master
algorithm for co-simulation in IBK[33? ].
The idea of Waveform Relaxation Method is to combine several heterogeneous sys-
tems that may have diﬀerent dynamics, and couple them using an iterative method
on the waveforms. Each system is solved in time throughout the considered time
domain, and its solution, e.g., the entire waveform, is used as an input of the other
systems. This approach is like a strong coupling, and instead of exchanging simple
values at a given time, it exchanges the waveform.
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4.1.3 Platform cooperation
New technologies such as Modelica and FMI alone are not suﬃcient enough to sup-
port ﬁnal workﬂow coordination and simulation integration in building industry,
they provide fundamental support from technology level and more contributions
have to be made, for instance, the establishment of coordination mechanism and
cooperation platform.
EnTool[93, 94] is a research initiative to develop standards and protocols for the
integration of free research tools in a networked simulation environment , to es-
tablish new mechanism and platform for the transfer of knowledge from research
to practice.
EnTool transfers the science methods and procedures in robust, practical and
applicable tools that allow users to economically integrate them over the entire
life cycle design and operation of buildings, neighborhoods, residential areas and
cities.
EnTool is provision source of scientiﬁcally proven, economically feasible solutions
for practical reference. Simulation programs and databases will be fully developed
under EnTool platform into modular form. Modular simulation programs and
databases will be outputted for future external use.
Model integration could be accomplished under FMI standard by importing model
from other sources (Model Exchange) or by coupling of models and associated
solvers from diﬀerent tools (Co-simulation).
Building Information Modeling (BIM) ensures the consistent and lossless data ﬂow
over whole building life cycle.
In such ways, various models and databases from numerous sources would be
appropriately connected. Research knowledge could cross discipline gaps and be
re-used for later development and application.
Essential features of EnTool platform are:
 Open-to-public free usable platform
 Development of uniform standards (programming, interfaces, licensing)
 Maximum gathering of cross-domain simulations
 Interoperability
 BIM-integration
 Calculation time optimization (model reduction, solver calculation speed)
 Data consistency and completeness
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 Scientiﬁcally veriﬁed reference solutions for the practice
 Non-proﬁt marketing to support application
The establishment of collaborative platform for tool development is a long term
process which requires contributions from series of integration and cooperation
projects.
Two pilot projects, EnTool: BIM and EnTool: CoSim that are with comple-
mentary priorities are carried out ﬁrst.
EnTool: EnEﬀ-BIM  considers the derivation of a building and system technical
model from BIM methodology, extending and transforming BIM scheme into an
object-oriented building model using the Modelica language. So far, there is no
general methodology for building energy relevant models to be generated from
Building Information Models automatically. Therefore a uniform data exchange
format for general exchanging of data for energy eﬃcient building and system
simulation needs to be developed. Modelica libraries are the basis of this exchange.
Modelica models of buildings and equipment can be created from BIM data. Then
those Modelica models could be adjusted, exchanged, reused and coupled via co-
simulation with other models. EnTool: BIM participating agencies are: RWTH
Aachen University, Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, Fraunhofer
Institute for Building Physics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Berlin University
of the Arts. This is one three years project funded under ﬁle number BMWi
03ET1177A.
EnTool: CoSim speciﬁcally dedicates to the coupling of building energy simu-
lation programs using model exchange and co-simulation according to FMI stan-
dard. EnTool: CoSim participating agencies are: Dresden University of Technol-
ogy, ITI GmbH, Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits, EA Systems Dres-
den GmbH. This is also a three years project, funded under ﬁle number BMWi
02E23S6205.
Those two pilot projects are separated from each other and yet clearly comple-
mented with each other.
4.2 Practice orientation of building simulation
4.2.1 Demand for new knowledge transfer mechanism
Knowledge transfer process is a process involving cooperation among universities,
institutes, enterprises, intermediary agents, and even governments. Good team-
work is the key to successful industrialization and commercialization of scientiﬁc
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and technological achievements. Current collaboration mechanism for building
simulation knowledge transfer is assessed ﬁrst in this section, to ﬁgure out whether
it is suﬃcient enough to support knowledge transfer demand. If not, a proper
method must be advanced to improve it.
Two knowledge transfer obstructions
Normally, company is the main promoting force to ﬁnally transform scientiﬁc and
technological achievements; and company is the product provider for the market.
For example, the car manufacture company, e.g. Volkswagen, cooperates with
universities and institutes, or develops in its own research and development sector,
bringing advanced innovation technologies into its design and manufacture process,
to provide vehicle (its product) to the market.
But, situation is quite diﬀerent here in building simulation tool market. Building
simulation tools normally are developed by research facilities such as universities
and institutes, or small/micro companies which are closely connected with or
originated from universities. Company is not the main product provider in the
building simulation tool market. Therefore, research facilities such as universities
and institutes may have to take more responsibilities in order to promote the usage
of building simulation products as company might do.
Furthermore, no giant companies (for example, Autodesk in building design ﬁeld,
ANSYS or Dassault Systèmes in engineering simulation ﬁeld), only small/micro
companies stand in building simulation software ﬁeld. This is partially because
building simulation software market is relatively small, that could be even ignored
compared with other sectors within building software market. Building design,
project cost and project management software markets are much more proﬁtable,
having acquired domination positions in building software market.
There are two obvious problems in this research facility and small/micro enterprise
dominated simulation market:
 Lack of application promotion
 Lack of integration capability
Firstly, research facility is research project oriented lack of the sensitivity of market
demands. It is not their priority to provide practice oriented simulation tool which
engineers could use.
Secondly, small or micro company is short of ﬁnancial resource and human re-
source to make strategic and revolutionary achievement that giant software com-
pany could make. Although active cooperation do exist between research facilities
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and companies in the ﬁeld of building simulation tool development, but, only
specialized and technological level issues are focused on. Macroscopic level col-
laboration is rare to observe. To fulﬁll the demand for interdisciplinary modeling,
multiple-criteria analysis and life cycle integration is so far beyond current indi-
vidual collaboration mechanism to achieve.
Research tools present latest development, indicating potential capabilities of fu-
ture practice tools. With ﬂexible development technologies and diverse program-
ming languages, research tools provide enormous and valuable source of simulation
models.
Data collected through research projects are also with great importance. Reliable
reference data shortage is always big problem for appropriate building design and
operation. Scarcity of operation data is an even more severe problem from whole
life cycle perspective. For example, there is no public resource to obtain substantial
expected useful life data which is essential in whole life cycle cost estimation.
Therefore it is of great importance to fully exploit models and data from current
research ﬁeld. It is a great waste just leaving those valuable assets deserted and
covered with dust after research project is ﬁnished.
Gap between research and practice
Current situation is: only simple models are adopted in current building plan-
ning practice; optimization potentials are not suﬃciently exploited because the
dynamic behavior of buildings and facilities is not described by current planning
tools. Meanwhile, the research tools, which are capable of dynamic behavior de-
scription, are only very limitedly used in practice due to their complexity. They
are associated with considerable overhead for input and evaluation. During plan-
ning phase, especially in the early planning stages, input variables and model
parameters are yet not known nor have large variance widths.
Planning tools Research tools
Practice oriented development, Customized
implementation of localized standards, Extensive
standard data sets
Project motivated tool development and data
collection, Flexible development technologies,
Diverse programming languages, Model diversity
Professional graphical user interface(GUI) and
post process tool, Software speed and
convenience sensitivity, Suﬃcient documentation
Rare professional graphical user interface (GUI)
and post process tool, Less concern of calculation
speed, Inadequate documentation
Proﬁt-oriented marketing, Powerful service and
education after sale
Mostly in-house use, No commercial exploitation,
Little support for outsiders
No tool integration, Increasingly valued BIM Little tool integration and BIM
Table 4.2: Research and planning tools comparison
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More precisely, some obvious diﬀerences of planning and research tools are listed
in Table 4.2. This comparison makes it more clear what should be done to across
gap between research and practice.
Question is how to properly utilize research knowledge and how to solve current
obstacles standing in the transfer process: lack of application promotion and lack
of integration capability.
A new set of transfer mechanisms must be established, as it is shown in Fig-
ure 4.7, to better organize information ﬂow and work ﬂow, to better facilitate
communication among all involved domains and organizations and to optimize
the performance of equipment, buildings, settlements and cities and their supply
structures during both planning and operation processes in a ﬂexible and eﬃcient
way.
Figure 4.7: Knowledge integration and transfer demands from research to practice
4.2.2 Transfer layer
Maximum synergy must be sought during building simulation knowledge transfer
process. The networking from research to practice must be suﬃciently intensiﬁed
with certain implementation. Either strong industry participation or pure research
approach alone is therefore not suﬃcient for transfer assignment. Thus focus has
to be moved from solo aspect to networked coordinated eﬀort. Therefore, the
concept of transfer layer[93, 94] has been established as it is shown in Figure 4.8.
The establishment of transfer layer is a pioneering attempt to form a brand new
transfer mechanism to eventually bring simulation tool into building practice.
Since there are considerable diﬀerences between research tools and practice tools,
and their individual developers have no strong intentions to merge those gaps,
transfer layer and its associated two interfaces are proposed to stand between re-
search tools and practice tools acting as a bridge in order to eventually modify
research knowledge for further transfer.
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Figure 4.8: Transfer layer
The foundation of transfer layer means that three major parts are deﬁned in
simulation tool development and application process. During the whole process,
contributions from three diﬀerent groups are involved with, each group taking
their own customized responsibilities as it is shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Transfer responsibilities distribution
Research tool is the starting point. Varieties of research facilities develop their own
tools have laid solid foundation for further transfer and application. Then for those
research tools that are willing to participating practical transfer, they go through
research interface and are modiﬁed according to transfer layer research interface
standard. Later, tools need to further go through practice interface and become
practice tools for the market. Detailed modiﬁcation activities and protocols at
research and practice interfaces are listed below.
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Research interface
Transformation activities carried out at research interface are crucial among over-
all practical oriented knowledge transfer works. It is the best that original research
tool developer could participate. Developers need to modify research tool in an en-
gineer oriented way instead of simulation expert oriented way following principles
as mentioned below.
Validation: Each individual model must be tested and validated making sure the
model could provide correct information for its simulation target.
Data-completeness: Model should include or have ability to access related data
base. For example, manufacturer information of HVAC equipment is re-
quired during equipment selection process, and thus it should be included.
Documentation: Model should be well documented making sure engineers could
conveniently understand the physic meaning of models. This is a huge chal-
lenge when hierarchy model structure is employed, which is really common
in building system modeling. Hierarchy structure and inheritance may cause
modal fragmentation and user confusion therefore associated structure in-
formation must be contained in introductory document.
Demonstrative-cases: Demonstrative cases should be included to guide users
to correctly employ models.
Interoperability: Interoperability provides the ability to integrate models from
diﬀerent resources together for the multi domain simulation and multi cri-
teria analysis that are requested in building design and operation practice.
Actually, interoperability is the most essential task which has to be accom-
plished in transfer layer.
Practice interface
Commercial companies mainly take responsibilities for activities implemented at
practice interface. As it is shown in Figure 4.10, general software development
aspects such as development of Graphical User Interface (GUI) and post-processing
technologies are taken care of by commercial companies. User friendly GUI and
powerful result analysis functions are essential to practice tool users and therefore
are competitive factors in market. Of course, marketing and selling are of extreme
importance, because they are the ﬁnal and the most critical steps to transform
scientiﬁc and technological achievements.
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Figure 4.10: Tasks at practice interface
4.3 Cooperative simulation development
4.3.1 Cooperative development for integration and practice
orientation
As it is shown in Figure 4.11, to promote building simulation application, to truly
make simulation indispensable part in building practice, model quality insurance
is the ﬁrst task to accomplish; since simulation with right models is the most fun-
damental requirement. Qualiﬁed models should contain correct and appropriate
structures and equations and qualiﬁed models should be well validated, presenting
true realities.
Figure 4.11: Strategic overall relationship of integration and practice orientation
With qualiﬁed models, the next step is to provide user friendliness. Since research
developers are not particularly interested in user friendliness improvement, transfer
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layer mechanism and associated responsibilities divisions are obligated to solve this
problem. After appropriate Graphic User Interface is provided, powerful post-
process ability is enhanced, learning curve is shortened; further application will
be carried out with much more convenient.
The establishment of well-connected simulation system is a matter of time, sooner
or later it will be implemented because building is more and more integrated and
complex, connecting more comprehensively; integration is the inner demand of
building industry. But which connection link should be built with priority is some-
thing needed to be considered. Pragmatism integration is one potential method to
answer this question. Pragmatism integration means building simulation should
be connected with widely accepted practice tools ﬁrst. Combing simulation with
well adopted tools such as cost estimation tools, DSM control software is an in-
genious way to directly bring building simulation to practice, to help those tools
enhance existing capabilities and add additional functionalities.
Integration and practice orientation are complemented with each other somehow.
No matter from the ﬁrst model quality guarantee step to ﬁnal coordinated ap-
plication step, integration always helps achieve practice orientation; three level
integration methods: Modelica, FMI and platform cooperation are also created
directly driven by practice demands. Model quality assurance could be achieved
by whole life cycle data integration; operational data could help model validation.
And so many examples mentioned in previous chapters are all vivid evidence of
this complemented relation.
Of course, eﬃcient cooperation is fundamental basis for above mentioned integra-
tion and practice orientation activities. It is time to regard building simulation
development as an organics entirety instead of isolated and insuﬃcient individual
task anymore.
4.3.2 Cooperative funding policy
Ideally, on the one hand, simulation tools developed by universities represent re-
cent research development and are capable of dealing with emerging simulation
scenarios. On the other hand, software developed by companies aim to be powerful
assistance for building practice. Eﬃcient cooperation between research facilities
and enterprises promotes the knowledge transfer process, making the latest re-
search development utilized during practice. It is the best that the simulation
tool, the carrier of latest research achievement, should work as a bridge to connect
research and practice world.
However, in reality, market/proﬁt oriented company and project/innovation ori-
ented research facility focus on their own interests and objects, resulting in two
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relatively separated software categories that possess their own unique character-
istics. Therefore, cooperative development activities across research and practice,
such as EnTool, are with extreme importance.
The most substantial contribution of EnTool is a publicly accessible, free platform
for tool and database developers from both research and practical sides. The
open source EnTool platform enables the reuse of research models for further
practice development. Research achievements should be better combined and
better coordinated among variety of divisions on a common platform which oﬀers
several advantages:
 Standards and protocols are established to deﬁne interfaces, data formats,
etc.
 Models and data are centrally coordinated among scientiﬁc institutions
 Comprehensive Web pool is established for further development
 Codes in the Web pool is always up to date
 Validation, documentation and support can be ﬁnanced by diverse sources
of revenues: government, commercial institute, etc.
 More eﬃcient than conventional distribution cooperation structure
The technological implementation of EnTool platform should take place on a cen-
tral server. In ﬁrst stage, reference models and data download functionality should
be available. In further stages, a web service should be oﬀered. Besides basic capa-
bilities like source code management, distributed revision control and bug tracking,
features such as feature requests, code review, task management and wikis should
be implemented to facilitate collaboration across teams. By the way, GitHub[8],
a Web-based Git repository hosting service, may be an appropriate place where
EnTool platform could be built.
Current funding policy in building simulation ﬁeld is mainly focused on individual
project; this funding policy is clearly ineﬃcient and unsuccessful from simulation
application perspective. As it is discussed in previous section, eﬀort should be
made to promote application and integration in building simulation; that coop-
eration and coordination among individual groups are obviously required. New
funding policy should be established accordingly toward to application and inte-
gration issues directly. Cooperative development and common platform, such as
EnTool, beneﬁt whole society, no matter scientists, designer and software com-
panies.Since the term cooperation implies common interest, common eﬀort and
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achievement sharing among all participants. The establishment of common plat-
form or cooperative development activity itself already a solid proof of positive
peer review.
Traditional policy New policy
Individual project Network-coordinated collaboration
Tool or technology development Application and integration promotion
Table 4.3: Funding policies
By the way, practice oriented or integration oriented new funding policy could
never change building simulation funding situation entirely; in other word, indi-
vidual project will continuously be the main stream, but platform and cooperation
activities should also be supported. It needs to be pointed out that cooperation
among research and practice is long term process, continuous maintenance funding
must be secured.
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Chapter 5
Cooperative development in
Modelica and Annex 60
General and theoretical aspects of cooperative development are discussed in last
chapter, here in this chapter, it is presented one cooperative development example:
international cooperation on Modelica building simulation .
The content of this chapter and associated work are carried out in two very distinct
time periods.
Based on speciﬁc project and personal application experience, the ﬁrst half, inte-
gration and obstacle analysis are carried out in the 2012/13 winter semester and
are presented in the EnTool 2013 Symposium.
The other half, the summary of Modelica cooperative simulation development is
written in the end of 2017. This part, international eﬀort for Modelica library
development is analyzed; it is especially focused on technology detail and coor-
dination issues, not only for Annex 60 project, but also for general discussion of
other cooperative development activities.
It is very insteresting to observe interoperability obstacles, that block me conve-
niently integrating models and tools and transferring them into building design
and operation practices, have been removed through cooperative development.
Modelica codes integration issue and associated standard establishment and inter-
operability issues are analyzed below in this chapter as an illustration example.
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5.1 Integration demand for Modelica building sim-
ulation
5.1.1 Modelica building libraries
Although Modelica is a relatively new simulation language, many building and
system models or libraries have already been developed. Some Modelica based
building/system libraries are listed in Table 5.1 .
Library name Author organization
MSL.Fluid, MSL.Thermal Modelica Association
BuildingSystems[2] Berlin University of the Arts
Buildings[1] Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
ATplus v2.1[72] Institute of Automatic Control, TU Kaiserslautern
Green Building [10] EA Systems Dresden GmbH
AixLib[90] RWTH Aachen University
IDEAS[84] KU Leuven
RECOMB[59] TU Ilmenau and De Montfort University
HITLib[67] Telemark University College
BuildSysPro[68] EDF R&D EnerBat
IDA ICE[12] EQUA Simulation AB
TechThermo[102] DLR(German Aerospace Center)
ThermoPower[19] Informazione Politecnico di Milano
Table 5.1: Existing Modelica based building libraries
There are also a lot of Modelica models announced in the form of case study or
simulation optimization. Although those Modelica models are not published as
organized library, still they are great accumulated Modelica knowledge resource.
There are numerous organizations all over the world contributing the develop-
ment of Modelica models in this non library way. Some of them are listed be-
low: Fraunhofer institute for solar energy systems[55]; Fraunhofer institute for
building physics[49]; Hermann-Rietschel Institute, TU Berlin[74]; Department
of technical Thermodynamics, TU Hamburg-Harburg[85]; Swiss federal institute
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of technology Zurich (ETH)[34]; Department of mechanical engineering, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin[86, 87]; Department of automatic control, Lund institute of
technology[45, 97]; Institute for Thermodynamics, TU Braunschweig[62]; etc.
The list could go on and on. To show exact number of organization involved
and paper published is not the purpose here but enumeration of existing libraries
and models gives a general impression that there are truly great achievement and
accumulation in the Modelica building modeling and simulation ﬁeld. Current
Modelica libraries and models have already covered most commonly used equip-
ment in HVAC&Control ﬁeld.
5.1.2 Modelica application demand
As it is mentioned in last chapter, Institute of Building Climatology (IBK), that
deﬁnes itself a Modelica model user rather than a Modelica model developer, is
willing to select the most suitable models among all existing Modelica building
libraries, then integrate them with IBK' room and construction software. It is
ideal that a user in IBK or any other institutes, who wants to solve a engineering
or design problem, is able to develop the desired model in a drag and drop
methodology which means putting together components from model libraries by
using a graphical editor.
However, the achievement of this ideal circumstance is far from being realized.
There are obstacles blocking this vision to be realized.
A simulation case in Figure 5.1 demonstrates current problems. This case is part of
my validation work using Modelica, to provide a reference for a C++ based model
development project Glück. This case validates an air conditioning system with
heat recovery function. Room, or building response part uses IBK Therakles model
and building system part uses Modelica model.
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Figure 5.1: Modelica heat recovery example
In an ideal situation, this case could be modeled and simulated employing models
from diﬀerent Modelica libraries. A possible combination is shown in Table 5.2.
This combination is aimed to utilize the most sophisticated components in diﬀerent
Modelica libraries. However, the brutal fact is that I have to program from scratch
to model these components even if there are mature models exist, because there
is no way to directly connect those existing mature components at this moment.
Component Library name Author organization
Room Therakles IBK
Heat recovery exchanger Buildings LBNL
Air duct BuildingSystems UdK Berlin
Fan Green Building EA Systems Dresden GmbH
Table 5.2: Components from diﬀerent Modelica building libraries
There are several aspects blocking such achievement, as discussed below.
5.2 Practice orientation/integration analysis
5.2.1 Obstacles analysis
Connector diﬀerence issue
Modelica is an object oriented language where hierarchical modularity principle
is implemented to manage the complexity of large systems. A large system can
be decomposed into multiple subsystems treated separately and reassembled after
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that by connectors. Connector is a special Modelica model used to transform
variables from diﬀerent subsystems. Subsystems are connected and communicated
through connectors.
Figure 5.2: Connector in Buildings library
Figure 5.3: Connector in BuildingSystems library
The problem is that diﬀerent libraries deﬁne their own connectors as it is shown
in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. Connector used in BuildingSystems library and
connector used in Buildings library are not compatible. Since connector is the
most fundamental element of each library and occurs in most of equipment mod-
els; the incompatibility of connector directly results in incompatible models and
incompatible libraries.
Without uniﬁed connector, it is almost impossible to connect components from
diﬀerent libraries.
Media library issue
The air psychrometric balance is an important aspect of zone part modeling. Sim-
ilarly, the characteristic of chilled water or glycol solution plays an essential role
in plant modeling. Air, water and glycol are called media in the ﬁeld of building
simulation.
It is a trend to separate media description codes with individual equipment: single
media description code is used while media circulation passes through all the
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components of heating/ cooling cycle. Separating media code and equipment
code is an eﬃcient way of inheritance and code reuse.
There are diﬀerent methods to describe media as it is shown in Figure 5.4. Diﬀerent
Modelica libraries adopt diﬀerent media description methods.
Figure 5.4: Media description methods
Generally speaking, media behavior could be described with either self-deﬁned
Modelica codes or in a public methodology.
Function and equation are two ways that developers could use to program their
own media in Modelica. The diﬀerence between function and equation is mainly
within computing mathematic related aspects. On the one hand, equation in
Modelica could be ﬂattened and arranged through symbolically optimization pro-
cedure1. Function, on the other hand, could not be symbolically optimized and has
to be called and calculated individually, which may inﬂuence the overall simulation
speed but with more independence.
MSL.Media[14] is a public media library. This library contains interface deﬁnitions
for media and the following property models for single and multiple substance
ﬂuids with one and multiple phases:
IdealGases: 1241 high precision gas models based on the NASA Glenn coeﬃ-
cients, plus ideal gas mixture models based on the same data.
WaterModels: ConstantPropertyLiquidWater, WaterIF97 (high precision water
model according to the IAPWS/IF97 standard)
AirModels: SimpleAir, DryAirNasa, and MoistAir
1Symbolically optimization is a process to ﬁgure out how many states are independent by
introducing connections or simplifying assumptions (e.g. speciﬁc heat capacity of indoor air
remains constant)
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IncompressibleMedia: TableBased incompressible ﬂuid models (properties are
deﬁned by tables rho(T), HeatCapacity_cp(T), etc.)
CompressibleLiquids: Simple liquid models with linear compressibility
MSL.Media is a powerful and complex library, whose implementation is a huge
challenge for most of Modelica tool vendors. For several years after the invention
of MSL.Media library, Dymola was the only Modelica simulation environment to
fully support MSL.Media library among nearly 20 Modelica tools.
The MSL.Media support problem is partially because of its relatively complex
technical details, and more importantly, because its application is not recognized
as priority task for some Modelica tool vendors. For example, ITI GmbH, the
developer of SimulationX, which is dedicated to power train and automotive tech-
nology, is lack of interest to fully support MSL.Media library due to its weak
correlation with their core business.
Actually, for most of industrial disciplines, the MSL.Media support issue could not
be recognized as a problem because Dymola dominates most share of commercial
market despite of nearly twenty Modelica tools exist. Since Dymola fully supports
MSL.Media library, employing Dymola seems the direct solution to this media
library issue.
But Dymola is a commercial Modelica simulation environment. Its purchase fee
may not be a problem for users in the ﬁeld of automobile or electric industry,
where optimization is an inevitable process, and they are able to pay the purchase
fee. But situation is diﬀerent in building industry.
Since optimization is not an inevitable process during current building design and
operation activities, even free usable tool like EnergyPlus has not been widely
accepted in building practice. Paying for commercial license for a Modelica simu-
lation environment can be a troublesome issue. But, media codes are fundamental
and indispensable part in the ﬁeld of thermo ﬂuid modeling and HVAC&Control
ﬁeld needs MSL.Media library more than any other industrial disciplines.
Tool dependence and license issue
The Modelica media library discussion in last section reveals the tip of iceberg of
tool dependence problem. Tool dependence means certain codes, like MSL.Media
library, are attached with certain simulation environment, such as Dymola; those
codes could not process by all the other Modelica tools.
Generally speaking, open source tools are lagged behind commercial tools in the
ﬁeld of Modelica simulation environment development. Therefore, tool dependence
codes are normally attached with commercial tools which charge for license.
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But the guiding idea of cooperative platform and transfer layer proposals is that
they should be an open-to-public, free usable platform for developers and users.
This means knowledge in transfer layer should be presented with open source
or noncommercial tools, and any activity involving commercial tool will hinder
transfer layer to act as an open-to-public, free usable platform. If the knowledge
is attached with any commercial license, it deﬁnitely makes the knowledge more
diﬃcult to be transferred and applied in building practice.
Fortunately, the non-commercial Modelica simulation environment, such as Open-
Modelica, has become increasingly mature nowadays.
Hierarchical modularity and its comprehensibility issue
Hierarchical model construction or hierarchical modularity is a powerful method
to manage the complexity of large systems. And it is one of the fundamental
principles of object oriented language.
According to hierarchical modularity theory, a large system can be decomposed
into multiple subsystems which can be treated separately and reassembled after
that by connections. It is ideal that a user who wants to solve an engineering
problem is able to develop desired model by just putting together components
from model library using a graphical editor.
However, current model is not ﬂexible and reliable enough for a user to modify
parameters or subcomponents at will. Extending and replacing current models is
not as easy as it seems.
This is determined by the nature of hierarchical model construction and its as-
sociated inheritance mechanism which is also one of the fundamental principles
of object oriented language. In theory, inheritance is a very powerful mechanism,
allowing minimizing unnecessary repetition of code in highly structured sets of
objects. But, in Modelica practice, as it happens with all object orientated lan-
guages, inheritance, especially overusing inheritance can lead to unreadable code
and inadaptable code problems.
Unreadable code refers to that one physical entity is scattered in a dozen or even
more partial models and therefore it is very diﬃcult for people except the developer
to read and understand.
For the same reason, code is also diﬃcult to modify. Child objects have a structure
which is strongly constrained by the architecture of their ancestors. It has to
be rewritten from scratch if one wants to modify any inheritance structure from
ancestor model.
Therefore, diﬀerent inheritance architecture is another reason causes the incom-
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patibility problem for existing Modelica building energy related libraries.
Maximum reuse of existing components is essential in an eﬃcient model develop-
ment process. Modelica is supposed and designed to support reuse of model knowl-
edge. Both hierarchical modularity and inheritance mechanism are employed in
Modelica to support code reuse but somehow to hinder it at the same time.
As it is shown in Figure 5.5, the tricky question is how to ﬁnd the perfect balance
between reusability and clear physical meaning which makes sure model could be
understood and adopted appropriately2.
Figure 5.5: Hierarchical modularity and inheritance balance
From this point, the documentation could contribute greatly. Qualiﬁed documen-
tation helps user understand the physical meanings behind diﬀerent hierarchical
layers and complex inheritance mechanism, guiding user to appropriately reuse
model knowledge eventually.
Traditionally, the description of hierarchical modularity and inheritance mecha-
nism is not emphasized or even completely excluded in model documentations.
However, in order to promote the reusability of Modelica model knowledge, this
kind of information should be contained. Especially for a Functional Mockup
Unit (FMU), which will probably be reused by others rather than its developer,
information on model inheritance and hierarchical structure would signiﬁcantly
help future users to master this model correctly.
2Author also writes a paper Energy forms transformation and hierarchical modularity con-
centrating on this issue that is not included in this dissertation. It explores the appropriate
relation between code reusability and distinct physical meaning, and proposes building energy
system to be decomposed according to energy forms transformation. Demonstrative central
plant example is presented to explain the proﬁt of this energy forms transformation hierarchical
structure.
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Model inheritance and hierarchical structure information could be included in
FMU XML ﬁle or stored as documentation ﬁle independently and then zipped
into FMU.
5.2.2 Feature suggestions
Author has not directly involved in Modelica library development activities. These
Modelica models presented in this dissertation are just some demonstrative exam-
ples far away from real Modelica library establishment. But it does not mean
author could not provide some suggestions as a promoter of Modelica based build-
ing simulation.
In order to facilitate building practice oriented Modelica simulation knowledge
transfer, a set of properties and guiding rules for Modelica library development
are proposed. Those properties or criteria are listed in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Properties and guiding ideas of Modelica simulation transfer layer
Generally speaking, those properties are categorized into three levels.
Free Modelica models with uniﬁed connector deﬁnition which could be simulated
without tool preference/dependence are the fundamental warranty making sure
Modelica simulation could be further integrated and utilized.
Enumeration in qualiﬁed model level lists the properties that make Modelica mod-
eling correctly and conveniently. Modularity is the characteristic of all objective
oriented language. Good modular design makes code more easily to be modiﬁed
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and adjusted to customized feature modeling. Validation is the inevitable process
for reliable model development. Veriﬁcation and accreditation are also important
especially when extensive cooperation is involved. Transparent code added with
appropriate documentation and user guide could help the future users utilize the
model in the right way.
Then compatible and qualiﬁed models could be integrated through FMI standard
or through Building Information Modeling (BIM). Along with associated database,
Modelica simulation knowledge is ready to be transferred by commercial partner
and utilized eventually in building design and operational practices.
Among those mentioned properties, most of them are already extensive consensus
in the building simulation ﬁeld, but the actual achievement needs further solid
and persistent work.
5.3 Annex 60 library cooperative development
Based on speciﬁc project and personal simulation experience, above two sections
on integration requirement and obstacles are written in the beginning of 2013.
Almost 5 years later, Annex 60 library is released and Annex 60 ﬁnal report is
published.
As one signiﬁcant cooperative development achievement, Annex 60 library is in-
troduced here. Annex 60 library is developed under International Energy Agency
(IEA)'s Energy in Buildings and Communities program (EBC) Annex 60 "Com-
putational Tools for Building and Community Energy Systems" Activity 1.1, and
it will be further developed within the IBPSA Project 1[11].
Figure 5.7: Integration of Modelica libraries
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As it is shown in Figure 5.7, four major contributors: Berlin University of the Arts,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, KU Leuven, RWTH Aachen University
and other associated organizations cooperate together to develop this IEA EBC
Annex 60 library. It is an international eﬀort to establish a uniﬁed Modelica
library for building simulation ﬁeld.
Annex60 library provides reliable base classes for building and HVAC component
models. Developers of the diﬀerent model libraries then integrate base classes
into their library, add additional models, provide documentation and user sup-
port. Through this process, the diﬀerent libraries could be further developed with
diﬀerent focuses, while compatibility is ensured. Comparing with previously frag-
mented development of mutually incompatible libraries, a reliable and well-tested
common foundation for model development is surely an obvious advantage.
Above mentioned four contributors of Annex 60 library, have already created four
well-known Modelica libraries individually: BuildingSystems, Buildings, AixLib,
IDEAS. It is not just simple conjunction of those four existing Modelica libraries,
Annex 60 library is brand new achievement with comprehensive cooperation. Fun-
damental basis such as ﬂuid connector and media are rebuilt.
Comparison task is carried ﬁrst to compare previous library basis diﬀerence. Tak-
ing media for instance, two implementations are tested. On the one hand, Medi-
aFunctions was using functions for the thermodynamic properties of a medium,
with an enumeration as a function argument that declares the medium type such
as air or water. On the other hand, MediaPackages was using a separate package
for each medium type, as is done in Modelica.Media. Advantage and disadvantage
are analyzed toughly, and then MediaPackages is selected at last.
To automatically merge the Annex60 library with libraries those are based on it
such as latest version of AixLib, Buildings, BuildingSystems and IDEAS, develop-
ers of these libraries could use a Python package BuildingsPy. BuildingsPy could
update all hyperlinks, references to package names and ﬁle names that contain the
Annex60 string. Therefore, users will only see the respective library and do not
have to combine models from diﬀerent libraries.
In other words, Annex 60 Library comprises hundreds sub-models for energy build-
ing and plant simulation, which are managed with the help of a common devel-
opment platform. This uniform and freely available approach solves the problem
of incompatibilities and inadequate interchangeability between the previously sep-
arate libraries and makes the library openly accessible through an open source
model.
The establishment of this Annex 60 library will be a great impetus to the appli-
cation of Modelica based building simulation. Numerous uniﬁed and high quality
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models are provided along with this library, which deﬁnitely is a valuable resource
for further practical usage in both design and operation activities.
In the end, one paragraph quoted from Annex 60 ﬁnal report is directly written
here as closure of this chapter, since this statement given by cooperative develop-
ment participants themself is the most appropriate commentary for Annex for 60
library and all cooperative development activities.
At the ﬁrst expert meeting of the planning phase of Annex 60, in
March 2013 at RWTH Aachen, Germany, participants were hesitant
to open up their proprietary development, open-source their code and
embark on a joint development of an open-source library that should
become the core of their respective libraries. However, as the col-
laborations slowly took shape, participants saw the value in avoiding
duplicative work, in conducting collaborative research and in jointly
developing a core library. Hence, participants ended up investing a
considerable amount of work in scrutinizing diﬀerent implementations,
refactoring their respective libraries and sharing previously proprietary
code. As a result, the four major Modelica libraries for building and
district energy systems now all share the same set of core models,
they became more robust, better validated and compatible with each
other. With this shared development, Annex 60 created a robust,
open-source basis for a model library for the buildings performance
simulation community.[33]
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Chapter 6
Model comparison cooperation
This model comparison program is part of IEA EBC Annex 68 Indoor Air Quality
Design and Control in Low Energy Residential Buildings Sub Task 3.
It is clear that the accuracy and consistency of simulation software need to be
improved, user conﬁdence need to be increased. Besides traditional thermal ef-
fects, Hygrothermal, VOC and ventilation related control model comparisons are
especially focused on in this model comparison program.
This model comparison is more than just validation; a framework for simulation
software collaboration will be established based on this model comparison method-
ology. After all, only a cooperative community could response to increasingly
integrated request from building practice.
6.1 Model comparison for quality assurance
6.1.1 Validation introduction
In software engineering, validation is the process of checking that a software system
meets speciﬁcations and that it fulﬁlls its intended purpose, and answering the
question that: does the software provide the right result? Validation may also be
referred to as software quality control or quality assurance.
General software validation could be divided into two steps: internal and ex-
ternal validation. During internal software validation is conducted by software
developer that if the software meets the requirement speciﬁcation correctly and
comprehensively. External validation happens when it is performed by asking user
and stakeholder if the software meets their needs. Diﬀerent software development
methodologies call for diﬀerent levels of user and stakeholder involvement and
feedback. External validation can be a discrete or a continuous event. Success-
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ful ﬁnal external validation occurs when all the stakeholders accept the software
product and express that it satisﬁes their needs.
However, building simulation tools normally are results of public funded project,
ﬁnal examine is veriﬁed according to research achievement instead of simulation
tool acceptance test; user and stakeholder are missing, and simulation software
developers and users are always overlapped, especially for plenty of in-house tools.
The reality is that only internal validation is conducted in the ﬁeld of building
simulation ﬁeld nowadays.
Table 6.1 lists existing standards and guidelines in the validation ﬁeld of building
simulation software, including both analytical and comparative validation method-
ologies.
Code and full name
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2001: Standard Method of Test for the
Evaluation of Building Energy Analysis Computer Programs
DIN EN ISO 13790: Energy performance of buildings - Calculation of energy
use for space heating and cooling
DIN V 4108-6: Thermal protection and energy economy in buildings - Part 6:
Calculation of annual heat and energy use
DIN EN ISO 52016 and 52017: Calculation of the building's energy needs for
heating and cooling, internal temperatures and heating and cooling load
DIN EN ISO 13791 and 13792: Summer room temperatures
Table 6.1: Existing building simulation validation system
Those simulation tool validation/certiﬁcation activities are carried out exclusively
by the developers themselves and cannot always be checked by third parties. The
program codes are classiﬁed and no detailed conditions are well documented for
the quality of the results. This is far from comprehensible, comparable and reli-
able requirement in the building simulation ﬁeld, considering the background of
integration multitude of diﬀerent simulation programs for highly heterogeneous
and diverse ﬁelds.
The same applies to the input data, such as climate data and conditions of use for
the buildings.
Thus the central question arises about quality assurance, accompanied with inte-
gration requirement. To support better comparability, traceability, transparency
and standardization simulation in equipment, building and district ﬁelds, it is
obvious that there is an urgent need for qualiﬁed specialists who have proven
knowledge (both in development and application aspects) in the ﬁeld of building
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simulation act as independent validation provider to improve validation activity
and guarantee building simulation quality.
6.1.2 Comparison cases arrangement
Energy performances are focus point of previous comparison validation activities,
such as ASHRAE 140, CEN Standard (EN 15255, EN15265, EN 13791) and IEA
SHC Task34 (IEA EBC annex43C). Here in IEA EBC Annex 68 project, two
criteria: high indoor quality and low energy consumption are considered simul-
taneously, hygrothermal, VOC and ventilation related control model comparisons
are specially focused on in this Sub Task 3 common exercise.
A very simple case: Base Case is established ﬁrst, and then more variations are
created based on this Base Case. Those varied comparison models are primarily
classiﬁed into three categories: Thermal series, Hygrothermal and VOCs series,
Airﬂow and ventilation series. This base case and variation serial test construc-
tion is demonstrated in Figure 6.1. Each series contains several detailed compar-
ison models; multiple participants with diversity of simulation tools contribute
simulation results for these listed simulation scenarios.
Figure 6.1: Comparison cases construction
In this comparison, here exists series of tests and calculations with stepwise in-
creased level of complexity. This series task starts with base case (serial number
is given as T0 for convenience), the simplest one as it is shown in Figure 6.1, there
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is no consideration of window, shadow, heat source in wall and zone, internal
and external radiation (short wave, long wave), inﬁltration, ventilation, VOCs,
ground heat conduction, only thermal eﬀect in a single zone room is considered
with constant heat convection coeﬃcients at inner and exterior of six identical
constructions. Then, complexity is implemented gradually case by case.
Then, the second case: T1 ground heat conduction case is established based on
T0; besides considering ground heat conduction eﬀect, other settings remain same
as base case. Continuously, T2 and T3 are created to test heat transfer through
construction; special focus is concentrated on inﬂuence of material properties and
construction layer types. T4 is set as a combination of previous cases, which is
integrated consideration of ground heat conduction and variations of heat trans-
fer through construction. Therefore, T4 becomes new Base Case for later test.
Complexity is added in such stepwise methodology as it is shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Test case logics tree
Foundation case and contribution case
There are two diﬀerent type test cases in this comparison task: foundation case
and contribution case as it is shown in Table 6.2. On the one hand, founda-
tion cases normally use constant parameters and simpliﬁed functionalities; and
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all comparison program participants are obligated to provide simulation result for
foundation cases with their individual tools. On the other hand, contribution case
is established since diﬀerent advanced functionalities and unique calculation algo-
rithm may be applied in diﬀerent simulation tools. For contribution cases, certain
functionality enhancement and associated detailed scenario settings and results
are submitted by individual participant and other program partners could choose
modeling, simulating and reporting these contribution cases or just ignore them.
In order to compare contribution case, certain parameter or even code modiﬁca-
tion may have to be implemented by certain tools to create pseudo situation since
functionality variation among tools.
Foundation case Contribution case
constant parameter,
basic functionality
unique calculation algorithm,
advanced functionality
compulsory participation voluntary participation
Table 6.2: Foundation case and contribution cases
For example, to simulate heat exchange phenomenon between ﬂoor and ground
(soil), constant ground temperature and constant heat exchange coeﬃcient are
employed ﬁrst to set up foundation case of T4 Concrete ﬂoor. Basic functionality of
ﬂoor-ground heat exchange calculation could be tested in this T4 foundation case.
Furthermore, more contribution cases could be added since variety of much more
matured ﬂoor-ground heat exchange functionalities do exist in diﬀerent simulation
tools; such as: employing Kiva software, using C or F factor methods, Kusuda
& Achenbach approaches and Xing models. Please refer to T4 case and other
contribution cases for more detailed information.
Based on ISO-13370 standard, Jakub Kolarik from Technical University of Den-
mark has provided additional simulation case for T1 ground heat conduction,
which is the ﬁrst contributation case participated in this comparison task.
Participation and report
Since it is a cooperative case comparison task, plenty of participants are involved,
detailed procedure for model creation and data exchange have to be developed
during comparison process through discussion of all participants. Modiﬁcations
for synergies are inevitable.
It is essential that any comparison report provides all program participants with
highly reliable standard information on the comparison case scenarios and compa-
rable results; comparison report should be self-contained, which means all neces-
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sary information are contained in report, anyone who is willing to conduct model
comparison could build model accordingly then compare results without the help
of any other documents.
Therefore below two guiding principles of comparison report are proposed ﬁrst:
Simulation software information must be given by individual program participant.
Besides general introduction of software, the limitation or special functionalities
of tool for each comparison case should be highlighted and associated deviations
from the target formulations should be illustrated clearly. For example, IDA ICE
employs overall heat transfer coeﬃcient U to calculate heat transfer through wall.
For same heat transfer phenomena, CHAMPS multizone could call outsource func-
tion from CHAMPS BES, to compute heat transfer through wall in a discretized
way. Those unique parameter settings must be demonstrated appropriately. Oth-
erwise it is really diﬃcult or even impossible for other simulation software users
to model and simulate the exact same case.
For result deliver, data should be presented not only in graphics, but also in .xlsx
or .txt ﬁle containing all raw data, in order to facility other program partners to
compare with their own result. From coordination and cooperation point of view,
not only simulation result but also simulation itself should be delivered. It would
be the best that those simulations are packed and outputted in standard form, for
instance, FMU. Of course this FMU gathering is additional beneﬁt, validation is
still prime objective of this model comparison project.
6.1.3 Comparison result analysis and process: taking zone
air (still or well-mixed air) model further test as ex-
ample
The case illustrated here demonstrates that how to analysis simulation result
among compared tools and the way to further study issue detected by comparison.
Problem introduction
Figure 6.3 is provided by Jakub Kolarik from Technical University of Denmark in
IEA EBC Annex 68 Shanghai expert meeting.
Obviously, for T4 Concrete ﬂoor case, there is huge diﬀerence between temperature
results provided by IDA ICE and Therakles; according to Jakub' description, Root
Mean Square Error RMSE = 3.7, CV(RMSE)1 = 50 %, Mean Bias Error MBE =
2.6, Error total = 4.5.
1CV (RMSE) is Coeﬃcient of Variation of the Root Mean Squared Error, which measures
the diﬀerences between values predicted by a model and values actually observed.
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Figure 6.3: T4 room temperature diﬀerence between IDA ICE and Therakles
It is very interesting and with signiﬁcant importance to ﬁgure out the reason that
leads to such huge variation in simple case as T4.
Seeking for disparity causes, series of simulation tests with the help of DELPHIN
5 and DELPHIN 6 have been arranged.
Several potential inﬂuential factors have been tested. Such as:
 The diﬀerence between still air and well-mixed air assumption
 Heat transfer coeﬃcient variation
 The inﬂuence of buoyancy eﬀect, etc.
Below, test case arrangements, detailed modeling descriptions together with sim-
ulation results are illustrated.
Simulation and result
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 all show the obvious result disparity between still air
assumption and well mixed air assumption.
Unlike direct model adoption in IDA ICE and Therakles, no actual still air or
well-mixed air model is employed in this 2D DELPHIN simulation; here zone air
is discretized and detailed energy equation is calculated for each discretization
dots. In other words, in DELPHIN software, the still air and well mixed air
diﬀerence are implemented by employing various air thermal conductivity values.
Thermal conductivity is the property of a material to conduct heat. Heat transfer
occurs at a lower rate in materials of low thermal conductivity than in materials
of high thermal conductivity. Air is generally good insulators, in the absence of
convection. Therefore, lower thermal conductivity value is applied for still air
assumption and higher thermal conductivity value is employed for well-mixed air
assumption to express the inﬂuence of convection. Therefore thermal conductivity
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of still air is set for 0.04 W/mK and 4 W/mK for well-mixed air, for information
default air thermal conductivity in DELPHIN is 0.27 W/mK.
Figure 6.4: T4 room temperature on diﬀerent conditions graphic 1
Figure 6.5: T4 room temperature on diﬀerent conditions graphic 2
Figure 6.6: T4 room temperature on diﬀerent conditions graphic 3
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Figure 6.7: T4 temperature ﬁeld
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show that still air model results lower zone air temper-
ature in winter and higher temperature in summer comparing with well-mixed air
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model. It is interested to note that those kinds of curve forms is quite similar
with disparity curves in Figure 6.3. Since well-mixed air model is employed in
Therakles and still air model in IDA ICE, it naturally leads to the question that
whether air model diﬀerence is the reason causes disparity in Figure 6.3 ?
Cloud graphics in Figure 6.7 may illustrate the principle behind this winter low
summer high phenomenon. In winter, ﬂoor is warm compared with roof, vertical
air ﬂow driven by temperature grade exists, as shown in 5, 12.5 and 50 days tem-
perature cloud graphics. In summer, ﬂoor is cold and roof is warm, thus there is
no vertical air ﬂow, as shown in 112.5 and 160 days temperature cloud graphics.
Utilizing discretization method, more accurate situation could be captured com-
paring with single one zone air value methods; still air or well-mixed air models
clearly have their own applicability and distortion issues.
Inner thermal boundary condition variation is also tested. The result provided
by DELPHIN 5 is shown in Figure 6.6, result provided by DELPHIN 6 is shown
in Figure 6.5, both Figures illustrate that deviation could be observed when heat
transfer coeﬃcient at internal wall is changed. Taking Figure 6.6 as example,
relatively small temperature amplitude (blue curve) could be seen when small
heat transfer coeﬃcient is applied.
Please note the phrases used above, minding the diﬀerence between heat transfer
coeﬃcient at internal wall and heat conduction coeﬃcient at internal wall.
In DELPHIN software, internal long wave radiation is not considered, and the
value of heat transfer coeﬃcient equals to heat conduction coeﬃcient at internal
wall; and the value could be speciﬁed with certain given number. The situation is
the same in Therakles. For information, in DELPHIN 5 test case conducted here,
heat conduction coeﬃcient at internal wall is changed from original 8 W/m2K to
horizontal surface 2.5 W/m2K and vertical surface 0.7 W/m2K; and in DELPHIN
6 test case, heat conduction coeﬃcient is changed from original 8 W/m2K to 0.2
W/m2K.
However, internal long-wave and short-wave radiation are integrated part of zone
mode in IDA ICE, thus heat transfer coeﬃcient at internal wall is determined
through series of calculation. This causes deviation from given numbers in Ther-
akles.
Based on above DELPHIN simulation results, the inﬂuence of internal boundary
condition is relatively small comparing with still air and well mixed air assumption
variation. Still, for tools with integrated zone model such as IDA ICE and Ener-
gyPlus, it would be the best to obtain the actual values of heat transfer coeﬃcient,
heat conduction coeﬃcient and radiation related coeﬃcients at internal walls.
Buoyancy eﬀect near internal surface of envelop is also considered. DELPHIN is
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not a CFD tool, but with proper parameter setting, buoyancy eﬀect could also be
reﬂexed in DELPHIN software. Here the parameter KG is used to model buoyancy
eﬀect. KG is air permeability of dry material, which is widely employed in the
mass transfer research in porous media, unit is s. Here air is also considered as
one special porous media; various KG value represent diﬀerent buoyancy eﬀects.
As it is shown in Figure 6.4, buoyancy eﬀect, or KG value in DELPHIN software
has minor inﬂuence on zone air temperature, even with hundred and thousand
times number variation, KG value tested here varies from 1e-03, 1e-02, 1e-01, 0 to
1e+01 s.
In DELPHIN software, KG value is moisture content linearly decreased and air
thermal conductivity is moisture dependent, I guess, KG inﬂuences air thermal
conductivity somehow, resulting small zone air temperature variation.
Conclusion and future work
Conclusion from above test:
Air model (still air or well-mixed air), or more speciﬁcally speaking, the value of
air thermal conductivity has considerable inﬂuence on zone air temperature
Heat transfer coeﬃcient at inner surface has minor inﬂuence on zone air temper-
ature
Buoyancy eﬀect, or more speciﬁcally speaking, KG value in DELPHIN software
has minor inﬂuence on zone air temperature
Next steps:
Due to complexity of tools, especially tools that with integrated zone model, such
as Energyplus and IDA ICE, some parameters, for instance heat transfer coeﬃcient
and air thermal conductivity, may not be the same as common exercise description
document and diﬃcult to implement with constant number. It is very interesting
and with signiﬁcant importance to ﬁgure out actual number of such variables in
various simulation tools.
6.2 Functionalities coordination among tools
6.2.1 Validation and functionality comparison
Generally speaking, result deviations deﬁnitely occur during comparison process.
These deviations can be caused by multiple reasons, such as: diﬀerent calculation
equations, inaccuracies of the input data, inappropriate numerical procedures, mis-
interpretations or misunderstandings on model utilization and parameter settings.
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Thus, a desired comparative validation process should be created, that ensures the
diagnostic capability of validation methodology through meaningful functionality
complexity level control: clear and unambiguous functionality test design method-
ology can decrease, or at least easily locate, the origin of deviation. Integrated
simulation tools should be translated into testable individual sub-models in order
to be able to separately analyze and quantify the various sources of error and to
avoid overlapping misinterpretations.
Therefore comparison cases here must be designed in such a way that the model
complexity builds up successively, making sure each comparison cases only test
one speciﬁc functionality. This methodology surely leads to vast series of func-
tionalities comparison together with validation cases, since every functionalities
involved in building simulation are expected to be covered in this task.
Table 6.8 is typical functionalities comparison example, listing the capabilities of
CHAMPS_Multizone and Therakles. Each functionality comparison in the Table
is twin companion with associated simulation validation activity.
Figure 6.8: Functionalities comparison between CHAMPS_Multizone and Ther-
akles
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6.2.2 Functionality comparison and cooperative simulation
development
Through functionality comparison, software categorization matrix is established
accordingly showing the applicability of the available simulation and planning
tools with regard to certain functionality and associated application scenarios.
Since model applicability has been checked during comparative assessment, and
existing shortcomings have been revealed quite concretely. The result is instruc-
tions about which functionality can be mapped with which simulation tool, and
whether a given simulation program ﬁts associated application scenario or not.
During model comparison process, on the one hand for so-called quality checked
functionality, majority programs converge to certain value, of course with accept-
able tolerance range; on the other hand, if programs diverge from one another, it
means this functionality (compared application scenario) should be further tested
ﬁguring out the causes of deviation, associated new research need is detected and
reported.
Since model comparison is a cooperative process, convergence issue/ new research
need is detected by involved participants together. This is natural base for future
potential cooperation development for this functionality, revealing issue together
and solving it jointly.
With the help of categorization matrix, it is convenient to display advantage and
shortcoming of individual tools. Strong team work in a coordinated community,
joining the most appropriate tools together, is the best choice to response increas-
ingly demand in interdisciplinary and life cycle integration in building simulation
ﬁeld.
6.3 Model comparison and its collaboration com-
munity
6.3.1 Cooperation with application community
Simulation requirements which are provided by practice community have been
fully considerate in arrangement of model comparison cases. It is not an empty
propaganda. Simulation functionality demanded by application community is fun-
damental guiding principle to divide integrated simulation tools into testable sub-
models. Application community shall describe what functionality should be used
and which requirement must be met during simulation tool application process.
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More speciﬁcally, meaningful levels of modeling depth for diﬀerent phases in the
planning process need to be established according to requirement proposed by
application community. Building design process is a process from coarse opinion
to detailed blueprint, simulation complexity is increased accordingly. Design stages
need to map acceptable depth levels of both models and their input data.
For example, in a feasibility study or in the preliminary planning, many parameters
are not yet known, bold guesses and default values are used without examination;
in the later phases of the planning process, initial values are increasingly being re-
placed by calculated speciﬁc data. Diﬀerent simulation requirement are occurred
accordingly. Requirement matrix for acceptable modeling complexity and simula-
tion speed for representative application scenarios must be listed.
These quality standards of application scenarios, or requirement matrix should be
properly reﬂected by model comparison cases arrangement.
Figure 6.9: Cooperation with application community
Application community involved cooperation not only exists in requirement anal-
ysis and comparison cases arrangement, but also in tool usage guidance.
During model comparison task, the advantages and shortcomings of simulation
tools on certain functionality and associated application scenarios are revealed
quite concretely. In addition, documentations of modeling hints for the implemen-
tation of the validation cases in various software tools are being developed.
After model comparison task, the results can be used to evaluate if a given sim-
ulation program ﬁts the associated application scenario, and which tool is the
optimum choice of given simulation scenarios. Evaluation matrix for diﬀerent
programs can be created associate with model comparison processes.
In the future, cooperative model comparison should lead to bringing simulation
developments from science into practice more conveniently and quickly. The elab-
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orated application scenarios, validation cases, input data and reference solutions
shall be made publicly accessible in cooperation network among research and ap-
plication in building discipline and associated software ﬁeld. Simulation models
with quality certiﬁcates that cover a range of use cases can be made available on
a central data and model platform of the funding agency.
6.3.2 Cooperation with standard development community
Currently, there are no normative requirements with regard to modeling principles
and accuracy of results in building simulation domain.
Fortunately, from standard related perspective, validation cases map application
scenarios with diﬀerent physical complexity and specify the parameterization of
speciﬁc problem scenarios. Uniﬁed description of the inner and outer boundary
conditions also have been supplemented . The usage scenarios and climate models
have to be standardized for comparative calculations and for normative veriﬁca-
tions in order to provide scientiﬁcally proven reference solutions.
Cooperative model comparison aims to create scientiﬁcally proven reference cases
for associated application scenarios. Since these newly aggregated application
scenarios and reference solutions are standardization bodies themselves, and the
requirements and reference cases of model comparison are going to be published in
a networked collaboration community and as broadly eﬀective form; in the longer
term, new standard are to be expected. Furthermore, there are model comparison
participating companies and institutes that are also deputy representatives in the
committees of VDI2 and DIN3.
At least, application scenarios in model comparison are practice oriented sug-
gestions and complements for current validation standards. Cooperative model
comparison itself has been one standard revision action already.
6.3.3 Cooperation with education and training community
The planning and operation of energy-eﬃcient building and plant require qualiﬁed
simulation specialists/ engineers. Meanwhile, there is no standard training system
in the ﬁeld of building simulation that can fulﬁll quality assurance requirement,
and building simulation training is even not a compulsory curricular component
in higher education and also not part of the corresponding accreditation system.
The content and the sequence of the model comparison scenarios are coordinated
with the practice partners to take account of their requirements in particular.
2Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, the Association of German Engineers
3Deutsches Institut für Normung, German Institute for Standardization
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Based on those model comparison cases, requirement for competencies of simula-
tion specialists/ engineers could be formulated; necessary training contents could
be established. Speciﬁcation for diﬀerent target groups, such as: student in ap-
plied science school, student in university, engineer in training or further education
program, could be summarized since requirements matrix could provide informa-
tion about the required competencies and suggest assignment between certiﬁcation
depth and possible engineering tasks in a standardization way.
In conclusion, the knowledge generated in model comparison activity can be used
as appropriate education and training materials for simulation specialist/engineers.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
7.1 Conclusion
7.1.1 Laggard building simulation
It is quite unique that building, the product of building industry, is somehow
location prioritized since most industries, for example mechanical or electronic
industry, produce quality prioritized products.
Since building is location prioritized rather than quality prioritized, building
design and operation optimization activity is less valued by market compared
to optimizations in other industries. Therefore, market or practice is not the
major driving force for building optimization and its associated simulation tool
development and utilization.
Of course, it does deﬁnitely not mean that building simulation and optimization
are unimportant. Building consumes one third of energy worldwide while mod-
ern human beings spend most of their time in buildings. No matter from which
perspectives it is evaluated, building simulation and optimization must be highly
valued. Therefore, numerous building simulation tools have been developed to
assist building optimization activities.
Those building simulation tools, which are mainly developed by universities and
institutes, have their unique in house characteristic. The term in house means
the software is developed in one organization and utilized by the organization's
own staﬀ rather than by external personnel. It is probably the same group of
people who develop and use certain in house software for one particular research
project or series projects. Obviously, those building simulation tools are created
for research purpose. It is quite diﬀerent from tools from other disciplines that
utilized by engineers for real practice needs.
According to technology adoption life cycle theory, building simulation tool is still
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at its early stage of its adoption curve; even it has been more than forty years
since its birth.
7.1.2 Integration and quality improvement
Building is increasingly advanced and complex nowadays. The concept of building
system has been expanded from simple HVAC system to comprehensive composi-
tion including both traditional and emerging implications.
Traditional HVAC equipment, access and security, lighting and shading, trans-
portation (elevators/escalators), ﬁre as well as utility services are gradually inte-
grated and controlled by building management system (BMS).
Green energy provider (renewable energy and storage devices) and Smart Grid
stabilizer (electric and heat coupling management, Demand Side Management
and dynamic control) are some newly added demands for building.
It is more and more appropriate to regard building as a cyber-physical system.
Integrated climate facades, HVAC equipment and any user with smartphone all
could be considered as an interactive node in building cyber-physical system con-
nected with information and communication technologies.
Figure 7.1: Multi domains keywords
Proper process of such complicated interdisciplinary issue is far beyond the ca-
pability of current old fashioned building design and operation conventions. This
interdisciplinary development trend of building requests the assistance of multi do-
main simulation and multi criteria analysis functionalities in building simulation
tools.
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However, current building practice is scattered and isolated no matter from dis-
ciplines perspective or life cycle point of view. The HVAC&Control system sim-
ulation is divided into two relatively independent ﬁelds: HVAC simulation and
control simulation. Similarly, two completely diﬀerent groups are in charge of
HVAC system design and HVAC operation separately, where seldom coordination
activities exist and rare data and model share are observed.
In front of such segmented situation, it is the best that building simulation tool
could act as driving force to promote interdisciplinary cooperation, to facilitate
multi criteria analysis in building practice, instead of becoming the reason to hold
back the coordination and communication among diﬀerent building related groups.
Therefore, well organized and connected system of building related tools must
be established to facilitate the coordination and communication among architect,
contractor, structural engineer, cost estimator, HVAC engineer, mechanical, elec-
trical, and plumbing services (MEP) engineer, supervisor, etc. And tools originally
from separated stages need to be coordinated and integrated for the convenience
cooperation among diﬀerent building life cycle stages. A well-organized net of
tools should be established no matter from cross domains, life cycle or other per-
spectives.
In summary, integration is the fundamental driving force for this building revo-
lutionary transition, and integration is also the core solution to current scattered
and unsatisfying building simulation problem.
An open to public and free usable transfer layer and associated collaborative frame-
work are proposed, in order to conquer two obstacles blocking current application
oriented transfer process: lack of application promotion and lack of integration
capability.
Clear responsibilities are deﬁned for both research institutes and commercial part-
ners; they all have to take their individual responsibilities.
On the one hand, research organization should provide validated models, along
with accurate and complete database plus high quality documentation and guide to
help future user understand and utilize those models appropriately. Furthermore,
the most crucial aspect handled at transfer layer is model's interoperability. Tools
or models originated from various resources are integrated together through FMI
standard in the form of co-simulation or model exchange.
Commercial partners, on the other hand, provide professional Graphical User In-
terface (GUI) and post-processing functionality. User friendly GUI and powerful
result analysis functions are essential and competitive properties in market. Of
course, marketing and selling issues must be taken care of by commercial com-
panies. They are the ﬁnal and the most critical step to complete this practice
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oriented knowledge transfer.
Processing the capability of handling advanced and dynamic control, and fun-
damentally the integrated multi domains issues, Modelica is specially chosen as
a demonstrative example and kernel solution to integrate this practice oriented
knowledge transfer process. Mixed scenarios from traditionally separated disci-
plines could be modeled and simulated together in unique Modelica simulation
environment.
Although Modelica is an ambitious and fast expanding modeling language, it is
still not optimum to simulate whole building and all its related ﬁelds alone. The
need to incorporate Modelica to legacy code is clearly and widely recognized.
Newly built Modelica models must be integrated with massive and various existing
building simulation tools which are concentrations of generations' eﬀorts for past
four decades.
7.1.3 Exploration and demonstration
Since multitude of simulation programs are involved and need to be integrated in
current building simulation ﬁeld, the key issue arises on quality assurance. One
cooperative model comparison task is carried out with validation purpose. A very
simple case Base Case is established ﬁrst, and then more variations are created
based on it. This methodology makes sure only one variable change in one compar-
ison case, any reason that may cause result variance could be locate conveniently
and quickly. Series of comparison cases with increasingly added complexity cover
every aspect of building simulation, making model behavior correctly as expected.
And this model comparison task is more than just validation; a framework for
simulation software collaboration will be established during this model compari-
son process. After all only a cooperative community could response to increasingly
integrated request from building practice.
From technology veriﬁcation perspective, an interdisciplinary scenario involving
traditional HVAC, renewable energy and energy storage devices together with dy-
namic control is simulated using Modelica language. Demand Side Management
strategy such as peak valley electricity price is implicated. Five criteria including
energy consumption, energy production, total energy, operational cost, CO2 emis-
sion are calculated simultaneously. Simulation results are further processed ac-
cording to whole life cycle theory and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method.
A preferred design scheme is selected from four alternatives using Multiple Criteria
Decision Analysis (MCDA) method.
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7.1.4 Highlights
Actually, it even does not matter that much what kind of detailed work carried out
in this dissertation since it is obvious that the ﬁnal accomplishment of practical
application of building simulations has to be a long term and widespread collab-
oration process. This grand objective is far beyond what one PhD dissertation
could accomplish.
But, it is more meaningful that research group ﬁnally starts to consider engineers'
practical request seriously. It is of great importance that the revolutionary in-
tention to develop building simulation tool not only for simulation experts and
research projects, but also for engineers and building design and operation prac-
tices and to truly transfer simulation knowledge from research to practice.
Location prioritized buildings also deserve possessing high quality, and this situ-
ation is deﬁnitely going to happen with the help of application oriented simulation
and optimization.
7.2 Future work
Now, it is at the dawn of next industrial and technology revolution. Various new
technologies have been developed and new concept comes out one after the other
such as: artiﬁcial intelligence, cloud computing, big data, virtual reality (VR), 3D
printing, cyber-physical systems, EV-mobility, etc. Their potential relationships
with building simulation are very interesting and with extreme importance.
New technologies deﬁnitely are going to change current building design, construc-
tion and operation situation dramatically. Virtual reality (VR) could present
future building owner truly vivid 3D landscapes as early as at design phase. Pre-
fabricated building and 3D printer make building construction more like a man-
ufacture process. Smart Grid or EV-Mobility or any other emerging utilities all
could be regarded as part of cyber physical system and integrated with buildings,
controlled and optimized together.
A well-organized net of tools could coordinate all building related domains and
stages through whole building life cycle. Emerging special tools developed for new
technologies could be easily integrated into this tool net through uniﬁed commu-
nication standards. This integrated tool net functions as an entity and could be
further linked with cloud, big data and artiﬁcial intelligence technologies.
Cloud technology provides shared processing resources and data on demand. Tra-
ditional distributed computing and storage capabilities of building could be re-
placed by cloud solution, providing buildings with various capabilities to store and
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process their data in third-party data centers. Cloud technology allows buildings
to save upfront IT infrastructure costs and further to get their operational con-
trols running faster, with improved manageability and less maintenance. In such
way, advanced and complex control algorithm such as artiﬁcial intelligence could
be computed and conducted with cloud. Similarly, massive building operational
monitoring data could also be stored and utilized with cloud.
A collaborative and integrated long-term building online data collection system is
great treasure which does not yet exist. Processing with appropriate big data tech-
nologies, collected databases could support model validation, beneﬁt operational
optimization, etc., eventually making modeling, optimization, data- driven model-
ing, validation and operation all integrated together to form an active interactive
cycle.
Above mentioned situation is not crazy imagination far away from reality; actually
most of technology paths demonstrated in Figure 7.2 have already exists now.
Figure 7.2: Ultimate integration
Author has involved one pre-research project for Hisense, an electronics giant in
China. Hisense TransTech stands leading position in intelligence traﬃc manage-
ment ﬁeld. Intelligence traﬃc management means automatic traﬃc control based
on real time traﬃc situation obtained through surveillance cameras. Artiﬁcial in-
telligence and cloud computing technologies carry out analysis work of real time
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traﬃc image automatically, instructing traﬃc lights turning accordingly, optimiz-
ing traﬃc ﬂow situation.
With relatively mature technology in data process and control ﬁeld, Hisense TransTech
is expanding their scope into building management ﬁeld. Combing building sim-
ulation with their monitoring and control abilities which are based on artiﬁcial
intelligence and cloud computing technologies, Hisense is aim to establishment an
intelligent management system for building.
In this revolutionary transition, other disciplines already have already started, our
building simulation world should not fall behind.
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Appendix A
Supplementary background content
A.1 Modelica introduction
Modelica general information
Modelica[24] is a freely available language for modeling of physical systems.
More speciﬁcally, Modelica is a modern language, built on non-causal modeling
with mathematical equations and object-oriented constructs, for modeling of large,
complex, and heterogeneous systems.
Modelica is designed to support eﬀective library development and model exchange
or model reuse. In other words, Modelica is especially suitable for multi-domain
modeling, for example, mechatronic models in robotics, automotive and aerospace
applications involving mechanical, electrical, hydraulic control and state machine
subsystems, process oriented applications and generation and distribution of elec-
tric power.
Building is a typical multi-domain system as we mentioned previously. By using
Modelica, it is allowed to conveniently model complex building interdisciplinary
systems containing, e.g., thermal, thermo hydraulic, mechanical, electrical, con-
trol, or other related subcomponents.
Modelica simulation environments
Modelica itself is a language, not a tool.
There are several tools that support Modelica language. Those tools are called as
Modelica simulation environments. Typical examples are[23]: Dymola1, Simula-
tionX2, OpenModelica, MapleSim3, MWorks4, JModelica.org, etc.
1Dymola is a registered trademark of Dassault Systèmes
2SimulationX is a registered trademark of ITI GmbH
3MapleSim is a registered trademark of Maplesoft
4MWorks is a registered trademark of Suzhou Tongyuan
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Modelica itself, which is developed by non-proﬁt organization Modelica Associa-
tion (MA), is the textual description containing equations, annotation, etc[25].
Modelica simulation environment, which is available both commercially and free of
charge, is the one to provide model graphical editor, to translate Modelica models
into C code, to simulate, and to present results.
During this PhD dissertation writing process, three simulation environments:
OpenModelica, SimulationX and Dymola are chosen to be employed.
OpenModelica is an open-source Modelica-based modeling and simulation envi-
ronment developed by a non-proﬁt organization: the Open Source Modelica Con-
sortium (OSMC). Demonstrative Modelica models in later chapters is modeled
and simulated with OpenModelica.
The provider of SimulationX, ITI GmbH is research program partner of Institute of
Building Climatology (IBK). SimulationX is usually employed for FMU generation
and co-simulation test.
Demo version Dymola is used to look over Modelica libraries especially when Media
library is involved. The Media library issue is discussed in next chapter.
Modelica Libraries
When it comes to Modelica, it could be referred to Modelica language alone, or
broadly speaking, the combination of language, simulation environments and all
kinds of Modelica Libraries.
Modelica libraries provide model components and standard component interfaces
to facilitate systems modeling. Engineers and simulation experts could use those
models conveniently in a drag and drop way. Certain modiﬁcations could be
achieved by altering properties or revising code.
Modelica Association (MA), the developer of Modelica language speciﬁcation,
is also one signiﬁcant Modelica library provider. Among all MA developed li-
braries, Modelica Standard Library (MSL) is the most essential one. MSL provides
model components and standard component interfaces from many engineering do-
mains, such as mechanical (1D/3D), electrical (analog, digital, machines), thermal,
ﬂuid, control systems and hierarchical state machines. Functions for strings, ﬁles,
streams and numerical algorithm are also included.
Besides MA libraries, companies, institutes and universities have developed plenty
of Modelica libraries for both general purpose and speciﬁc domain, for either com-
mercial utilization or free to use. Some of them are listed and introduced on
Modelica oﬃcial website [22]. Building energy system related libraries is intro-
duced in Section 5.1.1.
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A.2 FMI introduction
FMI general information
FMI[73, 6] is a tool independent standard to support both model exchange and co-
simulation of dynamic models using a combination of xml ﬁles and C-code (either
compiled in DLL/shared libraries or in source code). The ﬁrst version, FMI 1.0,
was published in 2010. The FMI development was initiated by Daimler AG with
the goal to improve the exchange of simulation models between suppliers and orig-
inal equipment manufacturer (OEMs). As of today, development of the standard
continues through the participation of 16 companies and research institutes. FMI
1.0 is supported by over 45 tools and is used by automotive and non-automotive
organizations throughout Europe, Asia and North America.
Version 2.0 is a major enhancement compared to FMI 1.0, where the FMI 1.0
Model Exchange and Co-Simulation standards have been merged, and many im-
provements have been incorporated, often due to practical experience when using
the FMI 1.0 standards. New features are usually optional (need neither be sup-
ported by the tool that exports an FMU, nor by the tool that imports an FMU).
Version Date Remarks
1.0 2010-01-26 First version of FMI for Model Exchange
1.0 2010-10-12 First version of FMI for Co-Simulation
2.0 2014-07-25 Second version of FMI for Model Exchange and Co-Simulation
Table A.1: History of FMI
FMI for Model Exchange formulates a modeling environment that can generate C
code of a dynamic system model that can be utilized by other modeling and sim-
ulation environments. Models are described by diﬀerential, algebraic and discrete
equations with time-, state- and step-events. If the C code describes a contin-
uous system, then this system is solved with the integrators of the environment
where it is used. The models to be treated by this interface can be large for usage
in oine or online simulation, or can be used in embedded control systems on
micro-processors.
FMI for Co-Simulation provides an interface standard for coupling of simulation
tools in a co-simulation environment. The data exchange between subsystems is
restricted to discrete communication points. In the time between two communi-
cation points, the subsystems are solved independently from each other by their
individual solver. Master algorithms control the data exchange between subsys-
tems and the synchronization of all simulation solvers (slaves). Both, rather simple
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master algorithms, as well as more sophisticated ones are supported. Note, that
the master algorithm itself is not part of the FMI standard.
The two interface standards for Model Exchange and Co-Simulation have many
parts in common. In particular, it is possible to utilize several instances of a
model and/or a co-simulation tool and to connect them together. The interfaces
are independent of the target environment because no header ﬁles are used that
depend on the target environment (with exception of the data types of the target
platform). This allows generating one dynamic link library that can be utilized in
any environment on the same platform.
Functional Mockup Unit (FMU)
A transferred model, a co-simulation slave or the coupling part of a tool, is dis-
tributed in one zip ﬁle called Functional Mockup Unit (FMU) that contains several
ﬁles:
(1) An XML ﬁle contains the deﬁnition of all exposed variables in the FMU and
other static information. It is then possible to run the FMU on a target system
without this information, in other words with no unnecessary overhead.
(2) All needed model equations or the access to co-simulation tools are provided
with a small set of easy to use C functions. A new caching technique allows a
more eﬃcient evaluation of the model equations than in other approaches. These
C functions can either be provided in source and/or binary form. Binary forms
for diﬀerent platforms can be included in the same FMU zip ﬁle.
(3) The model equations or the co-simulation tool can be either provided directly
in the FMU, or the FMU contains only a generic communication module that
communicates with an external tool that evaluates or simulates the model. In the
XML ﬁle information about the capabilities of the FMU are present, for example
to characterize the ability of a co-simulation slave to support advanced master
algorithms such as the usage of variable communication step sizes, higher order
signal extrapolation, or others.
(4) Further data can be included in the FMU zip ﬁle, especially a model icon
(bitmap ﬁle), documentation ﬁles, maps and tables needed by the FMU, and/or
all object libraries or dynamic link libraries that are utilized.
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A.3 Adoption life cycle analysis of building simu-
lation
It is clear that building simulation tool is not widely accepted in building design
and operation practice. There is a huge gap between the capabilities of research
tools and their achieved functionalities in practice.
Of course, the adoption of building simulation tool is a gradual process as the
same with the adoption of any new technology. It takes time and eﬀort to spread.
Certain eﬀorts could be made to accelerate the adoption process. There is a
sociological theory to study and describe this propagation and adoption process,
which is called technology adoption lifecycle model.
A.3.1 Technology adoption life cycle model
The technology adoption life cycle[83] was originally developed in 1957 at Iowa
State College. Its purpose was to track the purchase patterns of hybrid seed corn
by farmers. Everett Rogers, a professor of communication studies, popularized
the theory in his book Diﬀusion of Innovations. This book was ﬁrst published in
1962, and is now in its ﬁfth edition.
The technology adoption life cycle model indicates that not everyone will immedi-
ately adopt an innovation despite obvious beneﬁts and people have diﬀerent levels
of readiness for adopting new innovations. The process of adoption over time is
typically illustrated as a classical normal distribution or bell curve as it is shown
in Figure A.1.
Five adopter categories are deﬁned to distinguish and organize how people will
accept a new innovation as described below.
Figure A.1: Technology adoption life cycle curve
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Innovators (2.5%): Innovators are the ﬁrst individuals to adopt an innovation.
Innovators are willing to take risks and have closest contact to scientiﬁc
sources. Risk tolerance allows them adopting technologies which may ulti-
mately fail. Financial resources help absorb these failures.
Early-adopters (13.5%): This is the second fastest category of individuals who
adopt an innovation. Early adopters are typically younger in age, have
advanced education, and are more scientiﬁcally and socially forward than
late adopters.
Early-majority (34%): Individuals in this category adopt an innovation after a
varying degree of time. This time of adoption is signiﬁcantly longer than the
innovators and early adopters.
Late-majority (34%): Individuals in this category will adopt an innovation after
the average member of the society. These individuals approach an innovation
with a high degree of skepticism and after the majority of society has adopted
the innovation.
Laggards (16%): Individuals in this category are the last to adopt an innovation.
Unlike some of the previous categories, individuals in this category typically
tend to value traditions and have an aversion to change.
A.3.2 Software adoption phase in building practice
Below, the adoption analysis of building software is carried out based on technology
adoption life cycle theory.
Figuring out the accurate adoption phase of building simulation tool is a diﬃcult
or even impossible task to achieve.
First, building simulation tool is a collective concept for hundreds of individual
simulation software and diﬀerent simulation tools vary signiﬁcantly in term of
adoption situation. For example, tools for load calculation or tools for HVAC
system selection and sizing are much more widely adopted in practice than whole
building energy simulation tools.
Second, the adoption situation of one particular tool varies in diﬀerent countries
or communities. Ordinary social science data acquiring methods such as Question-
naire or Interview could only obtain limited data and thus is suited for restricted
circumstance rather than a general and broad concept as application situation of
building simulation tools.
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Anyway, it is not necessary to gain accurate and detailed adoption data. The
simple comparison and relative relation discussion below are suﬃcient enough to
give us the general impression.
On the one hand, it is well known that computer-aided design (CAD) software is
widely accepted in building industry. Almost everyone in building industry draws
their blueprints in the form of electronic ﬁles now. CAD is at its ending stage
of adoption. A person who recently decides to utilize CAD tool now is belong to
laggards according to technology adoption life cycle model.
Figure A.2: Software adoption phases in building practice
On the other hand, building simulation tool is deﬁnitely at earlier stage of adop-
tion. Early majority may be a reasonable assumption, as it is shown in Figure
A.2.
Figure A.3: Adoption life cycle of diﬀerent building simulation tools
Although there may be argument about at which adoption stages building sim-
ulation tool exactly stays, no one suspects the correctness of relative adoption
relation among load determination tool, system design tool and whole building
energy optimization tool as it is shown in Figure A.3.
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In summary, the adoption situation of building simulation, especially the whole
building simulation and optimization, is far away from satisfying. Since urgent
requests are put forward in building design and operation practice, certain eﬀorts
must be made to accelerate the simulation and optimization adoption process in
building industry.
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Appendix B
Integration simulation
demonstrations
Here, a multi-domain scenario involving traditional HVAC, renewable energy and
energy storage devices together with dynamic control is simulated. Demand Side
Management strategy such as peak valley electricity price is implemented. Five
criteria including energy consumption, energy production, total energy, economic
cost and CO2 emission are calculated at the same time. The design case demon-
strated in this chapter is a typical example that requires interdisciplinary simula-
tion and multi criteria analysis that has been discussed in previous chapters.
B.1 Overall description of simulation scenarios
This is a HVAC central plant design case. A new oﬃce building is constructed and
joined with current buildings to ﬁx the working position shortage issue. Existing
chiller capacity is no longer suﬃcient to meet both current and newly added cooling
demands. Extra cooling supply equipment is requested. Four diﬀerent solutions
are proposed in Table B.1 to cooperate with the existing electric chiller.
Simulation is needed to assist the design, selecting appropriate scheme.
Multi criteria are calculated simultaneously, and Demand Side Management and
dynamic control strategy are applied to take advantage of peak valley electricity
price.
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Number Existing equipment Newly added equipment
I
Electric chiller
Electric chiller
II Ice storage chiller
III Solar thermal + absorption chiller
IV Photovoltaic + electric chiller
Table B.1: Four cooling solutions
I Another chiller solution
Current chiller is no longer eﬀective enough to provide the cooling demand. Then
adding a new chiller is the most straightforward solution to solve the cooling supply
shortage problem as it is shown in Figure B.1. This is also the widely accepted
solution in current building practice. However, due to lack of involvement of
renewable energy or any other emerging technology, the potential beneﬁts are also
missing.
Figure B.1: Chiller addition solution
II Ice storage solution
Instead of adding another set of electric chiller, adding one set of ice chiller and
its associated ice storage system is also one option as it is shown in Figure B.2.
Normally, for a building in hot summer circumstance, considering both direct ra-
diation from sun and indirect long wave radiation, peak cooling demand appears
among 13:00 and 15:00, when it reaches highest air temperature and highest total
radiation level. This period is also the peak hour for whole grid electric con-
sumption and peak hour of electric price if certain curved electric price policy is
employed.
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In contrast, there is barely any cooling demand during the night and that time is
also the lowest price time for grid electricity.
Ice storage equipment could shift the electricity consumption curve and take ad-
vantage of low electricity price and other ﬁnancial incentives. However, application
of ice storage system brings the advantage of lower electricity price and extra oper-
ational cost at the same time, reducing the initial investment for chiller and adding
extra investment for whole ice storage system. From life cycle cost analysis per-
spective, is it worth or not? If ice storage is going to be employed, what is the
appropriate ice storage capacity? All these questions are going to be investigated
and answered appropriately with simulation.
Figure B.2: Ice storage solution
III Solar thermal solution
Besides electric chiller, absorption chiller can also be applied in building.
The most competitive aspect of absorption chiller is its ability to utilize low density
energy. The combination of solar thermal system and absorption chiller is a typical
example as it is shown in Figure B.3. Solar thermal device uses solar energy to
heat water. Then absorption chiller utilizes heated water to generate cold.
By the way, solar-thermal transformation is much more technically mature and
economically cheap compared with solar-electric transformation mechanism (pho-
tovoltaic).
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Figure B.3: Solar thermal solution
IV Photovoltaic solution
The Photovoltaic solution is a modiﬁcation scheme of design scheme I, where
besides additional PV set is added, the other parts remain the same as design
scheme I.
Application of photovoltaic (PV) in building coupling with cooling device has its
own advantage.
The trend of solar radiation usually synchronizes the building cooling demand.
Therefore, utilization of photovoltaic system naturally synchronizes electricity gen-
eration (cooling supply) with cooling demand. Around 2 o'clock in the afternoon,
cooling demand achieves its peak point while radiation, electricity generation by
PV system and its associated cooling supply also maintain high level accordingly.
Electricity generation through photovoltaic (PV) system is considered to be an
environmentally friendly technology, one important approach to achieve zero CO2
emissions or CO2 neutral in buildings1.
As it is shown in Figure B.4 , PV system could directly supply the chiller electricity
demand.
1 This conclusion is obtained from pure utilization point of view. The huge energy consump-
tion and CO2 emissions involved during solar cells production process are usually not considered
by environmentalists and PV users.
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Figure B.4: Photovoltaics solution
Relative high cost of PV system could be compensated by ﬁnancial incentives come
from government's policy to popularize renewable energy. Financial incentives
could also come from Grid Company to promote
B.2 Simulation model description and parameter
setting
B.2.1 General modeling principles
Before detailed equipment modeling descriptions are introduced, some general
modeling principles applied in demonstrative case are discussed ﬁrst.
System decomposition
Whole building simulation involves plenty of items such as equipment, control, air
ﬂow, heat and moisture balance, climate, lighting, etc. Normally, the integrated
building simulation tool divides them into three major categories: plant, system
and zone.
Plant represents the central equipment that supply heat or cold. Typical examples
are: boiler, chiller, heat pumps, ice storage, etc.
Zone part describes the behavior of heat and moisture balance of air inside of
building, and the presentation of building layout and structure. Human behavior
is also included in this part.
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Between plant and zone, system is responsible for connecting plant and zone parts
using air handling unit (AHU). Speciﬁcally, the water that comes from plant passes
through coil, and then absorbs/releases heat from/to the air which ﬂows over coil.
In this way, the cold or heat provided by plant goes into room.
Although this demonstrative case does not perfectly suit plant-system-zone model
mentioned above for whole building simulation tools. But the general decomposi-
tion principle is the same: large and complex system needs to be decomposed and
reassembled by connections.
When it comes to decomposition, generally speaking, object oriented principle
is implied. The hierarchical modularity method is suitable to manage the com-
plexity of large systems. For example, pump and chiller models, which are part
of our overall plant model and acquire clear individual physical meanings, are
programmed separately then connected together later.
Associated with object oriented modeling method, of course, inheritance is used.
For example, ﬁnance cost calculation model is embedded in every plant equipment
models. Inheritance is a very powerful mechanism to manage complex systems and
to reuse code. However, overusing inheritance can also lead to serial problems as
it is mentioned in Chapter 5.
Special attention is paid during modeling process of this case to balance the in-
heritance conﬂict. The target is to achieve optimum balance to reuse code at
maximum level while keeping integrity and comprehensibility of physical entity.
However, this case is aimed to demonstrate interdisciplinary and multi criteria
simulation; the actual and detailed modeling is not the priority. Therefore hy-
draulic properties which are essential aspect of HVAC system are not considered
here.
Due to lack of hydraulic description, the decomposition structure of this case may
be less valuable to be a reference for other model developer. But the concept, to
manage the inheritance level, to balance code reuse and physical entity integrity,
are needed to be sincerely regarded.
By the way, it needs to be pointed out that the interaction between HVAC control
and its according hydraulic responses are kernel research objectives in HVAC sys-
tem or thermo ﬂuid area. And Modelica is capable of, or more precisely speaking,
especially good at modeling it.
Multi criteria connection
This demonstrative case is no longer just focusing on energy consumption. There-
fore, besides traditional connector to transfer mass ﬂow rate and speciﬁc enthalpy,
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a special connector is deﬁned:
connector SelfdPort
Real EnergyConsumption;
Real EnergyProduction;
Real EnergyTotal;
Real Cost;
Real CO2;
end SelfdPort;
This self-deﬁned multi criteria port breaks the boundary of diﬀerent disciplines.
Traditionally separated calculations are integrated and calculated at the same
time within one model. This port is designed to connect high integration level
equipment like plant part and zone part in order to facilitate future multi criteria
analysis request.
Many existing ﬂow connectors are also applied to connect individual models or
sub models.
General Equations
The control equations applied to all equipment models are listed below.
Mass balance:
Zero-dimensional ﬂow model is employed. Mass continuous equation is:
dm
dt
= mflow;in +mflow;out (B.1)
where
dm
dt
is mass derivation, the mass change over time, unit is kg;
mflow;inand mflow;out are mass ﬂow rate at inlet and outlet points of equipment in
kg=s.
One the one hand, for most of models, such as pump, chiller, dm
dt
does not change
and equals to zero. On the other hand, for models with storage capacity, dm
dt
is the
major control object during operation simulation. Additional equation is applied
to describe its variation.
Heat balance:
Similarly, heat equation establishes the balance among inlet enthalpy ﬂow rate hin,
outlet enthalpy ﬂow rate hout and inﬂuence of local heat source/sink Q. Thermal
energy continuous equation is:
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0 = hin + hout +Q (B.2)
Enthalpy ﬂow rate h is determined by equation:
h = cp mflow  T (B.3)
where
cp is speciﬁc heat capacity in J=(kgK);
mflow is mass ﬂow rate in kg=s;
T is temperature.
Please note that, for all enthalpy ﬂow rate and heat ﬂow rate, the positive value
indicates ﬂow into this component, negative reverse.
B.2.2 Plant models and renewable energy models
Electric chiller
Electric chiller is a machine that removes heat from a liquid via a refrigeration
cycle.
All air conditioners use the same cycle of compression, condensation, expansion
and evaporation in a closed circuit. Accordingly, refrigeration equipment could be
decomposed into four major parts: compressor, condenser, expansion valve and
evaporator.
Among above four sub components, evaporator is in the place that refrigerant and
chilled water exchange heat. In other words, evaporator is straightly involved with
cooling function and cooling load calculation. Therefore, evaporator part is the
most underlined part in this electric chiller model and needs to be modeled with
detail.
The core simulation targets for an electric chiller are two indexes: actual cooling
capacity and electricity consumption. These two variables directly and dynami-
cally link to the chiller operation situation, instead of chiller reference parameter
such as reference cooling capacity and reference coeﬃcient of performance (COP).
How to present the chiller operation scenario appropriately and dynamically is the
key issue need to be solved here.
The chiller model here uses reference performance information along with three
performance curves to determine chiller operation at oﬀ reference conditions.
Three reference performance curves are:
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 CapF (T ), cooling capacity function of temperature curve
 EIRF (T ), energy input to cooling output ratio (EIR) function of tempera-
ture curve
 EIRF (PLR), energy input to cooling output ratio (EIR) function of part
load ratio curve
The cooling capacity function of temperature curve CapF (T ) is a biquadratic
performance curve with two independent variables: the leaving chilled water tem-
perature T cw;l and the entering condenser ﬂuid temperature T cond;e. The curve
should have a value of 1.0 at the reference temperatures and ﬂow rates speci-
ﬁed in the manufacturer data ﬁle. The output of this curve is multiplied by the
chiller reference capacity to give actually cooling capacity operating at a speciﬁc
temperature condition.
CapF (T ) = a+bT cw;l+cT cw;l2+dT cond;e+eT cond;e2+f T cw;lT cond;e (B.4)
where
a, b, c, ..., f are constant coeﬃcients, their exact value are listed in Appendix
B.2.7. The same shall apply hereinafter.
The energy input to cooling output ratio (EIR) function of temperature curve
EIRF (T ) is a biquadratic performance curve that parameterizes the variation of
EIR as a function of the leaving chilled water temperature T cw;l and the entering
condenser ﬂuid temperature T cond;e. According to the deﬁnition, The EIR is the
inverse of the coeﬃcient of performance (COP). The curve should have a value
of 1.0 at the reference temperatures and ﬂow rates speciﬁed in the manufacturer
data ﬁle. The output of this curve is multiplied by the reference EIR to give the
actual EIR at speciﬁc temperature operating conditions.
EIRF (T ) = a+bT cw;l+cT cw;l2+dT cond;e+eT cond;e2+f T cw;lT cond;e (B.5)
Part load ratio (PLR) is the actual cooling load divided by available cooling ca-
pacity of chiller at speciﬁc temperature. In reality, PLR is controlled by variation
of inlet guide vanes (IGV). In this simulation model, PLR is an input value that
is determined by outer block such as controller or room thermostat model.
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The energy input to cooling output ratio function of part load ratio (PLR) curve
EIRF (PLR) is a quadratic performance curve that parameterizes the variation
of the chiller input power ratio as a function of the part load ratio (PLR). This
curve should have a value of 1.0 when the part load ratio equals 1.0.
EIRF (PLR) = a+ b  PLR + c  PLR2 (B.6)
With the help of those three performance curves, the electricity consumption or
power consumption of chiller is calculated as below considering both inﬂuence
caused by variation of temperature and part load ratio.
P chiller = P ref  CapF (T )  EIRF (T )  EIRF (PLR) (B.7)
Qchiller =

P chiller  dt (B.8)
where
P chiller is actual power consumption at speciﬁc temperature and part load ratio,
unit is W ;
P ref is the reference power consumption, equals to the reference chiller capacity
divided by reference COP, unit is W ;
Qchiller is the energy consumption over whole simulation time, unit is J , its unit
could be transferred to kW h by dividing 3:6  106.
The actual cooling capacity or evaporator heat transfer rate is calculated using
equation:
P evap = PLR  P avail (B.9)
P avail = P nominal  CapF (T ) (B.10)
where
P evap is the actual cooling capacity of chiller, in W ;
P avail is available chiller capacity adjusted for current ﬂuid temperature, in W ;
P nominal is nominal chiller capacity at reference temperatures and ﬂow rates con-
dition, in W .
Ice storage
Ice storage is the process of using ice for thermal energy storage. This is practical
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because of water's large heat of fusion: one cubic meter water can store 334 MJ
energy.
Ice on coil is one commonly seen conﬁguration form of ice storage tank. Ice on
coil means that ice builds up on the outside of coils or tubes carrying the brine or
glycol solution. Those coils or tubes are connected with chiller. When ice storage
tank is charged, or frozen, brine or glycol solution, whose frozen point is lower
than 0C, absorbs heat from water in the storage tank while water turns into
ice. In such way cold could be kept for later usage for from hours to days. When
storage cold is needed, higher temperature brine or glycol solution (higher than
0C) passes through tubes, melting ice and releasing cold.
Here, an ice storage tank is modeled focusing on the water phase change and
thermal energy storage phenomenon.
It is assumed that ice electric chiller and ice storage tank are arranged in series way.
Ice storage tank is considered to be a passive component accepting any given ﬂow
conﬁguration. The load of ice storage tank is determined by outer control block
which is responsible for distribution of cooling load between ice storage tank and
chillers. 3-way valves are employed to control the ice storage tank balancing the
inlet ﬂow temperature and inlet ﬂow rate in order to meet overall outlet set-point
temperature.
A negative load of ice storage indicates a request for cooling and the tank dis-
charges if possible. A positive load indicates a request for tank charging if pos-
sible. A zero load indicates the storage tank is shut down or disabled by 3-way
valve and all ﬂow bypasses the ice tank.
During charging, associated chiller is scheduled to charge the tank at its maximum
capability until the tank is completely charged. This, of course, occurs during
electricity oﬀ peak hours. This means that the ﬂow rate through the ice storage
device equals the ﬂow rate of chiller; no bypass is used. If the fraction of ice stored
is 1.0, which means the tank is fully charged, then the charging rate becomes zero.
When discharging is requested, the discharging heat ﬂow rate is determined to
meet the cooling demand of building. When the current fraction of ice stored
drops to 0.0, the tank is fully discharged, and the discharge rate becomes zero.
Theoretically there is no energy consumption during melting process, however
in reality extra energy must be used to cycle the ice storage system. Certain
amount energy is consumed by associated pumps of ice storage tank; its inﬂuence
is considered when the total energy consumption of ice storage system is calculated.
By the way, when liquid ﬂows through ice storage tank, pump is assumed working.
When there is no variation of ice storage fraction, which means neither charging
nor discharging, no liquid goes through the ice tank, the pump is oﬀ.
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When simulation starts, the ice storage tank could be at any charge percentage
situation. Its storage situation could be deﬁned through initial value setting.
Assumption is made that the tank is insulated and tank energy losses do not need
to be calculated.
It needs to be pointed out that the actual performance of the ice storage tank
largely depends on the physical geometry, materials, and plenty other character-
istics of the ice storage unit. The ice storage tank model here is idealized without
those considerations.
Ice thermal storage fraction y below is one essential index for ice storage tank
simulation.
y = Q=Qnominal (B.11)
where
Q is the current ice storage capacity in J ;
Qnominal is nominal capacity of the ice storage in J .
When the ice storage is full, the ice thermal storage fraction y equals to 1; when
the ice storage is empty, the fraction equals to 0.
Current ice storage capacity Q represents the dynamic balance eﬀect of charging
and discharging, and
dQ
dt
= pcharging   pdischarging (B.12)
where
dQ
dt
is derivative of Q, ice storage change over time;
P charging is the charging heat ﬂow rate in W ;
P discharging is the discharging heat ﬂow rate in W ;
The maximum charging rate which the tank can accept P charging;max and the max-
imum discharge rate which the tank can deliverP discharging;max are regulated by
following equations[47]:
P charging;max = charging Qnominal=3600=10 (B.13)
charging = (a+ b  y + c  y2 + d  y3 + e  y4 + f  y5) (B.14)
P discharging;max = discharging Qnominal=3600=10 (B.15)
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discharging= (a+ b  (1  y) + c  (1  y)2 + d  (1  y)3 + e  (1  y)4 + f  (1  y)5)
(B.16)
where charging and discharging are operation adjusting coeﬃcients.
Absorption chiller
Absorption chiller is a chiller that uses a heat source instead of electricity to
provide the energy needed to drive the cooling circuit.
As it is mentioned above, all air conditioners use the same cycle of compression,
condensation, expansion and evaporation in a closed circuit. Liquid absorbs heat
and then changes to gas in evaporator; gas gives oﬀ heat and then changes to
liquid in condenser. Sharing the same cooling principle, the condenser and evapo-
rator of an absorption refrigeration cycle are similar to that of a standard electric
chiller, which fundamentally speaking are both heat exchangers. But the pressure
regulation is achieved without compressor and expansion valve.
The assembly of absorber and generator provides the compression functionality.
Low pressure vapor from the evaporator is absorbed by the liquid solution in the
absorber. A pump receives low pressure liquid from the absorber, elevates the
pressure of the liquid, and delivers the liquid to the generator. In the generator,
heat from heat source which by the way in this case is hot water supplied by solar
thermal system, drives oﬀ the vapor that has been absorbed by the solution. The
liquid solution returns to the absorber through a throttling valve whose purpose
is to provide a pressure drop to maintain the pressure diﬀerence between the
generator and absorber.
There are also two core simulation targets here for an absorption chiller: actual
cooling capacity and hot water consumption.
The chiller cooling eﬀect varies with the change of the temperature of hot water
that ﬂows into the generator. Similarly, the chiller cooling eﬀect changes with the
ﬂuctuation of evaporator water temperature and condenser water temperature.
Three correction factors are introduced to modify reference deviation behavior.
Cubic equations are used to modify the rated or reference chiller capacity as a
function of condenser and generator inlet water temperatures and the evaporator
outlet water temperature.
Capacity correction function of evaporator outlet temperature factor
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CapF (T evaporator) = a+ b  T evaporator + c  T evaporator2 + d  T evaporator3 (B.17)
Capacity correction function of condenser inlet temperature factor
CapF (T condenser) = e+ f  T condenser + g  T condenser2 + h  T condenser3 (B.18)
Capacity correction function of generator inlet temperature factor
CapF (T generator) = i+ j  T generator + k  T generator2 + l  T generator3 (B.19)
where
T evaporator is evaporator outet chilled water temperature;
T condenser is condenser inlet water temperature;
T generator is generator inlet hot water temperature.
Therefore, absorption chiller actual cooling capacity or evaporator heat transfer
rate could be calculated according to following equations:
Qevap = PLR Qavail (B.20)
Qavail = Qref  CapF (T evaporator)  CapF (T condenser)  CapF (T generator) (B.21)
where
Qevap is the evaporator heat transfer rate or actual cooling capacity of absorption
chiller,W ;
PLR is part load ratio;
Qavail is available chiller capacity adjusted for current ﬂuid temperatures, W ;
Qref is chiller nominal capacity at reference temperatures and ﬂow rates condition,
W .
The generator's hot water consumption is determined by the operation of both
absorption chiller and solar thermal device, which is a function of several param-
eters.
Although Modelica is capable of modeling the detailed physical procedure of ab-
sorber and generator, the simulation and optimization of an absorption chiller is
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not target here. Similarly, it is not necessary to model solar thermal system in de-
tail for a system level design case. Here, a polynomial ﬁt curve is used to describe
the performance of absorber and generator.
The primary input for determining hot water consumption or the heat input re-
quirement is the generator heat input function of part load ratio curveHIR(PLR).
The HIR(PLR) curve is a cubic equation that determines the ratio of the gener-
ator heat input to the chillers available chiller capacity adjusted for current ﬂuid
temperature and is a function of sole part load ratio. Typical absorption chiller
generator heat input ratios at full load (PLR=1) are between 1 and 2.
HIR(PLR) = a+ b  PLR + c  PLR2 + d  PLR3 (B.22)
Thus,
Qgenerator = Qavail HIR(PLR) (B.23)
where
Qavail is available chiller capacity adjusted for current ﬂuid temperature, W ;
Qgenerator is generator heat input by hot water, W .
Pump
A pump is a device that moves ﬂuids by mechanical action. Pump is widespread
equipment in HVAC system. Fan is equipment with similar functionality. Nor-
mally a pump moves liquid and a fan moves gas. But from modeling perspective,
pump and fan basically share the same control equations, and thus the diﬀerence
is blurred.
There are two major concern indexes for a pump model: the frictional heat and
electric power consumption.
Frictional heat
Due to the fact that a pump is a mechanical device that acts on the ﬂuid which
is circulating, it causes the temperature increase of ﬂuid.
Normally, it assumes that all pressure increase caused by pump is eventually lost
due to friction, and that friction is added as heat to the ﬂuid.
In reality, heat resulting from the pump friction dissipates into ﬂuid or to the
surrounding zone.
Here, it assumes that all of the heat resulting from the pump friction is added to
the plant loop eventually since it is a closed loop. The amount of frictional heat
added to the ﬂuid is calculated using the following equations:
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Pfriction = Pshaft + (Pe   Pshaft)  in;f (B.24)
Pshaft = Pe  pump (B.25)
pump = Vrated  prated=Pref (B.26)
where
Pfriction is the heat resulting from the pump friction, in W ;
Pshaft is shaft power, in W ;
Pe is the actual pump electric power consumption, in W , its calculation is pre-
sented later;
in;f is fraction of motor ineﬃciency to ﬂuid stream;
pump is the total pump eﬃciency;
Vrated is rated volume ﬂow rate, in m
3=s;
prated is rated pressure rise, in Pa;
Pref is rated power consumption, in W .
Normally, mass ﬂow rate is chosen as connector variable. Volume ﬂow rate used
in above control equation needs to be converted to mass ﬂow rate. The relation
between volume ﬂow rate V and mass ﬂow rate mflow is connected with density
:
V = mflow= (B.27)
Pump electric power
Any pump, a variable speed one or constant one, is deﬁned with maximum and
minimum ﬂow rates that are the physical limits of the device. Normally, pump is
operated with a ﬂow rate somewhere between the minimum and maximum limits.
Flow rate variations are caused by control signal, making the pump meet the ﬂow
request. A part load ratio regulation coeﬃcient PLR and rated power consumption
Pref are used to calculate the actual pump electric power consumption Pe.
Pe = Pref  PLR (B.28)
PLR is determined by following cubic equation:
PLR = a+ b  PLR + c  PLR2 + d  PLR3 (B.29)
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where, part load ratio PLR is deﬁned as ratio of actual pump volume ﬂow rate
and rated ﬂow rate.
Solar thermal system and hot water storage
Solar thermal system is a technology for using solar energy to generate thermal
energy. Water is the most commonly used media in solar thermal devices. Hot
water storage tank is used to storage and regulate water for later usage. Solar
thermal system and hot water storage tank are usually assembled together to
fulﬁll the hot water supply demand.
Modelica is capable of modeling solar thermal device at any detail levels. The most
commonly seen Modelica model is the simulation of hydraulic situation, calculating
pressure and ﬂow states of solar thermal equipment or water tank. The question
is which level is appropriate here. It seems making no sense to employ detailed
model describing hydraulic situation in this case.
Calculating the hot water generation quantity is the main object of this solar
thermal model.
P hotwater = cw mflow  (Tout   Tin) (B.30)
where
P hotwater is the hot water heat ﬂow rate supplied by solar thermal device to its
associated storage system in W;
cw is water speciﬁc heat capacity in J=(kg K);
mflow is the water mass ﬂow rate of the solar thermal system in kg=s;
T in and Tout are water temperatures at inlet and outlet of the solar thermal system.
The Equation above is equation to reveal solar thermal device control method, by
the way, either mass ﬂow rate mflow or temperature diﬀerence (Tout   Tin) could
be chosen as control target. Actually, the amount of hot water generation could
not be determined alone.
In solution III, solar thermal device and hot water storage tank are linked with
absorption chiller. Thus, capacities of solar thermal equipment, storage tank and
absorption chiller are series connected and inﬂuenced as it is shown in Figure B.5.
Co-design and co-determination of those three equipment capacities is important
design aspect. Iterative simulation and modiﬁcation should be involved during
this co-determination process.
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Figure B.5: Related capacities link
Photovoltaic system
Photovoltaic (PV) is the name of a method of converting solar energy into di-
rect current electricity using semiconducting or ﬁlm materials. Photovoltaic is an
emerging and rapid developing technology both in and out of building ﬁeld.
Plenty of photovoltaic tools have been developed for PV system analysis, plan-
ning, economic evaluation, monitoring, etc. Most of them concentrate on the PV
equipment itself from solo photovoltaic industry perspective, optimizing the de-
sign performance, improving its eﬃciency and reliability, and reducing the eﬀects
of variation on system performance.
Integration tool such as TRNSYS, which would provide both PV system opti-
mization and building energy simulation functionalities, is relatively rare to be
seen.
In this demonstrative case here, the photovoltaic model is built from coordina-
tion and integration perspective, not only PV system and its control, but also
its dynamic relationship with solar radiation, building electricity consumption,
Demand Side Management strategy are all going to be considered and simulated
simultaneously.
The amount of electricity generated by PV system is the main expected outcome
index in this simulation model.
P electricity = psolarradiation  A     (B.31)
where
P electricity is the electricity produced by photovoltaic system in W;
psolarradiation is the solar radiation heat ﬂux in W=m
2;
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A is solar cell area of PV system in m2;
 is the transfer eﬃciency of whole PV system;
 is the angle signal for load control.
B.2.3 Building load and response
According to plant, system and zone division of integrated building simulation
tool, all those models presented in last section belong to plant classiﬁcation. In
this section, system and zone models are discussed.
Since one kernel simulation objective in this demonstrative case is to determine
the quantity of general energy demand, the plant part should be focused on and
the detailed situations of zone and system parts are not priority interest here.
But, there is no way to simulate plant alone because plant, system and zone
are integrated as an entirety; those three parts must be simulated and operated
coordinately.
Co-simulation with NANDRAD
Modelica has its own advantage in simulation of plant and system part. Either
traditional HVAC&Control system, or newly emerged system, such as renewable
energy or EV-mobility, Modelica could handle all of them quite well.
However, when it comes to zone part, in other words, the building response part,
traditional building simulation tools have possessed much more accumulations and
advantages compared with Modelica.
Currently, hundreds of rooms, which are the actual number of rooms existing
in reality, have not be simulated in Modelica; only a few numbers of rooms are
modeled to cope with the system and plant simulation. It is not sure about
Modelica's capability of simulation of building with hundreds of rooms; but there
is one thing for sure that simulation speed of hundreds rooms in Modelica would
be extremely slow compared with traditional building simulation tools.
Modelica and traditional building simulation tools all get their own individual
superiorities. How to integrate superiorities? How to ﬂexibly and conveniently
utilize Modelica modeling plant and system; while take advantage of traditional
building simulation tool presenting building response respectively? How to sim-
ulate complex building models without performance trade-oﬀs? The answer to
all those questions relays on the development and improvement of co-simulation
technology.
In Institute of Building Climatology (IBK), the co-simulation technology is de-
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veloping under NANDRAD project. In the future, when NANDRAD project is
ﬁnished, system and zone models could be modeled by NANDRAD platform and
then combined with Modelica plant models.
Actually, this dissertation is a preparation work for future combination of Modelica
and NANDRAD platform.
Cooling demand simulation
Here, Modelica is employed not only for detailed plant modeling, but also tempo-
rally for the NANDRAD responsible part.
Simpliﬁed Modelica models here also take place in system and zone modeling part.
Simpliﬁed Modelica model means that there will be no actual zone and system
models and cooling demand will be determined based on general cooling demand
calculation equations instead of simulation of each individual system and zone
models.
The critical issue utilizing simpliﬁed model here is certain equation must be gen-
erated to represent the eﬀect of system and zone parts appropriately.
In system and zone, where water side cycling and air side cycling meet, the ex-
changed heat depends on the temperature and mass ﬂow rate of both sides. In
detailed simulation, temperature and mass ﬂow rate at any point all could be
calculated. In this case here, it is focused on the most fundamental mechanism.
An eﬃciency coeﬃcient is created to represent all the associated thermo ﬂuid
mechanisms.
Generally speaking, the dynamic balance in zone is determined by three aspects:
inﬂuence of ambient environment, eﬀect of HVAC system, and the human behavior
as it is shown in Figure B.6.
Figure B.6: Zone balance inﬂuential factors
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From the amount perspective, ambient environment and HVAC system have more
obvious inﬂuences than human behavior, but we shall not forget human being
should be the core concern in our building industry. Below, detailed analysis will
be carried out in order to abstract the essence of zone and system modeling.
Ambient environment, which is a combination of outside air temperature, relative
humidity, solar radiation, long wave radiation, wind velocity and direction, etc.,
penetrates the building enclosure and inﬂuences its inner environment. Build-
ing enclosure is a passive structure that could not thoroughly counterweight the
inﬂuences of ambient environment. Of course, diﬀerent level of coeﬃcient of trans-
mission (U value) and inﬁltration could result in distinguishing eﬀects.
Building user, or human being, directly manipulates the operational sequence of
HVAC system, and uses all kinds of working or living equipment, causes heat or
moisture ﬂuctuation. This ﬂuctuation is treated as internal gain in the ﬁeld of
building performance simulation. This is because human behavior acts in stochas-
tic way. Predicting the human behavior and its inﬂuence to building HVAC system
is a great challenge and out of the scope of this thesis.
HVAC system is supposed to balance the inﬂuence of ambient environment and
human activities. Of course, HVAC system eﬃciency also play important role in
this balance.
The HVAC system eﬃciency depends on the operational situation of HVAC sys-
tem, and its precise value needs to be determined during simulation.
Thus the HVAC load for zone part is determined by a series of combined eﬀects
as it is shown in Table B.2.
Plant cooling demand inﬂuential aspects
Ambient weather
Internal gain
HVAC system operational eﬃciency
Table B.2: Inﬂuential aspects of plant cooling demand
Consequently, cooling demand is calculated on the basis of Equation B.32 and
B.33. The most dominating factors are considered in those equations.
Qdemand = Qmax   (B.32)
 = a 

T
T average

d + b 

Qsolar
Qsolar;max

e + c 

Qlongwave
Qlongwave;max

f (B.33)
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where
Qdemand is the simulated instantaneous cooling requirement for plant;
Qmax is the maximum cooling requirement for plant, the calculation of this value
is the core activity of actual plant design in building practice;
 is the integrated modiﬁcation factor, theoretically speaking, it should consider
combined inﬂuence of ambient environment, human behavior and system transfer
eﬃciency as it is shown in Table B.2, here only two governing factors: temperature
and radiation are considered;
T is the instant outside air temperature;
T average is the temperature arithmetic mean value during simulation time;
Qsolar is the instantaneous solar radiation;
Qsolar;max is the maximum solar radiation value during simulation time;
Qlongwave is the instantaneous long wave radiation;
Qlongwave;max is the maximum long wave radiation value during simulation time;
PLR is the overall part load ratio of plant;
a; b; c are constant coeﬃcients;
d; e; f are indexes.
Weather
Here, the climate data of Beijing, China is used. The climate data is abstracted
from the database of DELPHIN, an IBK component simulation program for the
coupled heat, moisture, and matter transport in porous building materials.
According to Beijing's climatic characteristics, the operational time for chiller
plant is set from 10th June to 20th September.
Still one tiny issue needs to be mentioned to build weather model in Modelica.
On the one hand, normally, the time interval of existing climate data is all hour
based or even larger. On the other hand, the Modelica simulation time interval is
one second or even shorter. In order to make existing climate data match with the
Modelica simulation interval, linear interpolation method is used to calculate the
individual values of temperature and radiation at each second. Linear interpola-
tion is a method of constructing new data points within the range of a discrete set
of known data points.
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B.2.4 Demand Side Management strategy and dynamic con-
trol
How to maximize comfort criteria while keeping energy costs to a minimum is
a great challenge for HVAC system. This is best achieved by not only properly
selecting each individual component of central plant but also eﬀectively controlling
the entire system.
Central chiller plant is the kernel part of this demonstrative case. A typical chiller
plant consists of a chiller or multiple chillers, along with chilled water pumps,
condenser water pumps, cooling towers and other components such as ice storage
tank. Accordingly, the control of central chiller plant is a comprehensive control
including the chiller/chiller group control, cooling tower control, water pump con-
trol, etc. Among them, chiller control is of especial signiﬁcance because chiller
is the most power consuming component and other related components control
algorithms have to cope with the pace of chiller control.
Various chiller control strategies have been developed for diﬀerent buildings with
a huge variety of forms in terms of control variables and system complexity.
Chiller control is accomplished by unloading cylinders in the reciprocating unit,
modulating a slide valve in a screw-type compressor, or controlling refrigerant ﬂow
with a variable speed drive or inlet vanes on a centrifugal compressor. Here, the
detailed mechanical actions have been abstracted and concentrated into control
algorithm.
Part load and chiller sequencing control
The most fundamental principle for central chiller plant control is matching supply
with demand dynamically.
Supplying with chiller nominal capacity is not a normal state, only existing for a
short period of time during its whole cooling life cycle. Large percentage of chiller's
operating hours is at some point between being oﬀ and fully loaded. Furthermore,
equipment eﬃciency varies dramatically along with diﬀerent part load ratio. And
individual equipment in a central chiller plant has its unique part load eﬃciency.
Therefore, appropriate distribution of total demand to individual plant is crucial.
In other words, part load ratio control of each chiller becomes quite essential.
The trick is to know exact relation between part load ratio and eﬃciency for each
speciﬁc component, and then synchronize all the equipment to maximize total
plant eﬃciency.
Below, chiller sequencing algorithm which deals with load distribution is concen-
trated on. Generally speaking, chiller sequencing control is employed to make
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whole central chiller plant work more eﬃciently. The ideal chiller sequencing con-
trol is to switch on an appropriate number of operating chillers for satisfying the
varying building cooling load in an energy eﬃcient operation way.
Here, it is assumed that total cooling load is distributed evenly between chillers.
When one chiller alone could fully fulﬁll total cooling load requirement, the other
chiller will be shut down, leaving one chiller working alone.
Of course, the actual chiller sequencing control is much more complicated and
involves plenty of other inﬂuential factors. Detailed situation for ice storage control
in solution II and absorption chiller control in solution III are carried out below.
Ice storage and its chiller control
Due to ﬁnancial incentives such as peak valley price in Demand Side Management,
ice storage is applied to deposit cold in the form of ice with low electricity price,
and then to release cold at high electricity price time. Hence, the prioritized
control principle for ice storage solution is to guarantee that the ice storage and
its associated chiller could be operated in a way that ﬁnancial incentives could be
mostly taken advantage of.
Here, it is assumed ice storage and its associated chiller are connected in series
way. Three-way valve is used to create bypass when it is necessary. There are
several detailed operation scenarios for ice storage and its chiller control as it is
shown in Table B.3.
Scenario name Equipment supply state Control nodes temperature
Direct supply Ice chiller on, storage oﬀ 12! 7
Storage charging Ice chiller on, storage charging  4!  1:5
Discharging storage Ice chiller oﬀ, storage discharging 12! 7
Dual mode Ice chiller on, storage discharging 12! 7
Table B.3: Ice storage and its chiller control scenarios
When ice storage and its chiller is operated in direct supply control mode, the ice
chiller functions as normal electric chiller, providing 7 Celsius degree chilled water
to the end user.
Storage charging is the typical operating mode during night-time hours when no
cold is required from end user and electricity price is low. Ice storage tank is
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charged until it is fully charged, and then this storage charging process is shut
down by controller.
Discharging storage situation occurs when the user wishes to shut down the chiller
and use the storage alone, for instance during grid peak consumption period or
for backup applications.
Dual mode is the most seen during day-time. It occurs when the cooling demand
is higher than combination of all chillers could provide; chillers and ice storage
work together to provide requested cold. Or it could happen in this situation: in
order to cope with Demand Side Management policy to lower chiller electricity
consumption, chiller could work with variable speed pump, making them work at
really low speed to lessen chiller electricity consumption.
Absorption chiller and hot water storage tank control
Absorption chiller utilizes heat instead of electricity to generate cold, and the heat
source of absorption chiller is hot water from solar thermal equipment, which is
free compared with electricity.
Therefore, the basic control principle for absorption chiller and hot water storage
tank is to with priority utilize absorption chiller. Making sure absorption chiller
is operated along the sun or solar radiation more precisely; which means that the
more solar radiation, the more cooling supply from absorption chiller. This makes
the absorption chiller the priority chiller that its favorable operational condition
must be ﬁrstly guaranteed. On the other hand, electric chiller functions as a
backup chiller coordinating with it.
B.2.5 Economic models
Electricity price under Demand Side Management mechanism
Besides supply and demand relation, electricity price is also determined by other
two factors: renewable energy subsidy and Demand Side Management incentive.
On the one hand, international and government policies promote renewable energy
usage; ﬁnancial incentives are given to oﬀset the relatively high price of renewable
energy.
On the other hand, ﬂexible price policy is used to modify user behavior in order
to save energy and achieve better grid operation stability and robustness. For
instance, multi steps electricity price is used to total amount control; peak-valley
electricity price is employed to shift energy demand curve and avoid temporary
electricity shortage.
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Peak-valley electricity price is one important Demand Side Management strat-
egy. It is crucial and directly linked to the implementation of DSM mechanism.
Reasonable electricity price variation and appropriate time period setting are all
positive factors to facilitate the operation and development of DSM in the market.
The peak-valley electricity price proﬁle in Beijing, China is used. There are three
diﬀerent time categories and their associated electricity prices as it is demonstrated
in Figure B.7 and Table B.4. By the way, the original electricity price in Beijing
is labeled based on Yuan, and it is transferred into Euro with the exchange rate
that 1 Euro equals to 7 Yuan.
Figure B.7: Peak-valley electricity price
Type Time Price
Peak 13:00 - 16:59 0.466 Euro/kWh
Valley 20:00-23:59 and 0:00-7:59 0.258 Euro/kWh
Normal 8:00-12:59 and 17:00-19:59 0.312 Euro/kWh
Table B.4: Peak-valley electricity price
Dynamic operational cost model
Traditional building energy economic block is a relatively independent part of
integrated building energy tools. Since constant electricity price is assumed, oper-
ation cost is calculated based on total energy consumption. This general principle
is described as following equation:
Cost = price 
X
poweri (B.34)
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where
Cost is the total operating cost in Euro;
price is the constant electricity price in Euro/kWh;
poweri is the transient power consumption at time i in W;P
poweri is the total power consumption in W;
However, since non-constant and ﬂexible price is involved along with the imple-
mentation of renewable energy subsidy and Demand Side Management incentive,
traditional static state calculation is not valid anymore. Dynamic cost calculation
principle should be implemented. Its general principle is described as following
equation:
Cost =

(pricei  poweri)  dt (B.35)
where
Cost is the total operating cost in Euro;
pricei is the transient electricity price at time i in Euro/kWh;
poweri is the transient power consumption at time i in W;
t is time period.
B.2.6 Environment inﬂuence (CO2 emission) model
Traditional electricity generation creates great inﬂuence on the environment.
When it comes to the concept of environment inﬂuence, actually a wide variety
of aspects are involved. CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, or man-made materials
like chloroﬂuorocarbons (CFCs) all have essential impacts. Here, CO2 emission
modeling is mainly focus on, since it is the most popular one and other greenhouse
gases emission could be treated with similar method.
Implementing distributed renewable energy generation devices such as PV and
solar thermal device in building, less grid electricity could be used in building.
Therefore environment impact could be reduced from both generation and deliver
processes. Here, environment impact model is built to estimate all those associated
consequences.
CO2 emission model is built based on the Emissions & Generation Resource In-
tegrated Database (eGRID)[20]. eGRID is a comprehensive source of data on the
environmental characteristics of almost all electrical power generated in the United
States.
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Direct CO2 emission equivalence relations are discussed with consideration of PV
electricity reduction and electricity deliver loss below.
Firstly, CO2 emission reduction due to utilize solar energy instead of fossil fuels
for electricity generation is established.
Annual non-baseload CO2 output emission rate is used to convert PV generation
of kilowatt-hours into carbon dioxide emissions. The term non-baseload means
power plants that are brought online as necessary to meet demand. It is a relative
concept of baseload which refers to power plants that run all the time. PV
system generation clearly belongs to the scope of non-baseload.
The associated equivalence factor is 0.689551 kg / kWh. It indicates that 1
kilowatt-hours electricity generated through PV system reduces 0.689551 kg car-
bon dioxide emissions compared with same quantity electricity generated in tra-
ditional fossil electricity plant.
Secondly, there are losses during deliver process of electricity from central plant
to the electricity end users. Distributed generation could avoid this kind of energy
loss and associated carbon emission.
It is assumed that a transmission and distribution loss is 7.2%. Therefore, total
equivalence factor considering both generation and transmission is:
0:689551kg=kWh  1
(1  0:072) = 0:743051kg=kWh
This factor indicates the carbon dioxide emissions of each kWh grid electricity
usage.
B.2.7 Equipment performance curves
Certain empirical ﬁtting formulas[47] are employed in demonstrative Modelica
models. Diﬀerent ﬁtting types are involved: quadratic, cubic, biquadratic and
quintic polynomial. Their coeﬃcients are displayed below.
Name Coeﬃcient1 Constant Coeﬃcient2 x Coeﬃcient3 x2
EIRF (PLR) 0.0546 0.7604 0.1871
Table B.5: Quadratic curve
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Name CapF (T evaporator) CapF (T condenser) HIR(PLR)
Coeﬃcient1 Constant 0.690571 0.245507 0.18892
Coeﬃcient2 x 0.065571 0.023614 0.968044
Coeﬃcient3 x2 -0.00289 0.0000278 1.119202
Coeﬃcient4 x3 0 0.000013 -0.5034
Minimum value of x 4 7 0.15
Maximum value of x 10 25 1
Table B.6: Cubic curves
Name CapF (T ) EIRF (T )
Coeﬃcient1 Constant 1.0020652868 0.609429307
Coeﬃcient2 x 0.0290829382 -0.0010745365
Coeﬃcient3 x2 0.0004981323 -0.0000580474
Coeﬃcient4 y 0.0009088235 -0.0003768051
Coeﬃcient5 y2 -0.0001680612 0.0004576827
Coeﬃcient6x  y -0.0001752731 -0.0005942491
Table B.7: Biquadratic curves
Name charging discharging
Coeﬃcient1 Constant 1.3879 1.1756
Coeﬃcient2 y -7.6333 -5.3689
Coeﬃcient3 y2 26.3423 17.3602
Coeﬃcient4 y3 -47.6084 -30.1077
Coeﬃcient5 y4 41.8498 25.6387
Coeﬃcient6y5 -14.2948 -8.5102
Table B.8: Quintic curves
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B.3 Simulation results
Traditional building energy simulation focuses on energy consumption calculation.
For this multi criteria analysis case, annual energy consumption, annual energy
production, total energy, electricity cost and CO2 emission are also calculated
simultaneously. Here simulation results are listed directly in Table B.9; please
ﬁnd detailed model information and simulation parameter setting in Appendix C.
Name Unit I II III IV
Energy
Consumption
kWh/a
66365.6 69472.1 46219.4 66365.7
Production 0 0 19089.9 8471.71
Total 66365.6 69472.1 46219.4 57894
Energy cost Euro/a 7928.2 5914.69 5169.88 6766.59
CO2 tonne/a 49.313 51.6213 34.3434 37.1765
Table B.9: Multi criteria simulation results
It has to be pointed out that solution III uses hot water, which is produced by solar
thermal equipment, as heat source to generate cold. There is no local electricity
generation involved during this solar-thermal process.
However, in order to compare it with other renewable energy path in a quantized
way, it is necessary to convert the amount of hot water generation into the amount
of electricity production. Detailed conversion information is presented in Appendix
B.2.
Electricity equivalent of hot water generation
It has to be pointed out that solution III uses hot water, which is produced by solar
thermal equipment, as heat source to generate cold. There is no local electricity
generation involved during this solar-thermal process.
However, in order to compare it with other renewable energy path in a quantized
way, it is necessary to convert the amount of hot water generation into the amount
of electricity production.
Of course there is no such link between hot water generation and electricity pro-
duction. In order to compare, an imaginary scenario is deﬁned speciﬁcally. Two
chillers are employed to generate same quantity of cold; one electrical chiller and
one absorption chiller that uses hot water as heat source. Associated equations
are shown below:
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Qc;e = Qc;a
Qe = Qc;e=COPe
Qh = Qc;a=COPa
where
Qc;e is cold provided by electric chiller;
Qc;a is cold provided by absorption chiller;
Qe is electricity consumption of electrical chiller;
COPe is Coeﬃcient of Performance coeﬃcient of electric chiller;
Qh is hot water production;
COPa is Coeﬃcient of Performance coeﬃcient of absorption chiller.
Therefore, electricity consumption of electrical chiller Qe could be derived into
following form:
Qe =
Qh  COPa
COPe
Since same quantity cold generation is assumed: equilibrium electricity production
Qe;pequals to electricity consumption of electrical chiller Qe.
The equilibrium electricity production Qe;p is then calculated based on the hot
water production and two COP coeﬃcients, hot water production is converted to
equivalent electricity production.
Qe;p = Qe =
Qh  COPa
COPe
Equipment parameter determination
Design process could be considered as a gradual and iterative process with increas-
ing number of equipment and their parameters to be determined.
The demonstrated design case and its simulation in this dissertation are at draft
design phase. These parameters listed in Table B.10 are just ﬁrst draft numbers.
Optimization simulation activities should be continuously carried out in a real
design practice.
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Name Description
Chiller Nominal capacity 68.9kW, Reference COP 2.96
Hot water storage Capacity 2000 L
Absorption chiller Nominal capacity 60kW , Nominal pumping power 200W
Ice storage Reference pump power 800 w
PV PV peak output 10920 w
Table B.10: Equipment parameter determination
Here, it is ﬁrstly assumed that the capacity of solar thermal equipment equals to
the absorption chiller hot water heat input value, and hot water tank is big enough
and could always satisfy the need of absorption chiller. Then, further capacities
optimization need to be carried out. Some parameter optimizations listed below
are extremely essential:
1. Optimization of solar thermal device capacity
2. Optimization of hot water storage tank capacity
3. Optimization of ice storage capacity
4. Optimization of PV capacity
These parameter values have great inﬂuence on the performance of diﬀerent alter-
natives and may change the ﬁnal scheme selection dramatically. However, here,
being a demonstration case for interdisciplinary simulation and multi criteria anal-
ysis, certain capacity values are assumed in a bold engineering way.
Another example is the maximum total cooling requirement for plant Qmax is
simply assumed to equal to the combination of entire plant equipment' reference
cooling capacities ﬁrst. The calculation of Qmax is actually core task of building
plant design.
B.4 Whole life cycle cost calculation
As it is shown in Table B.9, Modelica simulation provides the energy cost ﬁgures,
representing part of operational cost that maintains the operation of HVAC sys-
tem. But, energy cost alone could not fully present the economic aspect of one
design scheme. For example, PV system generates electricity itself, and therefore
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no electric fee is involved, but this does not mean we could use PV system for free
and huge initial investment has also to be considered. System alternative decisions
need to include the impact of all costs over whole life of building.
The usage and integration of whole life cycle analysis tools is discussed in Chapter
3. Here, fundamental aspect of life cycle analysis method is demonstrated, and
whole life cycle costs of this demonstrative case are calculated.
Below, in order to calculate whole life cycle cost, three major parts of whole
life cycle cost: initial cost, maintenance/operational costs and residual values are
introduced and calculated individually ﬁrst.
The cost estimation algorithm below, especially the initial cost estimation section,
is quite rough compared with real ones which are utilized in existing life cycle
analysis tools, but it is accurate enough to demonstrate basic procedure of life
cycle cost estimation process.
B.4.1 Initial costs
Initial costs may include capital investment costs for land acquisition, design,
construction, equipment purchase and commissioning.
Normally, initial cost is estimated by reference to historical data from similar
facilities. Then gradually, it can be replaced throughout the design process if
more detailed cost information becomes available. Accurate private or government
sector cost estimating databases are valuable resource for the initial cost estimating
process.
All initial investment cost data for four alternatives have been listed and calculated
in Table B.11. Unit is Euro.
In our case, an assumption has been made to consider only purchase cost and
installation cost. The purchase cost and installation cost for major equipment
are listed separately. Other accessories such as pump, pipe, etc., are estimated
roughly together and assumed to be the same for four diﬀerent solutions.
The purchase cost is based on average value of search results from Alibaba.com
 an online platform for global wholesale trade. Millions of buyers and suppliers
around the world provide price information on it. It is a feasible choice for peo-
ple, like author myself, who do not acquire access privilege to professional cost
estimating databases.
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Name
Plant
Accessories Total initial investment
Purchase cost Installation cost
I Electric chillers 5000*2 2000
6000
18000
II
Electric chiller 5000
4000 27000
Ice storage chiller 12000
III
Electric chiller 5000
3500 24000Solar thermal plant 3000
Absorption chiller 6500
IV
Electric chillers 5000*2
4400 48800
PV 28400
Table B.11: Initial costs
It is obvious that the construction cost changes dramatically around world, and
even local quoted price for a certain place varies with great diﬀerence. For the
construction and installation costs here, the estimation price is based on average
quoted price in Beijing, China.
Design parameters are the calculation results obtained from Modelica simulation.
The capacity of cooling equipment is relatively small in our case, whose detailed
parameters are listed in Table B.10. Based on those design parameters, mainly
capacity data, the initial investment costs are calculated.
One example will facilitate our understanding on the calculation process of those
costs. The purchase cost of PV is 28400 Euro, this number is a multiply result of
2.6 Euro/ W and 10920 W. 2.6 Euro/ W is unit price for solar cells, which is an
average price obtained from Alibaba.com. 10920 W is peak PV electric generation
that is a design result based on simulation.
B.4.2 Residual values
The residual value of a component is its remaining value at the time it is replaced.
The building system is a combination of plenty of equipment, every one of them
acquires their own expected life of use. It is impossible that the life of use of
all individual equipment end at the same time. At certain renovation time point,
certain equipment is still able to use continually. Therefore residual value is needed
to be calculated and deducted from life cycle cost.
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There is a terminology to express the length of analysis time, which is named
study period. The study period for our case is set to be 10 years.
Generally speaking, the determination of residual values is highly arbitrary and
lack of strict standard. It can be based on value in place, resale value, salvage
value, conversion, or disposal costs.
As a rule of thumb, the residual value of certain equipment is calculated by linearly
prorating its initial costs. For example, for an electric chiller with 15 years of
expected life of use, at the end of the 10 years study period, the residual value
would be (15  10) =15 = 1=3 of its initial cost.
The value of expected useful life for equipment is determined based on ASHRAE:
HVAC Service Life Database[16]. This publicly available database contains the
service life data for all major pieces of HVAC equipment. The purpose of this
database is to provide current information on service life and maintenance costs
of typical HVAC equipment. Engineers depend on accurate owning and operating
data to make decisions involving the life cycle and functionality of buildings.
The residual values of individual equipment are calculated in Table B.12.
Name
Initial investment Expected useful life Residual value
Euro year Euro
Electric chillers 5000 15 1667
Ice storage and its chiller 12000 15 4000
Solar thermal plant 3000 20 1500
Absorption chiller 6500 10 0
PV 28400 15 9467
Accessories 6000 25 3600
Table B.12: Equipment residual values
The residual values of four design schemes are listed in Table B.13.
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Name
Total residual value
Formulas Result/Euro
I 1667*2+3600 6934
II 1667+4000+3600 9267
III 1667+1500+3600 6767
IV 1667*2+9467+3600 16401
Table B.13: Residual values for four solutions
B.4.3 Maintenance and operational costs
Traditional cost estimation does not consider maintenance and operational costs.
However, to meet sustainable design objectives, other costs besides initial cost
have also to be considered.
Maintenance and operational costs in building could be generally categorized into
two subclasses:
 Energy and water consumption costs
 Non-fuel operating costs, maintenance and repair costs
Energy, water, and other utilities consumption are major part of maintenance and
operational costs. For our case, the energy consumption costs are determined by
simulation.
Non-fuel operating costs, maintenance and repair costs are often more diﬃcult
to estimate than energy consumption costs. Operating schedules and standards
of maintenance vary from building to building. There is a great variation in
these costs even for buildings of the same type and age. It is therefore especially
important to use engineering judgment when estimating these costs.
Energy costs and estimated maintenance costs are listed and combined in Table
B.14. These ﬁgures in Table B.14 are annual cost, where unit is Euro.
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Name Energy costs Maintenance costs Total annual operational costs
I 7928.2 1000 8928.2
II 5914.69 1300 7214.69
III 5169.88 2300 7469.88
IV 6766.59 1100 7866.59
Table B.14: Maintenance and operational costs
B.4.4 Inﬂation and present value
Normally, expected life of use for certain building system is relatively long period
of time. During this long period of time, price could not remain the same, and
the variation of price certainly aﬀects the life cycle cost calculation.
For real life cycle cost estimation, inﬂation is one essential factor involving almost
every aspects and needs to be precisely considered. Here, annual energy consump-
tion cost is taken as an example ﬁrst to demonstrate the inﬂuence of inﬂation and
its calculation method.
For annually recurring uniform amount like energy consumption cost, basic prin-
ciple is assuming future annual paid expenses are advanced paid together at once.
The inﬂation eﬀect must be deducted.
Therefore uniform present value (UPV) factor is used to calculate the present
value (PV).
A0 is a series of equal cash amounts that recur annually over a period of n years,
given a discount rate (inﬂation ratio),d:
PV = A0  UPVn
UPV n =
nX
t=1
1
(1 + d)t
=
(1 + d)n   1
d  (1 + d)n
For our simulation case, d=3%, n=10 years, then
UPV 10 =
(1 + 0:03)10   1
0:03  (1 + 0:03)10 =
1:34392  1
0:03  1:34392 = 8:53
In this way, future recurring costs are converted to present value considering in-
ﬂation eﬀect as it is shown in Table B.15.
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Name Base data/Euro Discount factor Present value/Euro
I 8928.2
UPV 10=8.53
76158
II 7214.69 61541
III 7469.88 63718
IV 7866.59 67102
Table B.15: 10 years present value calculation
B.4.5 Life cycle cost results
Whole life cycle costs (WLCC) takes into account all costs of construction, main-
taining, and disposing. Until now, initial costs, residual values, maintenance and
operational costs for demonstration case all have been calculated separately where
the inﬂation eﬀect is also considered.
Now, the WLCC calculation is undertaken in accordance with below algorithm.
WLCC = I  Res+O
Where
WLCC is whole life cycle costs in present value;
I is initial investment costs;
Res is residual value;
O is operational costs in present value.
The ﬁnal whole life cycle results of the demonstrative case are listed in Table B.16.
Name I II III IV
Initial investment 18000 27000 24000 48800
Residual value 6934 9267 6767 16401
Total operational costs 76158 61541 63718 67102
WLCC costs 87224 79274 80951 99501
Table B.16: Whole life cycle cost calculation of four solutions
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B.5 Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis method
In this section, simulation results are and analyzed with Multiple Criteria Decision
Analysis (MCDA) method. Five criteria: energy consumption, energy production,
initial cost, life cycle cost and CO2 emission are considered together to select
preferred design scheme eventually.
B.5.1 Introduction of Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis
method
Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is concerned with structuring and
solving decision and planning problems involving multiple criteria. There are
plenty of multiple criteria issues that need to be evaluated in decision making
process no matter in our daily lives or in professional occasions. Quality and price
is one typical couple criteria that need to be balanced.
In our daily lives, we usually weigh multiple criteria implicitly and we may be
comfortable with the consequences of such decisions that are made based on in-
tuition. But when stakes are high, like building construction, it is important to
properly structure the problem and explicitly evaluate multiple criteria issues.
The purpose of MCDA is to support decision makers facing such problems. It
could correspond to choosing the best alternative, or more precisely the most
preferred alternative, from a set of available alternatives. Normally, there is no
unique optimal solution for multiple criteria problems. Decision maker's criteria
preference is crucial. For instance, when purchasing a car, cost, comfort, safety,
maneuverability, and fuel economy may all be the main criteria we consider. There
is no longer a unique optimal solution, to a multiple criteria problem, that can be
obtained without incorporating preference information.
Of course, MCDAmethod helps structure complex problems. Considering multiple
criteria explicitly leads to a more informed status and better decisions. There
have been important advances in this ﬁeld since the start of the modern multiple-
criteria decision-making discipline in the early 1970s. A variety of approaches and
methods, many implemented by specialized decision-making software, have been
developed for their application in an array of disciplines, ranging from politics and
business to the environment and energy.
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)[82] introduced and implemented below is one
of multi criteria decision making methods that was originally developed by Prof.
Thomas L. Saaty.
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B.5.2 Client preference and its mathematical representa-
tion
Paired comparison
Paired comparison is the beginning and fundamental of AHP method. Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a method to deduce ratio scales from paired compar-
isons.
It is always easier to explain by an example. Apple and Banana are always taken
as example to demonstrate the basic principle of paired comparison in textbook.
Suppose we have two fruits: Apple and Banana. Question is which fruit you like
better than the other and how much you like it in comparison with the other. As it
is shown in Figure B.8, a relative scale is employed to measure how much you like
the fruit on the left (Apple) compared to the fruit on the right (Banana). Here,
a 1-9 number system is used to represent the degree of likeness and dislikeness.
For instance I strongly favor Banana to Apple then I give mark 5 in Figure B.8. If
you like the apple better than banana, you could choose a mark between number
1 and 9 on left side. The scaling is not necessary 1 to 9 but for qualitative data
such as preference, ranking and subjective opinions, 1 to 9 is a suggested and yet
widely accepted scale.
Figure B.8: Fruit example
Of course, in reality, we often have more than just two items to compare. However,
the principle is the same, just comparing them one by one.
For our building energy solution example, there are ﬁve comparison items, or ﬁve
criteria: energy consumption, energy production, initial cost, life cycle cost and
CO2 emission. The number of comparisons is a combination of the number of
things to be compared. 5 criteria are needed to be compared in 10 comparisons.
Table B.17 shows the relation of number of criteria and number of comparison
times.
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Number of criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 n
Number of comparisons 0 1 3 6 10 15 n(n 1)2
Table B.17: Number of comparisons for diﬀerent number of criteria
Actually, there are seven criteria which have been calculated in our case. Total
energy and operational cost do not participate in following MCDA analysis. Total
energy is the combination of energy consumption and energy production, which
is not an independent variable. The inﬂuence of total energy could be completely
represented by energy consumption and energy production. Operational cost is
an intermediate item to calculate life cycle cost. The inﬂuence of operational cost
could be reﬂected by whole life cost.
Similar to fruit example mentioned above, energy production and energy consump-
tion example is demonstrated in Figure B.9.
When it comes to the preference between the quantity of energy production and
energy consumption, there is no certain appropriate conclusion. Some people may
consider passive house technologies to be dominant method to promote energy eﬃ-
ciency and energy saving, and therefore they mark 7 or 9 for energy consumption.
Other people want to implement renewable energy devices in building and thus
value energy production highly and give 7 for energy production. Maybe someone
has no particular interest or does not even care this comparison set and gives 1 as
it is demonstrated in Figure B.9.
Figure B.9: Paired comparison of energy production and energy consumption
When people choose favorite fruit between apple and banana, they make subjec-
tive judgment by instinct immediately. For the energy solution case, the ﬁnal
decision is made by client: the future building owner/user. Although it is not as
simple and direct like choosing favorite fruit, the ﬁnal decision is still counting on
client preferences such as the most economical solution, the most energy eﬃcient
solution or the most environmentally friendly solution. All objective and scientiﬁc
calculations have to be based on these subjective preferences or tendencies.
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Comparison matrix
For our simulated building energy system case, it is assumed that the client gives
following preferences as it is shown in Table B.18. Table B.18 is simpliﬁed result
form of paired comparison which gives number directly without drawing frame.
Results of 5 criteria: energy consumption, energy production, initial cost, life cycle
cost, CO2 emission, and 10 comparisons are basic information to start with. Here,
our mathematical journey of MCDA calculation begins. You may skip directly to
the ﬁnal result if you are not interest in detailed mathematical algorithms.
Left side criteria Left side value Equal Right side value Right side criteria
Energy consumption 1 Energy production
Energy consumption 3 Initial cost
Energy consumption 5 Life cycle cost
Energy consumption 3 CO2 emission
Energy production 7 Initial cost
Energy production 9 Life cycle cost
Energy production 7 CO2 emission
Initial cost 3 Life cycle cost
Initial cost 5 CO2 emission
Life cycle cost 3 CO2 emission
Table B.18: 10 paired comparisons
First, Table B.18 is converted into a 5 by 5 matrix, which is called comparison
matrix or reciprocal matrix, as it is shown in Table B.19 or matrix A. Its detailed
conversion method is presented below.
There are three components in this comparison matrix: diagonal elements, upper
triangular and lower triangular matrix.
The diagonal elements of the matrix are always 1, representing no preference
among two paired comparison objects (because it is always the comparison of same
items. For example, energy consumption compared with energy consumption).
The upper triangular matrix is determined using the following rules:
If the judgment value is on the left side of equal, we put the actual judgment value;
If the judgment value is on the right side of equal, we put the reciprocal value.
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The numbers of lower triangular matrix are reciprocal values of the upper diagonal.
In other words, if ai;j is the element of row i column j matrix, then the lower
diagonal is ﬁlled using this formula aj;i = 1=ai;j.
Energy
consumption
Energy
production
Initial cost Life cycle cost CO2 emission
Energy consumption 1 1 1
3
1
5
3
Energy production 1 1 1
7
1
9
1
7
Initial cost 3 7 1 3 5
Life cycle cost 5 9 1
3
1 3
CO2 emission 1
3
7 1
5
1
3
1
Table B.19: Comparison matrix
Thus, comparison matrix A is created based on results of paired comparison and
certain mathematical conversion method.
A =
26666664
1 1 1
3
1
5
3
1 1 1
7
1
9
1
7
3 7 1 3 5
5 9 1
3
1 3
1
3
7 1
5
1
3
1
37777775
The reason why we compare pair-wisely and build comparison matrix A is to
try to answer following question in a mathematical way: among 5 criteria: energy
consumption, energy production, initial cost, life cycle cost and CO2 emission, how
much weight each one of those criteria accounts to inﬂuence the ﬁnal decision.
Comparison matrix A contains this weight or preference information. However, its
current form is not clear enough to illustrate them. We need to further calculate
its priority vector to highlight this weight information.
Priority Vector
Having a comparison matrix A, now we can compute priority vector, which is the
normalized Eigenvector of the comparison matrix A.
First, sum of column need to be calculated, for instance, ﬁrst column, 1+ 1+ 3+
5 + 1
3
= 31
3
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We sum each column of matrix A to get:
Sum =
h
31
3
25 211
105
209
45
85
7
i
Then we divide each element of the comparison matrix A with the sum of its
column, for example, 1=31
3
= 3
31
, in this way, matrix A is converted to normalized
matrix B:
B =
266666666664
3
31
1
25
35
211
9
209
21
85
3
31
1
25
15
211
5
209
1
85
9
31
7
25
105
211
135
209
35
85
15
31
9
25
35
211
45
209
21
85
1
31
7
25
21
211
15
209
7
85
377777777775
Matrix B is normalized number containing relative weight. Please note that the
sum of each column is 1.
The priority vector or normalized principal Eigenvector w can be obtained from
matrix B by averaging across the rows.
w =
1
5
266666666664
3
31
+ 1
25
+ 35
211
+ 9
209
+ 21
85
3
31
+ 1
25
+ 15
211
+ 5
209
+ 1
85
9
31
+ 7
25
+ 105
211
+ 135
209
+ 35
85
15
31
+ 9
25
+ 35
211
+ 45
209
+ 21
85
1
31
+ 7
25
+ 21
211
+ 15
209
+ 7
85
377777777775
=
266666666664
0:1186
0:0487
0:4251
0:2944
0:1132
377777777775
The priority vector or normalized principal Eigenvector w is normalized. The sum
of all elements in priority vector is 1. The priority vector w shows relative weights
among the factors that we compare.
Until now, subjective preferences and tendencies have been transformed to quan-
tized values with the help of comparison matrix and priority vector.
According to our preferences in Table B.18, after the calculations of comparison
matrix A and priority vector w, now we know that relative weight number of
criteria as it is shown in Table B.20.
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Criteria Relative weight
Energy consumption 11.86%
Energy production 4.87%
Initial cost 42.51%
Life cycle cost 29.44%
CO2 emission 11.32%
Sum 100%
Table B.20: Relative weight of criteria
For example, energy consumption accounts 11.86% among all considered criteria,
initial cost accounts 42.51% and is the most dominate factor. Besides actual
relative weight number, we can also say that this client cares life cycle cost 2.6
(=0.2944/0.1132) times more than CO2 emission.
B.5.3 Performance analysis and scheme selection
Normalized value
Combining the simulation result and life cycle calculation result, all related data
of four diﬀerent design schemes have been listed in Table B.21. And the subjective
preferences of client are converted using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method
in the form of relative weight in Table B.20 in last section.
Until now, it seems every ingredients required have already been prepared to
make ﬁnal decision and select the right scheme.
Name I II III IV
Energy consumption 66365.6 69472.1 46219.4 66365.7
Energy production 0 0 19089.9 8471.71
Initial cost 18000 27000 24000 48800
Life cycle cost 87224 79274 80951 99501
CO2 emission 49.313 51.6213 34.3434 37.1765
Table B.21: Multi criteria calculation results
However, multi criteria means diﬀerent physical items and their speciﬁc units are
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involved. Multi criteria also bring unequal number scale. As it is shown in Table
B.21, the units of those ﬁgures are not identical: units in diﬀerent disciplines like
kWh/a, Euro/a and tonne/a are listed together. From scale perspective, there are
ﬁgure as large as 99501 (life cycle cost of solution IV), there are also ﬁgure as
small as 34.3434 (CO2 emission of solution III).
In order to rank these alternatives/solutions and make a decision, these diﬀerences
must be managed appropriately. The solution is normalization of these values.
Normalization of Table B.21 is a pure mathematical process. Algorithm ai =
Ai=
P
Ai is employed to normalize Table B.21.
For example the calculation process of energy consumption value of solution I is :
66365:6=(66365:6 + 69472:1 + 46219:4 + 66365:7) = 0:2672
The normalized results are shown in Table B.22.
Name I II III IV
Energy consumption 0.2672 0.2797 0.1860 0.2672
Energy production 0 0 0.6926 0.3074
Initial cost 0.1529 0.2294 0.2034 0.4144
Life cycle cost 0.2514 0.2285 0.2333 0.2868
CO2 emission 0.2860 0.2994 0.1992 0.2155
Table B.22: Normalized values of four diﬀerent solutions
Or it could be presented in the form of matrix C :
C =
266666664
0:2672 0 0:1529 0:2514 0:2860
0:2797 0 0:2294 0:2285 0:2994
0:1860 0:6926 0:2034 0:2333 0:1992
0:2672 0:3074 0:4144 0:2868 0:2155
377777775
Net graphic representation
After normalization, it is quite convenient to illustrate the advantage and weak
point of each design schemes.
Taking solution III for example, the normalization results are presented in the
form of net graphic in Figure B.10.
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Figure B.10: Normalization results of solution III
Apparently, energy production is most notable inﬂuential factor compared with
other criteria in solution III.
Besides criteria comparison in one particular solution, it is also convenient to
compare diﬀerent design schemes with normalized results as it is shown in Figure
B.11.
Figure B.11: Comparison in net graphic with self-adopted axis setting
With equal and unique axis setting saving us the trouble to pay attention to scale,
it is easier to directly make comparison and judgment as it is shown in Figure
B.12.
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Figure B.12: Comparison in net graphic with unique axis setting
Scheme selection
Now, it is time to go back to the ﬁnal result calculation of our building energy
system multi criteria decision making case.
With normalized simulation result matrix C and priority vector w, the ﬁnal alter-
natives ranking result R could be calculated.
R = C  w =2664
0:2672 0 0:1529 0:2514 0:2860
0:2797 0 0:2294 0:2285 0:2994
0:1860 0:6926 0:2034 0:2333 0:1992
0:2672 0:3074 0:4144 0:2868 0:2155
3775 45 
266664
0:1186
0:0487
0:4251
0:2944
0:1132
377775 51 =
2664
0:2032
0:2319
0:2335
0:3317
3775 41
Compared with matrix form R =
266664
0:2032
0:2319
0:2335
0:3317
377775 , result presented in Table B.23 may
be more straightforward and could be understood more easily.
Solution IV (Photovoltaic solution) earns 33.17% of total score, to be considered as
the best design scheme, according to given priority vector w and associated client
preference behind. Solution I (Another chiller solution) earns the lowest share of
total score and is to be considered as the worst design scheme. Ice storage solution
and solar thermal + absorption chiller solution account almost equal percentage
scores round 23%.
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Name I II III IV Sum
Ranking score 20.32% 23.19% 23.35% 33.17% 100%
Table B.23: MCDA result
Until now, an interdisciplinary building energy system decision making scenario
case has been simulated, together with whole life cycle calculation and multi cri-
teria analysis. An appropriate decision could be made based on those solid sim-
ulation and calculation, considering energy, economic and environment inﬂuences
simultaneously.
Please pay attention, although in this demonstrative case Photovoltaic solution
acquires the highest score, it does not mean Photovoltaic is a superior technology
and should be promoted anywhere. Above conclusion and associated simulation
results are valid explicitly only for the used boundary conditions and may not be
extrapolated for other instances.
After all, this is only one example to demonstrate the interdisciplinary simulation
scenario and its associated potential tool integration activities.
Through earlier simulation and calculation, revealed information such as what
kind of variables pass through tools, and how they coordinate with each other, are
much more valuable than certain conclusion of one scenario.
It is a meaningful start point to explore and coordinate simulation tool, life cycle
cost analysis tool and multi criteria analysis tool together. Increasing number of
tools would be integrated in the future no matter from what disciplines or with
what functionalities, as long as the building practice require and the engineers ask
for.
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Appendix C
2D hygrothermal comparison with
CHAMPS-BES, DELPHIN 5 and
DELPHIN 6
C.1 General background
C.1.1 Modeling target
Passys test cells are employed here as modeling basis for model comparison below.
Passys test cells are identical test facilities in one joint project in Europe, building
components can be tested in Passys test cells under real climatic conditions. Its
photo and sketch are listed in Figure C.1.
Figure C.1: Passys cells photo and sketch
Two rectangular rooms: Test room and Service room are established as simulation
target according to Passys test cells. Its sectional view is demonstrated in Figure
C.2. Certain simpliﬁcations and minor modiﬁcations are made during modeling
process, which are illustrated with detail in following sections.
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It needs to be pointed out that all modeling activities carried out in this chapter is
two dimensions, which means inﬁnite tubes are simulated instead of actual rooms.
This 2D comparison series increases modeling complexity step by step. Initially,
thermal analysis is carried out. Then hygrothermal analysis and air ﬂow are
considered. Finally, VOC emission and HVAC system are complemented. Hy-
grothermal activities are mainly focused on.
Figure C.2: Passys cells sectional view
As it is shown in Figure C.3, the Test Reference Years (TRY) in Essen is selected
as climate boundary condition, which is annual cyclic data on hourly basis. It is
a compound of individual climate ﬁles on temperature, relative humidity, direct
sun radiation, diﬀuse sun radiation, atmospheric counter radiation, wind velocity,
wind direction and rain.
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Figure C.3: Location and climate data
Four boundary conditions need to be assigned as it is shown in Figure C.4.
Figure C.4: Four boundary conditions
For boundary condition assignation, full set of TRY conditions does not be as-
signed all together; those individual ﬁles are regarded/disregarded according to
the diﬀerent Heat, Air & Moisture (HAM) model options, which are illustrated
speciﬁcally in diﬀerent cases.
C.1.2 Comparison tool introduction
Three tools: CHAMPS-BES, DELPHIN 5 and DELPHIN 6 are tested here. Those
three tools are a series of coupled Heat, Air & Moisture (HAM) simulation tools
for building envelope systems.
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CHAMPS-BES Test version
1.7.1, released in
2007
2D, free air spaces, old materials DB,
rudimentary VOC DB
DELPHIN 5 Test version
5.9.2, released in
2017
2D, improved air ﬂow model, new materials
DB, extended VOC DB
DELPHIN 6 Test version
6.0.13, released in
2017
3D, improved numerical engine, parallelized
solver, completely re-designed GUI, no VOC
implemented
Table C.1: Tested tools introduction
C.2 Thermal analysis: external long wave and short
wave radiation
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-H
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is im-
plemented, H indicates only thermal analysis is carried out.
Modeling assumption
2D comparison cases focus on hygrothermal simulation, however in this very ﬁrst
case, only energy balance equation is applied, no moisture eﬀect is considered.
A free-running building is modeled, which means no application of HVAC equip-
ment. Building is aﬀected by ambient environment, considering heat transfer
through walls and external long wave and short wave radiation; more speciﬁcally,
below processes are taken into account:
 Heat balance of zone air
 Heat convection between constructions and room zone
 Heat convection between constructions and external air
 Transport and storage of heat inside construction
 Heat transport between ﬂoor and soil
 Short wave radiation on external construction surfaces
 Long wave radiation on external construction surfaces
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Detailed parameter settings
The geometry numbers of Passys-2D-H are demonstrated in Figure C.5, and all
geometry data are inside dimensions. It is not exactly the same as Passys cells,
certain simpliﬁcations are made. There are 23940 elements after discretization.
Figure C.5: Construction information
Passys-2D-H envelope use same layer constructions and materials deﬁnition: metal
frame structure ﬁlled with insulation material as it is shown in Figure C.6. Please
note construction thickness diﬀerence in service room and test room as it is shown
in Figure C.5.
Thermal conductivity Density Speciﬁc heat capacity
(W/mK) (Kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Metal 20 8000 920
PSFoam-expanded 0.04 34 1300
Figure C.6: Construction and material parameters
Thermal conductivity of zone air is 0.27 W/mK, density is 1.29 Kg/m3, speciﬁc heat
capacity is 1000 J/kgK.
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Test Reference Years (TRY) in Essen, Germany is employed as climate informa-
tion. Of course, only thermal related climate ﬁles are implemented.
Heat convection and shortwave and longwave radiation are considered for external
surface of roof and east and west walls.
Constant convective values are used when it comes to heat convection calculation.
The heat convection coeﬃcient between wall structure and ambient environment
is 25 W/m2K, the heat convection coeﬃcient between wall structure and room
zone is 8 W/m2K.
Absorption coeﬃcient of building surface is 0.6, reﬂection coeﬃcient of surrounding
ground is 0.2 and emission coeﬃcient of building surface is 0.9.
Ground (soil) temperature is set constant 8 degree C for whole year. Heat con-
vection coeﬃcient between ﬂoor and ground (soil) is set as 1000 W/m2K.
Initial temperature is 5 degree C. Simulation starts at 1st January, simulation
lasts one whole year.
Simulation results
Temperature ﬁeld changes along with time is presented in Figure C.7.
The (CHAMPS-BES) temperature ﬁeld shows the inﬂuence of the thermal bridges
and boundary conditions. Construction temperature gradient changes along with
ambient environment. Test room air temperature amplitudes smaller since more
insulation of test room. They all meet expectations.
Comparison indexes such as: average service room temperature, average test room
temperature, average temperatures at outside, middle and inside of walls, roof and
ﬂoor are calculated with three tools. They all agree very well as it is shown in
C.8.
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Figure C.7: Passys-2D-H temperature ﬁeld
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Figure C.8: Passys-2D-H temperature comparison
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Figure C.9: Ampliﬁed temperature comparison between test and service rooms
C.3 Hygrothermal analysis: moisture ﬂuctuation
in rooms
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-HM-PSBoard
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is im-
plemented, HM indicates hygrothermal analysis is carried out, PS-Board implies
application of moisture-tight construction.
Modeling assumption
This case varies based on Passys-2D-H case, a free-running building is modeled,
considering both heat and moisture transfer through walls, more speciﬁcally, below
processes are taken into account:
 Heat and moisture balances of zone air
 Heat and moisture balances between constructions and room zone
 Heat and moisture balances between constructions and external environment
 Heat transfer and storage inside construction
 Heat transport between ﬂoor and soil
 Short and long wave radiation on external construction surfaces
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 Combined moisture boundary condition: humidity + rain + wind
It needs to be pointed out that zone air moisture remains unchanged all the time
since moisture-tight construction is used. in other words, only heat could be
transfer through envelope despite both heat and moisture balances of construction
are considered.
Detailed parameter settings
Basic moisture related parameters are listed in Table C.2. It is only most funda-
mental basis of moisture transfer calculation in porous media, more information
such as vapor conductivity function, moisture retention curve, and liquid water
transport function please refer to IBK database.
Abbreviation Name Unit Steel PS-Foam Brick
OPOR Open porosity m3/m3 1e-05 0.94 0.35351
OEFF Eﬀective saturation moisture content m3/m3 1e-06 0.935 0.31938
MEW Water vapor diﬀusion resistance factor / 1e+11 96 18.78
Table C.2: Material moisture parameters
Combined boundary of heat conduction, short wave radiation, long wave radiation,
vapor diﬀusion and rain are assigned for east wall, west wall and roof surfaces.
Exchange coeﬃcient for still air is 2e-06 s/m; wind driven rain models please refer
to speciﬁc software.
Other modeling settings remain unchanged as Passys-2D-H.
Simulation results
Figure C.10 shows the temperature and relative humidity comparison results at
test room and service room, results calculated by DELPHIN 5 and DELPHIN 6
ﬁt to each other.
Since application of moisture-tight construction in this case, zone moisture mass
remains constant, zone temperature and relative humidity ﬂuctuate inversely, it
meets expectation. Moisture mass density comparison result in Figure C.11 con-
ﬁrms the truth of constant moisture mass.
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Figure C.10: Temperature and relative humidity comparisons
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Figure C.11: Moisture mass density comparison
However, CHAMPS-BES could not ﬁnish because of convergence problems and
deliver incorrect room temperatures and relative humidity at the beginning days,
as it is shown in Figure C.12.
Figure C.12: Incorrect results of CHAMPS-BES
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C.4 Hygrothermal analysis: capillary action and
moisture buﬀering in walls
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-HM-Brick
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is im-
plemented, HM indicates hygrothermal analysis is carried out, Brick implies ap-
plication of capillary-active construction.
This case is a variation of Passys-2D-HM-PSBoard case, the only diﬀerence is
moisture-tight construction: PS-Board is replaced by capillary-active construction:
brick.
Detailed parameter settings
East wall and middle wall between test room and service room are replaced in this
case as it is shown in Figure C.13. Other modeling settings remain unchanged as
Passys-2D-HM-PSBoard.
Figure C.13: Wall replacement
Detailed brick wall construction and material parameters are listed in Table C.3.
Thickness Thermal conductivity Density Speciﬁc heat capacity
(mm) (W/mK) (kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Brick 312 0.55 1400 1000
Table C.3: Material parameters
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Simulation results
DELPHIN 6 is the only tool accomplished this Passys-2D-HM-Brick simulation
case eventually. CHAMPS-BES could not complete this case because of conver-
gence problem; CHAMPS-BES automatically stopped at 8 hours of simulation
time after two days of actual run time, as it is shown in Figure C.14. Meanwhile,
DELPHIN 5 is still computing then the calculation process of DELPHIN 5 has
been canceled on purpose; it delivered 152 days simulation result after two days
of actual run time.
In order to decrease calculation amount, ensure reasonable simulation time, a small
version of Passys cell is created in next section.
Figure C.14: Failed CHAMPS-BES calculation
It is clearly shown in Figure C.15 that there are deviations between DELPHIN5
and DELPHIN6 integral moisture contents. It may because DELPHIN5 and DEL-
PHIN6 use diﬀerent wind driven rain models: DELPHIN5: Standard model Prof.
Häupl, DELPHIN6: DIN EN ISO 15927-3.
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Figure C.15: Passys-2D-HM-Brick moisture mass density comparison
Rain water increases the moisture content in the east wall, enhanced heat con-
duction ability at the sametime. Comparing results from Passys-2D-HM-Brick
and Passys-2D-HM-PSBoard as it is shown in Figure C.16, brick wall leads to
lower test room temperatures in winter time and higher test room temperatures
in summer time.
It is more complicated from relative humidity perspective; brick wall leads to
higher test room humidity in winter time and lower test room humidity in summer
time. It is a combined eﬀect of temperature variation and moisture addition.
Figure C.16: Result comparison with/without capillary action
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C.5 Moisture buﬀering in walls: complementary
test 1
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is imple-
mented, HM indicates hygrothermal analysis is carried out, Brick implies appli-
cation of capillary-active construction, small demonstrates the attempt to reduce
simulation amount and time, striving to complete unﬁnished task in Passys-2D-
HM-Brick.
This case is a variation of Passys-2D-HM-Brick case; the only diﬀerence is reduc-
tion size of Passys cell.
Detailed parameter settings
New construction form and model size is presented in C.17. There are 8051 el-
ements after discretization in this reduction version. Other modeling settings
remain unchanged as Passys-2D-HM-Brick.
Figure C.17: Replaced construction information
Simulation results
Although DELPHIN5 ran rather slowly as well, it completed calculation this time.
As it is mentioned in Passys-2D-HM-Brick case, the integral moisture contents de-
viations between DELPHIN5 and DELPHIN6 may cause by diﬀerent wind driven
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rain models: DELPHIN5: Standard model Prof. Häupl, DELPHIN6: DIN EN
ISO 15927-3. This guess is reasonable or not, it will be veriﬁed in next section.
Figure C.18 shows the deviations between DELPHIN5 and DELPHIN6 integral
moisture contents.
Figure C.18: Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small moisture mass density comparison
CHAMPS-BES still could not ﬁnish this case, it stopped due to convergence issue,
at 10 days of simulation time after two days of actual run time, as it is shown
in Figure C.19. There is obvious deviation for room relative humidity between
CHAMPS-BES and DELPHIN5,6.
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Figure C.19: Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small failed CHAMPS-BES calculation
Figure C.20 shows discontinues temperature ﬁeld at the boundary surface of wall
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and inner zone air. This phenomenon demonstrates related problems of CHAMPS-
BES. Due to series of issues detected in previous tests, CHAMPS-BES is excluded
from further test.
Figure C.20: CHAMPS-BES discontinues temperature ﬁeld
C.6 Moisture buﬀering in walls: complementary
test 2
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small-norain
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is imple-
mented, HM indicates hygrothermal analysis is carried out, Brick implies appli-
cation of capillary-active construction, small demonstrates the attempt to reduce
simulation amount and time, norain rules out the inﬂuence of diﬀerent wind driven
rain models.
This case is a variation of Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small; external boundary is altered.
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Three climate ﬁles: wind velocity, wind direct and rain are excluded. Only heat
conduction, vapor diﬀusion and radiation are left to assign for roof and walls.
Simulation results
Integral moisture contents from both Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small-norain and Passys-
2D-HM-Brick-small-norain cases are presented in Figure C.21 together.
Two curves in lower part of Figure are moisture contents without direct rain af-
fect. Although small deviations can be observed, it is clear that DELPHIN5 & 6
moisture mass integrals agree munch better without rain.
Figure C.21: Moisture mass density comparison
Despite apparent moisture content diﬀerence, there is no obvious variation when
it comes temperature comparison of Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small and Passys-2D-
HM-Brick-small-norain.
Figure C.23 reveals that DELPHIN5 & 6 room temperature and relative humidity
all agree very well without the inﬂuence of rain.
Temperature
Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small-norain/temperature_testroom.d6o
Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small/temperature_testroom.d6o
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Figure C.22: T3 and Base case comparison
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Figure C.23: Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small-norain results
C.7 Hygrothermal analysis with air ﬂows
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airchange
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is imple-
mented, HAM indicates Heat, Air, Moisture model is employed, hygrothermal and
air ﬂow simulation are carried out together, Brick implies application of capillary-
active construction, verysmall demonstrates the further attempt to reduce simula-
tion amount and time, airchange introduces direct air exchange between ambient
air and zone air.
Modeling assumption
Here, a HAM model is simulated, more speciﬁcally, below processes are taken into
account:
 Heat and moisture balances of zone air
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 Heat and moisture balances between constructions and room zone
 Heat and moisture balances between constructions and external environment
 Heat and moisture transfer and storage inside construction
 Heat transport between ﬂoor and soil
 Short and long wave radiation on external construction surfaces
 Combined moisture boundary condition: humidity + rain + wind
 Constant air exchange between ambient air and zone air
Detailed parameter settings
The size of simulation target continues to shrink to reduce calculation amount
and time. New measurement is presented in FigureC.24. There are 5670 elements
after discretization in this further reduction version.
Air change rate for test room and service room are set to be constant 1 1/h.
Other modeling settings remain unchanged as Passys-2D-HM-Brick-small.
Figure C.24: Replaced construction information
Simulation results
The integral moisture contents diﬀer during the course of the year as it is shown
in Figure C.25. Moisture content calculated by DELPHIN 6 is relatively higher
than result provided by DELPHIN 5. Four time point 72.5, 85,125 and 150 days
are selected to observe more detailed moisture information in the form of relative
humidity ﬁeld graphics in Figure C.27 and Figure C.28.
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The room temperatures and relative humidity are dominated by the air change as
it is shwn in Figure C.26.
Figure C.25: Moisture mass density comparison
Figure C.26: Ampliﬁed comparison from 120 to 130 days
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Figure C.27: Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airchange RH comparison
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Figure C.28: Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airchange RH comparison (con-
tinue)
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C.8 Air ﬂows complementary test
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airchange-norain
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is imple-
mented, HAM indicates Heat, Air, Moisture model is employed, hygrothermal and
air ﬂow simulation are carried out together, Brick implies application of capillary-
active construction, verysmall demonstrates the further attempt to reduce simula-
tion amount and time, airchange introduces direct air exchange between ambient
air and zone air, norain rules out the inﬂuence of diﬀerent wind driven rain models.
This case is a variation of Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airchange: rain related
TRY ﬁles: wind velocity, wind direct and rain are excluded from simulation; other
modeling settings remain the same as Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airchange.
Simulation results
In this Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airchange-norain case, there is deviation
between DELPHIN 5 & 6 moisture situations as it is shown in Figure C.29.
Both 1 1/h air ﬂow rate setting and wind driven rain model inﬂuence integral
moisture content somehow in a comparative level.
The room air relative humidity and temperatures are very similar to the case with
rain. With air change, rain has minor inﬂuence on the room air conditions as it is
shwn in Figure C.30.
Figure C.29: Moisture mass density comparison
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Figure C.30: Ampliﬁed comparison from 120 to 130 days
C.9 Air permeable construction
Case description
General description
Project name: Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airgap-norain
Passys represents simulation target, 2D means two dimensional modeling is imple-
mented, HAM indicates Heat, Air, Moisture model is employed, hygrothermal and
air ﬂow simulation are carried out together, Brick implies application of capillary-
active construction, verysmall demonstrates the further attempt to reduce simu-
lation amount and time, airgap introduces air ﬂow between indoor zones, norain
rules out the inﬂuence of diﬀerent wind driven rain models.
Modeling assumption
Here, a HAM model is simulated, more speciﬁcally, below processes are taken into
account:
 Heat and moisture balances of zone air
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 Heat and moisture balances between constructions and room zone
 Heat and moisture balances between constructions and external environment
 Heat and moisture transfer and storage inside construction
 Heat transport between ﬂoor and soil
 Short and long wave radiation on external construction surfaces
 Constant air exchange between ambient air and zone air
 Air ﬂow between indoor zones
Detailed parameter settings
The description of Passys-2D-HAM-Brick-verysmall-airgap-norain is prestented in
FigureC.31.
There are 7280 elements after discretization in this case.
East side air inlet pressure is 101327 Pa, west side air outlet pressure is 101325
Pa.
Figure C.31: Air permeable case
Simulation results
There is moisture content deviation between DELPHIN 5 and DELPHIN 6 results,
as it is shown in Figure C.32; but there is less moisture accumulation in this case
since higher ventilation rate 2.5 1/h is implemented.
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Figure C.32: Moisture mass density comparison
Zoomed in situation of relative humidity and temperature are presented in Figure
C.33.
The service room gets preconditioned air from the test room. The amplitudes
of the relative humidity are shifted by approx. 4 hours.
The time shift depends probably on the moisture distribution in the test room air.
It could be smaller if the well-mixed assumption is applied.
The amplitudes of the temperatures in the service room are not shifted, but the
test room acts as an dampener.
According to 3 cm/s air speed setting, expected air mass ﬂow at inlets and outlets
should be constant value 0.037 kg/m2s. However, air ﬂow ﬂuctuation is observed
in Figure C.34.
Ampliﬁed air mass ﬂow situation from 145 to 150 days are presented in Figure
C.35.
The lower inlet is sometimes blocked. The lower outlet follows with a certain delay.
The upper inlet takes over when the lower one is blocked. The total air mass ﬂow
is reduced at such times.
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Figure C.33: Ampliﬁed comparison from 120 to 130 days
Figure C.34: Air mass ﬂow situation
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Figure C.35: Ampliﬁed air mass ﬂow situation from 145 to 150 days
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Appendix D
Model comparison: thermal cases
description
D.1 T0 Base case
General description
Base case modeled here is one rectangular room established based on parameters
abstracted from test room of Passys test cells.
Passys[58] test cells are selected as simulation target in this model comparison task.
Passys test cells are identical test facilities in one joint project in Europe, building
components can be tested in Passys test cells under real climatic conditions. Its
photo and sketch are listed below.
Figure D.1: Passys cells photo and sketch
Certain simpliﬁcations and minor modiﬁcations are made during modeling process,
which are illustrated with detail in following sections.
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Modeling assumption
Only thermal eﬀect is considered in base case, zone air heat balance is inﬂuenced
by heat transfer through six facades; more speciﬁcally, below processes are taken
into account:
 Heat balance of zone air
 Heat convection between constructions and room zone
 Heat convection between constructions and external air
 Transport and storage of heat inside construction
Figure D.2: T0 Base case scenario
Detailed parameter settings
Base case geometry mentioned below is not exactly the same as Passys test cells,
certain simpliﬁcations are made, and all geometry data are inside dimensions.
Detail geometry values are shown in Figure D.3 and Table D.1. The volume of
test room is 41.25 m3.
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Figure D.3: Base case geometry
Number Name of wall Length (m) Height (m) Area (m2)
1 North Wall 5 2.75 13.75
2 East Wall 3 2.75 8.25
3 South Wall 5 2.75 13.75
4 West Wall 3 2.75 8.25
5 Roof 5 3 15
6 Floor 5 3 15
Table D.1: Base case wall list
In base case, six constructions (4 walls, ﬂoor and roof) use same layer constructions
and materials deﬁnition: metal frame structure ﬁlled with insulation material.
This construction consist three diﬀerent layers: 400 mm PSFoam-expanded + 3
mm metal on both sides as it is shown in Figure D.4.
Figure D.4: Construction form
Layer construction and material parameters are listed in Table D.2.
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Width Thermal conductivity Density Speciﬁc heat capacity
(m) (W/mK) (kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Metal 0.003 60 7800 920
PSFoam-expanded 0.4 0.04 34 1300
Metal 0.003 60 7800 920
Table D.2: Material parameters
The temperature of Essen, Germany is employed as climate/ambient tempera-
ture. Please use exact attached hourly based Essen climate ﬁle, there are value
variation between diﬀerent database versions.
Figure D.5: Essen Temperature
In base case, constant convective values are used. The heat convection coeﬃcient
between wall structure and ambient environment is 20W/m2K, the heat convection
coeﬃcient between wall structure and room zone is 8 W/m2K.
Since it is an empty room without furniture etc., additional thermal storage ca-
pacity is 0 kJ/m3K.
Initial temperature is 6 degree C.
Simulation starts at Jan-01 00:00:00, simulation lasts one whole year.
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D.2 T1 Ground heat conduction
General description
T1 = Base case + ground heat conduction
This is one external boundary condition variation case. Boundary condition of
construction number 6: Floor is changed. In Base case, the boundary condition
setting of ﬂoor is same with other facades, which is exposed in ambient air for
simpliﬁcation reason, making the room ﬂoating in the air; In T1, ﬂoor keeps
contacting with ground (soil).
Modeling assumption
Besides four thermal eﬀects considered in base case:
 Heat balance of zone air
 Heat convection between constructions and room zone
 Heat convection between constructions and external air
 Transport and storage of heat inside construction
One more thermal consideration is included:
 Heat transport between ﬂoor and soil
Detailed parameter settings
Here, in this case, Ground (soil) temperature is set constant 7.5 degree C for whole
year ﬁrst. Furthermore, the ﬂoor external surface temperature is considered equals
to Ground (soil) temperature. For some simulation program which convective heat
transfer coeﬃcient must be given, heat convection coeﬃcient between ﬂoor and
ground (soil) is set as 1000 W/m2K.
Contribution case
As it is mentioned before, those above constant values are used to set up foundation
case in T4 to test most general aspect of ﬂoor-ground heat exchange.
But, when it comes to ground heat conduction, it is actually one truly complex is-
sue. Ground (soil) and ﬂoor heat transfer is one two-way inﬂuential phenomenon,
which means ﬂoor temperature proﬁle is inﬂuence by ground situation and ground
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temperature ﬁeld is also inﬂuenced by thermal states of ﬂoor construction. Com-
parison may help illustrate this issue more clearly. Wall and ambient air heat
transfer is one solo inﬂuential phenomenon, It is one reasonable assumption that
ambient air temperature is not changed due to heat exchange with wall. But that
whether ground temperature is irrelevant with ﬂoor heat transfer is one question
must be evaluated carefully.
More contribution cases must be added since variety of much more matured
ﬂoor-ground heat exchange functionalities do exist in diﬀerent simulation tools.
For instance, Kiva software, C or F factor methods, Site:GroundDomain:Slab
model, Site:GroundDomain:Basement model, Undisturbed Ground Tempera-
ture Model: Finite Diﬀerence Kusuda & Achenbach approaches and Xing
models are listed in energyplus document.
D.3 T2 Heavy construction
General description
T2 = Base case + Heavy construction replacement
This is one construction variation case, or more precisely, one material variation .
Construction number 3: south wall in base case is replaced by Thick limestone
construction in T2.
The phrase heavy construction here means construction with high value of ther-
mal mass. Thermal mass or heat capacity is a property of the mass of a building
which enables it to store heat, providing "inertia" against temperature ﬂuctua-
tions. Heavy construction is consisted with those materials that have high speciﬁc
heat capacity and high density.
For same heat transfer through construction calculation, Conduction Transfer
function (CTF) and ﬁnite diﬀerence method result in obvious deviation when
it comes to heavy construction[51]. T2 case is established to test those associated
situations.
Modeling assumption
Modeling assumptions keep same as base case, four thermal eﬀects are considered:
 Heat balance of zone air
 Heat convection between constructions and room zone
 Heat convection between constructions and external air
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 Transport and storage of heat inside construction
Detailed parameter settings
Construction number 3: south wall is replaced by new construction Thick lime-
stone construction. Its detailed layer and material information are listed below;
other ﬁve facades remain the same metal-PSFoam construction as in base case.
Width Thermal conductivity Density Speciﬁc heat capacity
(m) (W/mK) (kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Shell Limestone 1.08 2.3 2440 850
Table D.3: Construction number 3: south wall Shell limestone wall parameters
D.4 T3 Inside insulation construction
General description
T3 = Base case + Inside insulated shell limestone brick wall construction replace-
ment
T3 is also one construction variation case. All six constructions in base case are
replaced with Inside insulated shell limestone brick wall construction. As it is
shown in Figure D.6. Inside insulated shell limestone brick wall construction
is consisted with 5 diﬀerent materials that both heavy and light (heat capacity
wise) are included, and load bearing material and thermal insulation material are
combined together. Therefore it is convenient to compare variety of heat transfer
situations by employing this one construction type.
Modeling assumption
Modeling assumptions keep same as base case, four thermal eﬀects are considered:
 Heat balance of zone air
 Heat convection between constructions and room zone
 Heat convection between constructions and external air
 Transport and storage of heat inside construction
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Detailed parameter settings
Detailed layer and material information of Inside insulated shell limestone brick
wall construction are listed in Table D.4.
Figure D.6: Inside insulated shell-limestone-brick wall layer structure
Width Thermal conductivity Density Speciﬁc heat capacity
(m) (W/mK) (kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Shell Limestone 0.33 2.3 2440 850
Historical Brick 0.115 0.8 1710 1000
Limeplaster 0.015 0.71 1600 900
TecTem Insulation Board 0.12 0.0497 158 1132
Clay plaster 0.04 0.79 1700 1000
Table D.4: Inside insulated shell-limestone-brick wall parameters
D.5 T4 Concrete ﬂoor
General description
T4 = Base case + Ground heat conduction + Concrete ﬂoor replacement
This is one combined variation case of both construction and external boundary
condition. Construction number 6: Floor in base case is replaced with Concrete
slab construction that contacts with ground (soil).
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Modeling assumption
Five thermal eﬀects are considered here:
 Heat balance of zone air
 Heat convection between constructions and room zone
 Heat convection between constructions and external air
 Transport and storage of heat inside construction
 Heat transport between ﬂoor and soil
Detailed parameter settings
The ﬂoor is replaced by new construction that detailed layer and material infor-
mation are listed below.
Width Thermal conductivity Density Speciﬁc heat capacity
(m) (W/mK) (kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Concrete B25 0.2 2.1 2320 850
Table D.5: Floor Concrete slab over basement parameters
Ground (soil) temperature is set constant 7.5 degree C for whole year. The ﬂoor
external surface temperature is considered equals to Ground (soil) temperature.
For some simulation program which convective heat transfer coeﬃcient must be
given, heat convection coeﬃcient between ﬂoor and ground (soil) is set as 1000
W/m2K.
D.6 T5 Short wave radiation
General description
T5 = T4 + Short wave radiation
This is one external boundary condition variation case. In this case, short wave
radiation on outside construction surface is complemented.
By the way, T5 is set as new base case for later series tests. More information
please refers to Test case logics tree in the ﬁrst chapter.
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Modeling assumption
As it is shown in Figure D.7, besides modeling assumption considered in T4, one
additional thermal eﬀect: short wave radiation on external construction surfaces
is included:
 Short wave radiation on external construction surfaces
Figure D.7: T5 scenario
Detailed parameter settings
Please use exact attached hourly based Essen climate ﬁle. This climate datasheet
contains heat ﬂux values of global Radiation with respect to horizontal unit surface
of Essen, Germany is employed. Unit is W/m2.
Construction outside surface absorption coeﬃcient for shortwave radiation is set
as 0.65.
Contribution case
Above heat ﬂux datasheet is used to set up foundation case in T5 to test general
functionality of shortwave radiation.
Shortwave radiation or more precisely speaking, direct and diﬀuse incident solar
radiation absorbed by the surface face, is inﬂuenced by location, surface facing
angle and tilt, surface face material properties, weather conditions, etc. More con-
tribution cases should be included to demonstrate variety of shortwave radiation
calculation functionalities and to compare results.
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D.7 T6 Long wave radiation
General description
T6 = T5 + Long wave radiation
This is one external boundary condition variation case. In this case, both short
wave and long wave radiation on outside construction surface are considered.
Modeling assumption
As it is shown in Figure D.8, besides modeling assumption considered in T5,
additional thermal eﬀect is include:
 Long wave radiation on external construction surfaces
Figure D.8: T6 scenario
Detailed parameter settings
Certain long wave heat ﬂux datasheet could be provided here for foundation case
test, however, same functionality test has been conducted in T5 short wave ra-
diation foundation case test, and it is meaningless and redundancy to carry out
"given heat ﬂux" comparison one more time. It is far more interesting to ﬁgure
out the diversity long wave radiation solutions in contribution cases.
Contribution case
The long wave radiation heat exchange between surfaces is dependent on surface
temperatures, spatial relationships between surfaces and surroundings, and ma-
terial properties of the surfaces. The relevant material properties of the surface,
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emissivity e and absorptivity a, are complex functions of temperature, angle, and
wavelength for each participating surface. For such complex issue, certain rea-
sonable simpliﬁcation for radiation calculations must be assumed. Diﬀerent long
wave radiation models with variety of assumptions should be reported here.
D.8 T7 Orientation
General description
T7 = T5 + Orientation change
This is one external boundary condition variation case. Short wave radiation
values on diﬀerent facade surfaces are changed since room orientation is changed;
those associated situations are tested in this case.
Modeling assumption
Modeling assumptions keep same as T5 Short wave radiation, below eﬀects are
consided:
 Heat balance of zone air
 Heat convection between constructions and room zone
 Heat convection between constructions and external air
 Transport and storage of heat inside construction
 Heat transport between ﬂoor and soil
 Short wave radiation on external construction surfaces
Detailed parameter settings
Test room is rotated clockwise 90 degree comparison with base case as it is shown
in Figure D.9 and Table D.6.
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Figure D.9: T7 geometry
Number Name of wall Length (m) Height (m) Area (m2)
1 North Wall 3 2.75 8.25
2 East Wall 5 2.75 13.75
3 South Wall 3 2.75 8.25
4 West Wall 5 2.75 13.75
5 Roof 5 3 15
6 Floor 5 3 15
Table D.6: T7 wall list
D.9 T8 Window
General description
T8 = T5 + Window
This is one windows variation case. In this case, heat inﬂuence through windows
is considered.
By the way, T8 is set as new base case for later series tests.
Modeling assumption
Besides modeling assumption considered in T5, additional thermal eﬀect is in-
cluded:
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 Heat transfer through windows
Detailed parameter settings
6 m2 windows on south exposure are assumed. Here, window properties are given
based on Therakles setting requirement in below table. Due to complexity of
window calculation and huge diverse simpliﬁcation assumptions in diﬀerent tools,
more general parameter settings must be established somehow during comparison
process through thoroughly discussion.
Window U factor W/m2K 3
Solar heat gain coeﬃcient [0..1] 0.789
Glass fraction [0..1] 0.7
Angle-dependent solar heat gain coeﬃcient [0..1] 1
Table D.7: Windows properties
Contribution case
Diversity contribution case should be collected in T8 Window test.
D.10 T9 Constant value heat source
General description
T9 = T8 + Constant value heat source
This is one zone heat source variation case. In this case, constant value heat is
added here in this case.
Modeling assumption
Besides modeling assumption considered in T8, additional thermal eﬀect is include:
 Constant value heat source added in zone
Detailed parameter settings
400w constant heat is added to zone air.
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D.11 T10 Heating with ideal set point control
General description
T10 = T8 + Heating with ideal set point control
This is one zone heat source variation case. In this case, heating is controlled
by one ideal thermostat. The phrase ideal means no actual control algorithm
is considered, set point could be achieved without time hysteresis and quality
overshoot.
Modeling assumption
Besides modeling assumption considered in T8, additional thermal eﬀect is include:
 Zone heating controlled by ideal thermostat
Detailed parameter settings
One radiator with ideal thermostat is modeled here, its maximum heating power
is 2500 w, set point temperature is 20 degree C.
D.12 T11 Inﬁltration
General description
T11 = T10 + Inﬁltration
This is one air change rate variation case. Inﬁltration eﬀect is considered in this
case.
Modeling assumption
Besides modeling assumption considered in T10, additional eﬀect is include:
 Inﬁltration air exchange between indoor air and exterior air
Detailed parameter settings
Inﬁltration air change rate is 0.5 1/h.
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D.13 T12 Scheduled ventilation
General description
T12 = T11 + Scheduled ventilation
This is one air change rate variation case. Ventilation according to scheduled
timetable is considered in this case.
Modeling assumption
Besides modeling assumption considered in T11, additional eﬀect is include:
 Ventilation
Detailed parameter settings
Flow rate is set continuous 12 m3/h. Here, ventilation is set according to Therakles
setting requirement temporarily. Maximum synergies on parameter settings must
be found somehow during comparison process. Mechanical ventilation should be
coupled with air conditioning somehow in the future.
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Appendix E
Preliminary comparison with
Therakles and
CHAMPS_MultiZone
E.1 Comparison tool introduction
Generally speaking, two simulation tools CHAMPS MultiZone and Therakles are
mainly tested here in this chapter. Some other tools such as BIM-HVAC and
IDA-ICE are partially involved.
CHAMPS Multizone is a combined heat, air, moisture and pollutant simulation
environment for whole-building performance analysis. CHAMPS Multizone is an
expansion of CHAMPS BES, a coupled heat, air, moisture and pollutant simula-
tion tool for building facades.
Therakles is single zone thermal simulation environment for room climate opti-
mization.
Figure E.1: Ignoring thermal bridges eﬀects
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Thermal bridges eﬀects simulation is not advantage feature of CHAMPS Multizone
and Therakles, for simulation cases below, thermal bridge eﬀect is not considered
by CHAMPS Multizone and Therakles.
E.2 Comparison results
T0 Base case
Figure E.2: T0 Room temperature
Figure E.3: T0 Room temperature
Room temperature curves provided by CHAMPS Multizone and Therakles ﬁt to
each other as it is shown in Figure E.2.
Figure E.3 shows room temperature curves provided by CHAMPS Multizone and
BIM-HVAC generally ﬁt to each other, but tiny deviation exist. Their maximum
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temperature diﬀerence is 1.69 degreeC, average temperature diﬀerence is 0.50 de-
greeC.
Temperature at inner position of wall could be calculated by CHAMPS Multizone,
here temperature at exact middle position is presented in Figure E.4.
Figure E.4: Temperature at middle position of wall
T1 Ground heat conduction case
Room temperatures change along with time is presented in Figure E.5. Room
temperature curves provided by CHAMPS Multizone and Therakles ﬁt to each
other.
Figure E.5: Room temperature
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Figure E.6: T1 and Base case comparison
T2 Heavy construction case
Room temperature change along with time is presented in Figure E.7. There
are deviation between room temperature curves provided by CHAMPS Multizone
and Therakles. Their maximum temperature diﬀerence is 1.88 degreeC, average
temperature diﬀerence is 0.58 degreeC.
Figure E.8 indicates there is no temperature change while altering construction
discretization setting to increase grid density in CHAMPS Multizone.
When data exchange interval decrease from 10 minutes to 1 minutes in CHAMPS
Multizone, there is no changeas it is shown in Figure E.1.
Figure E.7: Room temperature
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Figure E.8: Normal discretization and intensiﬁed discretization comparison
Table E.1: Diﬀerent data exchange interval comparison
Figure E.9: T2 and Base case comparison
217
T3 Inside insulation construction case
The room temperature provided by Therakles is presented in Figure E.10.
Figure E.10: Room temperature
Figure E.11: T3 and Base case comparison
T4 Concrete ﬂoor case
Room temperature change along with time is presented in Figure E.12. There are
huge deviation between room temperature curves provided by CHAMPSMultizone
and Therakles.
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Figure E.12: Room temperature
T11 Inﬁltration case
The room temperature change along with time is presented in Figure E.13. Room
temperature curves provided by CHAMPS Multizone and Therakles generally ﬁt
to each other, but tiny deviation exist. Their maximum temperature diﬀerence is
3.23 degreeC, average temperature diﬀerence is 0.79 degreeC.
Figure E.13: Room temperature
E.3 Annotation
This preliminary comparison is developed together with the attempt to proper ar-
rangement of comparison case series. General impression is depicted by the com-
parison between Therakles and CHAMPS_MultiZone. However, this part compar-
ison detects the coupling issue of CHAMPS_MultiZone which results serious dis-
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tortion at even fundamental thermal calculations. This makes CHAMPS_MultiZone
out of further validation tests only leaves a few comparative results.
At the time of writing documentation of this part, full set of case simulation has
already completed by Therakles, and IDA-ICE and BIM-HVAC tools are conduct-
ing simulation by other IEA EBC Annex 68 partners. Results comparison among
those tools could be expected soon.
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